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This study, prepared by Colonel Raymond E. Tinsley,
USAF, deviates somewhat from the_ standard doctoral disserta-: tion format.

the events and activities which preceded the _study, and, there-

'7

F
.H.-

The writer was personally involved in many of

for,e, became the prime documentation source.
Due to the national objective to abolish the military
draft and create an all-volunteer force, the United States

'Air Force, in 1970, initiated Proj ect Volunteer--a program
to determine those-factors influencing retention rate.

In

!

its report, Project Volunteer Considerations, 88 irritants
to Air Force life were disclosed.
In an effort to remove these irritants, the.Air Force
embarked on an adult education program called the Contemporary Actions Program, which consisted of three

p~ases

of

w~rkshops and symposia conducted at Vandenberg Air Force Base

in

Cal~,fornia.
.

, This study was conducted to determine whether or not

'those adult education programs have or have not eliminated

any or all of the irritants delineated by Project Volunteer.
Three surveys were conducted in 1972 to determine the adult
education program success,and to collect ideas and opinions
.c~nsideredimportant

to the Air Force role in supporting

an all-volunteer force.

Approximately ten percent of all

SAC officers and five percent of all airmen participated.
The study consists of five chapters.

Chapter 1,

"Introduction," briefly outlines the events which took place
and the actions taken in response to those events which ultimately led to the research.
Chapter 2, "Review of Literature," relies on the
. report of .The President' s Commission on an All-Volunteer Armed
Force, because little Air Force literature has been written
either in favor of or opposed to that concept.
. have been noted and documented.

Other views

Findings of The President's

Commission resulted in the Department of Defense publicly
'announcing the national objective of an all-volunteer force;
·which resulted in Project Volunteer; which resulted in the
Contemporary Actions Staff, all of which resulted in the·
.author conducting this study.
Chapter 3, "Design of the Study," gives a detailed
account of how the study was organized and what factors in•

fluenced its design.

Chapt;er4, "Study Results," details

survey.data in tabular form and is presented in six sections:
Section I-Education, Section

II-~ecreation.

Section III-Job

.Satisf~ction, Section IV-Human Relations, Section V-Personal

Life Style, and Section VI-Air Force Career. Chapter 5, "Con-

elusions and Reco=endations, n· is a narrative continuation
oEChapter 4, andsunnnarizes those results in the areas
covered.
Because this study deals with the military, specific~llY personnel of the Strategic Air Connnand, some of the

vocabulary terms used and organizational references may not
'be totally clear to persons not directly or indirectly involved with the military.
~ppendix

For these reasons, a comprehensive

section was developed.

The author feels that p1ac-

~{

:ing a listing of all SAC bases, the lists of irritants and
cconsiderations, . the Grade Chart for the U. S. Armed Forces,
..·.arid sample copies of the study surveys in an appendix
facilitates better understanding and a smoother flow from
one section to another.
The data selected for the study have been taken from
three surveys which were designed to determine ,lThether or
not the adult education programs in SAC. had an effect on
the. existing irritants.

The Contemporary Actions Program

was the adult education program under consideration.
The three surveys used in the study were: (1) United
"'

.~

States Air Force Officer Survey, USAF SCN 72-50, 1972, BQ
USAF ACHR, Pentagon; (2) United States Air Force Career
Survey, Airman, USAF SCN 72-68, Hay, 1972, HQ USAF ACI1R,
Penta~on;

and (3) United States Air Force Career Survey,

Officer, USAF SCN 72-68, Hay, 1972, HQ USAF ACHR, Penta;son.
It was concluded that the Contemporary Actions Program was initiated to meet the pressures of social change

~ithin the SAC subculture.

Changes in the officers ranks,

as relating to management goals and obj ectives, were mov,ing in a more liberal direction.

The number of SAC

'officers who found pride and satisfaction in their jobs
'was well above 70 percent.
Life style of the enlisted ranks had not changed to
any degree that

~.as

reflected in the survey.

The author stressed the need for an ongoing program
" of social and contemporary action and surveys to measure
the direction and scope of social change in the all-volunteer
, force.

"

PREFACE
Readers of this study will find that at times its
content and format do not always adhere to the unwritten
.rules and regulations for doctoral disse.rtations.· Many
statements have been made about the Air Force which normally
would have been documented; many assertions pertaining to
the past, present and/or future philosophy of the Air Force·
would also have been documented, but have not been in this
c.study.

Chapter 2, "Review of Literature," dwells heavily on

the report of The President's Commission on an All-Volunteer
Armed Force, because little Air Force material has been
written either for or against this concept.

In fact, very

little has been written which directly pertains to this
study.

Obviously, an explanation is in order.
The writer of this study, Colonel Raymond Tinsley,

is a chaplain with the United States Air Force.

He has been

personally involved with not only alL facets of the events
leading to the writing of this dissertation, but has and
.,

continues to be an active member of the Force.

He is not an

independent researcher on the outside looking in.

Those

areas of this study, therefore. which. under normal doctoral
disser£:ation ethics. should be documented by other sources,
have_~een

personally experienced by Colonel Tinsley.

And.

obviously, he then becomes the prime documentation source.
i
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Due to social and politi"cal pressures in the late
.1960' s and early 1970' s, continued renewal of the 1940

. Selective Service Act (military draft) was in grave
jeopardy.
'"

Although public esteem in the

'~rofessional

soldier" steadily declined in the years following World
War II, climate to abolish the draft reached its highest
point during United States military involvement in Southeast Asia.

Repeated accusations of racial discrimination,

waste and mismanagement of funds, military atrocities, and
,

r'efusal to follow commands, were only a few of the issues
which caused both -the civilian and military population to
come to grips with growing dissatisfaction.
Debate over the draft versus an all-volunteer
military force raged at governmental levels, in the news
media and among the country's citizens.
>

In an attempt not

only to quell the debate, but also to determine whether an
all-volunteer force would be beneficial, President Richard
Nixon in 1969 appointed The President's Commission on an
All-Volunteer Armed Force.

The report of this Commission

'.

was published by the United States Government Printing Office
.

,

1

2
in 1970.

Shortly after the Commission"sfindings were published, the Department of Defense, also in 1970, publicly
announced a new national objective to develop an all-volunteer military force.

This decision, although directly

affecting the U.S. Army, which relied heavily on the draft
for its manpower, .would also affect the recruiting and
: retention of manpower for other branches of the Armed
Forces.

,',i-c ,

The Pentagon, in 1973, concluded from a survey

taken in 1968 on "true" and "draft-motivated" volunteers
that the draft did more for .recruiting in the Air Force
than in the other services.

According to the figures of

men who enlisted between 1965 and 1968, 58.2 percent of.
tli.e airmen responded that they joined the Air Force because
of the draft. (Air Force Times, December, 1973.)
Realizing, therefore, that more than half of their
manpower force joined the Air Force to escape the draft,
General Bruce K. Holloway, then Commander of the Strategic
Air Command (SAC), by Executive order launched. an exhaustive
study into the factors which had traditionally influenced
the rate of Air Force retention.

The study. called Project

Volunteer, took place in 1970 and was conducted by the
Perspnnel staff at all 54 SAC bases around the world and the
contipentalUnited States.
all SAC bases.)

SAC

wa~

(See Appendix A for a list of

selected as that portion of the

- ,

,.military force to be studied due to its high level of
national influence and its act;i.ve participation in Southeast

3
Asia.
Project Volunteer attempted to provide all SAC
personnel an opportunity to voice their comments on what
they did and did not like about

SA~,

and also attempted to

identify those factors which could be improved within the
military community without sacrificing the quality of national
security.

Personnel were asked to respond honestly to a list

o.f possible irritants drawn from the report of the President's Commission.

Continued repetition of specific irri-

tants was considered an amplification of a trouble area,
lending more weight to arguments urging corrective action.
In all, Project Volunteer disclosed 51 factors within the

military community which were influencing the rate of retention.

(See Appendix B for a complete list of irritants.)
In its final report, Project Volunteer stated SAC's

desire to attract, motivate and retain a dedicated career
force in an effort to improve its mission effectiveness.
In dealing with the list of irritants, the. report stated:

•

Irritants have an unquestionably negative influence on our peoples' attitudes. Without minimizing
their impact, however, most of these dissati'sfiers are
constants in the human management equation (not because they are static, but because they are recognized,
fairly well defined, and subject to individual, independent corrective ?ction). They might also be
regarded as subordinate to the issue of real job
'satisfaction; environmental factors are not necessarily
the prime determinants of job satisfaction. We must
b~ aware of the attitudes which motivate people and
combine this knowledge with some of the principles·
of modern management and the findings of behavioral
·scientists. (Project Volunteer Considerations, no
date, p. iii.)
The report listed six main areas which should be

4

considered in making SAC operational and management changes.
1.

Future personnel plans should provide programmed opportunities for educational advancement, recreation and
social activities designed specifically for the unmarried
airman--particularly those stationed in remote areas.
Because some essential jobs are inherently routine and

2.

boring, they should be automa'ted and/or computerized. or
should be done by civilian personnel.
3.

Job satisfiers which will attract and hold good people

,"

must be emphasized.

Included in these satisfiers are the

"

quality of leadership and supervision, the opportunity
for challenge and participation in decision-making and
innovation, recognition and achievement, and the variety

~."

.-: -

,

and interest of the work itself.

'£'

4.
,5.

The work force should be tailored to the workload.
The Air Force Specialty Code should be studied to determine ways of combining and overlapping training and
assignments in similar skills, i. e.

'>;-

J

a sheet-metal man

could assist in the tire shop.
6.

Although promotion opportunities are part of the retention problem, job progression is a dominant factor.

The

report stated that in this area, "Changes of command,
4iversity of assignment, opportunity for further educat:i,.on, etc ••

will be imperatives for the broad-

guaged executive the future force will need." (Ibid.
pp. iv-v.)
From results of Project Volunteer, the SAC staff

.

\

5

eS,tablished 88 objectives or considerations which were to be
reached within two years.

These considerations (see Appen-

dix C for complete list) were designed to remove the irritants
to Air Force cOImnunity life and to improve
the overall
.
.

.

management effectiveness and job satisfaction in an attempt
to attract and retain a high-level manpower force.
To faciiitate successful fulfillment of the 88
objectives, a Contemporary Actions Staff (CAS) was selected

bY the Chief of Staff, Personnel, Brigadier General Gerald
. Johnson.

The CAS was directed to prepare and hold three

phases of adult education programs to influence managerial
,attitude changes.

Phase I, including all SAC officers from

the rank of colonel down. was concerned with drug abuse
'control and race relations.

Phase II, including both offi-

'. cers and airmen, consisted of two workshops.

The first

workshop concerned drug abuse control, while the second
f

.,'involved race relations.

Phase III was a symposium for

wing (squadron) cOImIlanders--those people responsible for both
the management and cOImIland on all SAC installations.
" , This study, then will be. concerned with whether
.', or not

th~

adult education programs carried out by the

Strategic Air COImIland I s Contemporary Actions Staff have or
have not removed the irritants to Air Force

cOImIlun~ty

life as

specified by Project Volunteer, and whether they have or
have not improved the overall Air Force management effectiveness and job satisfaction.
Although the main emphasis of the three adult educa-

6
. tion program phases ostensibly centered on drug abuse and
race relations, the CAS was also attempting to find solutions to the list of irritants.

The programs were develop-

ed. therefore, to reflect the attitudes of both officers and
airmen on those areas which mayor may not cause drug abuse
and racial problems.
Needless to say, this author fully realizes the
problem of drug abuse and the necessary measures which must
be taken to control such abuse.

However, for purposes of

this study, specific results of the drug abuse programs will
not be covered.

Instead,· the study will consider the areas

of education, recreation, job satisfaction, human relations,
personal life style, and Air Force career, which were sub. jects of consideration built into the adult education programs.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
Strategic Air. Command
The Command is the only Department of Defense agency
designated as a· "specified command."
•

Established by the

President through the Secretary of Defense, a specified
command performs its broad. continuing mission under their
guidance, with the advice and assistance of the Joint Chiefs
of Sta-ff.
SAC Headquarters is located at Offutt Air Force
Base, near Omaha, Nebraska.

Within the continental United

States, SAC has two numbered air forces and a direct report-

7

ing missile division: Second Air Force at Barksdale AFB,
Shreveport,' Louisiana; Fifteenth Air Force, at March AFB,
. River~ide, California; and the 1st Strategic Aerospace
Division, Vandenberg AFB, Lompoc,

~alifornia.

The numbered air forces control SAC's mixed force
of bomber, tanker, reconnaissance, and intercontinental
ballistic missile units.
The Eighth Air Force on Andersen AFB, Guam, Mariana
tslands, is responsible for SAC's operations in the Western
Pacific and Southeast Asia.

The 98th Strategic Wing,

. Torrejon AB, Madrid, Spain, is concerned with SAC activity
in Europe.

Second Air Force controls SAC operations at Goose
,'--

AB, Canada,and a strategic wing at Eielson AFB, Alaska,
is under the jurisdiction of Fifteenth Air Force. (Background:
'United States Air Force, "SAC Organizations," no date.)
Adult Education Programs
Those special education projects, other than the
college academic programs, Professional Military Education
., and On-The-Job Training Program, which are specifically
designed for top and middle management.

These are certain

contract adult education programs specially designed to deal
With drug abuse, racial understanding, management, morality
and family life. (Rogers, 1967.)
Facilitator
A person or an institution which tends to enhance

8

the growth and the development of either a person or idea
toWard a given end:

In the social science frame, the

facilitator is either a person or force which gives assistance to changes

orgoals~

Adult education as a facilitator

serves as a change force in encounter groups.
Social Change
Social change concerns the development of new life
style models within a given subculture.

This study is con-

cerned with the attitudes of the officer corps and the non~6mmissioned

officer corps, and the ability of their attitudes

to accommodate the counter culture of young, adult airmen;
the degree to which behavior of SAC customs will permit· the

~",~

.

yQung airmen to operate within the system without animosities
and conflict •

"
OBSERVATION
Research will consider attitudinal and behavioral
,changes of the Strategic Air Command life style as it attempts
"to accommodate the generation of young, adult men and women •
. .The year 1970 will be used as the base.

Research will mea-

sure the influence of the adult education exposure on senior
and non-commissioned officers' management attitudes.

.
. 1.

HYPOTHESES

Social change in the Strategic Air Command will be
observable.

9
2.

Adult education programs carried out by the Strategic
Air Command's Contemporary Actions Staff will be facilitators of the social change.

3.

The adult education programs will have influenced
management attitude changes of the senior staff personnel, and will have reflected a change in the airmen's
day-to-day life.
SUMMARY

This study will consist of five chapters.

Chapter I,

"Introduction," has atctempted to briefly outline the events
which took place and the actions taken in response to those
events which ultimately led to the research.
Although volumes of material have been written by
all segments of the populace on the cdraft versus an allvolunteer military force, Chapter 2, "Review of Literature,"
will rely heavily on the report of The President's Commission
on an All-Volunteer Armed Force.
and documented in this chapter.

Other views will be noted
However, findings of The

President's Commission resulted in the Department of De, fense pUblicly announcing the national objective of an allvolunteer force; which resulted in Proj ect Volunteer; which
resulted in the Contemporary Actions Staff, all of which resulte~

in the author conducting this study.

Therefore,

complete and detailed analysis of the Commission, its work
and findings, is mandatory.
Chapter 3, "Design of the Study," will give a

10

detailed account of how the study was organized and what
factors influenced its design.

Chapter 4,. "Study Results,"

.will consist mainly of tables showing how the areas under
consideration which have or have not changed due to the
adult educ.ation programs carried out by the CAS.

Chapter 5,

"Conclusions and Reconnnendations, " will be a narrative con'.tinuation of Chapter 4.

It will sunnnarize those results in

the areas covered and will either prove or disprove the
author's hypotheses.
Because this study deals with the military, specifically personnel of the Strategic Air Connnand, some of the vo. cabulary terms used and organizational references may not
be totally clear to persons not directly or indirectly in,volved with the military.

For these reasons, the study will

: develop a comprehensive appendix section.

The author feels

that placing a listing of all SAC bases, the lists of irri. tants and considerations, the Grade Chart for the U.S. Armed
, Forces, etc'. in an appendix rather than the text of the
study will facilitate better understanding and a smoother
flow from one section to another •

.
-<

Chapter 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
;~'

REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION
As stated in Chapter 1, because of its obvious influence on national policy in regard to an all-volunteer
'armed force and the consequent activity of Project Volunteer
followed by Contemporary Actions Staff, the report of The
President's Commission on an All-Volunteer Armed Force was
determined to be significant background material.

Other

sources also will be documented"throughout this chapter in
an effort to adequately portray varying opinions existing in
the country during the late 1960's and early 1970's, which
led to attempts to remove or modify the irritants through
adult education programs.

However, unless otherwise noted,

the following material was drawn from the Commission's report.
President Richard Nixon created the Commission on
, March 27, 1969, and directed it to develop a comprehensive
'plan for an all-volunteer force.

In order to fulfill this

Executive order, the Commission was to bring to the Government's attention the best efforts of the military establishment and the best advice from eminent citizens in nationally
related fields.

Under chairmanship of former Secretary of

Defense, Thomas S. Gates, Jr., the Commission studied a
11
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broad range of possibilities which could influence national
pol~cy

in eliminating conscription, and which could assist

the country in moving toward a pre,..war volunteer concept.
Although Congress repeatedly extended t,he Selective
Service Act of 1940, except in periods of national crisis,
the United States traditionally has relied on a volunteer
Jidlitary force.

In an attempt to remove inequities imposed

on some of America's youth, the Commission felt that, with
~dequate long-range plans, recruiting volunteer manpower
(

-

would strengthen the nation's social foundations.

According

,to Peter Barnes , in his New Republic article, "All Volunteer
.Army," that foundation had been under attack by college-age
youi:l.g people who were demanding a "painless" milita?=,y. (Barnes,
1970.)

The Commission, therefore, realizing the country's

"social tenor, set about to study those factors which would
influence Congress to support the President's desire to end
the draft, but also to maintain a high level of national
~ecurity.

It was predicted that once the draft ended, an annual
"enlistment of 75,000 men and women would be necessary to
support a force of two and one-half million.

The

Commis~

sion's first major task, therefore, concerned the nature and
dimensions
of recruiting such a sizeable number of young
,
Americans.
~

Elimination of the draft, an accepted pattern of

American life for three decades, represented change in a
Society which had become suspicious of change.

A large
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portion of the population had become alarmed at any attack

on the established order.

The volunteer force, being

a

change in the order of government, was severely questioned.
This chapter, then, will review the major contents of the
debate which raged over the volunteer-force concept.
AREAS OF CONFLICT
After making the decision to support an all-volunteer
force, the Commission set about to negate arguments which
conceivably could defeat the concept.

Nine areas of conflict

were studied and included in the final report.

opponents' arguments.

It was argued that the United

States could not afford the high cost involved in supporting
can all-volunteer force.
In their book, The All-Volunteer Army, K. H. Kim,
. Susan Farrell and Evan Clague (1971), pointed out that the
Department of Defense is the largest user of manpower in the
country.

. personnel

Considering that management costs of military
is staggering even under the draft, the cost of

c paying compensations high enough to attract both the
c quantity and quality of personnel to field a volunteer force
would.become a major national budgetary responsibility.
~

- .,.

The Department of the Army was used to analyze

cvolunteer-force cost.

A study, conducted for the Army

between June and September of 1967 by the Economics Depart-
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ment of Leo Kramer, Inc., indicated that a pay increase

~f

approximately 38 percent above the 1967 rate would be
necessary to attract enough volunteers to support an Army
"of 858, 000 enlisted men. 'Retention rate was the key factor
in estimating costs.

(Kim, Farrell, and Clague, 1971.)

Steven L. Canby (1972) disagreed with the theory
of a predetermined force size.

He maintained in Military

,'Manpower Procurement that the goal of the military force-inbeing is to serve as a ,deterrent to war, and that as such
'the size of that force must be meshed with United States'
foreign policy.

Size of the·volunteer force, therefore,

,'depends on the manpower requirements of both military and
,domestic goals.
o~'manpower

He continued that the traditional shift
•

priorities away from the military after war

cannot be followed if the military force-in-being is to
'. function as a viable deterrent to war.
Canby asserted that a balance in the political,
',domestic arid military goals of the American society must be
determined.

He maintained that the tendency to neglect
!

" domestic goals at the expense of cold war defense objectives
';'. was the major source of dissension during the Vietnam conflict.
Drawing upon what General Maxwell D. Taylor termed,
"The n.ational military program of flexible response," Mark
Smith, Claude Johns and Richard Rosser in 1968 concluded that,
as the country moved into a new national military program,
the size and cost of a volunteer force seems to rest with the
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nature and scope of national arid foreign policies.

They

maintained that force size was only one factor which should
be considered in cost analysis.

Quality of the force, they

felt, was an even more important and critical cost fixing
factor.
Commission's answer.

"It is true that the budget for

a voluntary force will generally be higher than for an equally effective force of conscripts and volunteers; but the cost
of the voluntary force will be less than the cost of the
mixed force.

This apparent paradox arises because some of

the costs of a mixed force are hidden and never appear in the
budget.~

One example of real cost savipgs that will ac-

crue is the reduction in training costs as a result of the
lower personnel turnover of a voluntary force."
Inability to Expand Rapidly in Time of War
,Opponents' arguments.

Those opposed to an all-volun-

teerforce maintained that it would lack the necessary flexibility to expand rapidly in time of war.
In 1972, Sam C. Sarkesian pointed out that the
"

strategic dimensions of a volunteer force on NATO (North
Atlantic Treaty Organization) was alarming.

Europe, he

stated, had grown comfortable depending on the large armed
force~, stationed in that area of the world.

NATO powers

seriously doubted that a volunteer system CQuld produce a
force of sufficient strength and quality to be an effective
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. international deterrent.

Sarkesian believed that, from past

experience, to sustain military operations over a long period
of time and across the heartland of Europe, vast resources
of. both men and materials would be required.

He further

maintained that a decline of mass armies would alter the
scope of war-making and could possibly cause erosion of
NATO's effectiveness.
End of the draft and creation of a volunteer force
was not only a dramatic historical transformation for the
United· States, other NATO powers were
. the same direction.

expe~tedto

move in

Manpower, therefore, would become more·

.influential than technology in determining military strategy.
To opponents of the volunteer force, this suggested a lack
of flexibility in periods of international crisis.
Commission's answer.

"The Commission has recommended

a standby draft which can be put into effect promptly i f cir.~

cumstances require mobilization of large numbe:.:s of men. "
Volunteer Military Would Undermine Patriotism
Opponents' arguments.

The third objection to a vol-

.,

unteer force was the fear that the very concept would undermine patriotism by weakening .the traditional belief that each
citizen has a moral responsibility to serve his country.
kccording
to the Commission's report, the volunteer
,
force would be supported by a yearly manpower pool of two
million young men reaching the age of 18.

Individual bran-
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ches of the Armed Forces estimated that one-third of these
!!len would be required to maintain a "healthy leveL"
Those rejecting the volunteer force argued that at
least one-third of the pool would escape service due to
either physical or mental disqualifications, that another
. one-third could be considered true "draft dodgers," and that
the burden of serving would fallon the remaining one-third,
.thus raising the question of equality and fairness.

Oppo-

.nents of the volunteer-force concept considered it an exces.siveburden on a small percentage of "draft-age" men, denying
a yearly total of one-half million their patriotic particip~tion

in military service.
Commission's answer.· "Compelling service through a

draft undermines respect for government by forcing an individual to serve when and in the manner the government decides, regardless of his own values and talents • . • •
: When not all our citizens can serve, and only a small minority

.? '.

are needed, a voluntary decision to serve is the best answer,
. morally and practically, to the question of who should serve."
.

j"

" Threat of the Military-Industrial Complex
Opponents' arguments.

The fourth area of conflict,

and by far the most crucial, was a growing fear that the
milita~y-industrial

complex could pose as a threat to civil-

ian authority. freedom and democratic institutions.

It was

felt that the presence of a mixed force of draftees was both
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insurance and an influencing force against growth of a
separate ethos.
John Kenneth Galbraith, in his book How to Control
!he Military (1969), underscored the problem's scope:
The problem of the military power is not unique:
It is in an age of organizations to develop a life and
purpose and truth of its own.
He maintained tha t the goal of those fearing military
•

,rule was to secure that power under firm political' control
. and to demand closer congressional budgetary supervision.
In pointing to the possible threat of a too powerful mili'tary-industrial complex, Galbraith drew upon President
Eisenhower's, 1961 "Farewell Address to the Nation"--a warning,
Galbraith maintained, which has been the most influential of

.'

all public statements on the dangers of the,military-indus,trial complex.

"

Eisenhower stated:

In the councils of government, we must guard against
the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought
or unsought, by the military-industrial complex.' The
potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power
exists and will persist.
We must never let the weight of this combination
endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We
should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and
knowledgeable citizenry can compel the proper meshing
of the huge industrial and military machinery of defense
with our peaceful methods and goals, so that security
and liberty may prosper together. (President Dwight D.
Eisenhower, "Farewell Address to the Nation," January
17. 1961.)
-

,
'.
become
,

Fear that the military force-in-being would grow to
a threat to American liberal concepts and life style

under a·volunteer program was discussed at length in Galbraith's book.

However, others also were alarmed at the
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possible

consequences-~notably

Smith, Johns and Rosser.

They pointed out in their 1968 publication that unquestionably the American Department of Defense manages the largest,
most complicated, most expensive business in the world--and
it is growing.

However, dwarfing the physical dimension of

the military, they maintained, is its means of immediate
death to hundreds of millions of people.

It is this means

of human destruction which they felt requires absolute
civilian/government control •.
Commission's answer.

"In either a mixed or volunteer

force, the attitudes of·the officer corps are the preponderant
factor in the psychology of the military.

'

..

It is hard

to believe that substituting a true volunteer for a draftee •
• • will so alter the military as to threaten the tradition
of civilian control, which is embodied in the Constitution
and deeply felt by the public. • • •

The truth is, we al-

ready have a large professional armed force amounting to over
2 million men.

The existing loyalties and political influ-

ence of that force cannot be materially changed by eliminat.,

ing conscription in the lowest ranks."
Too Many Blacks in Armed Forces

.

Opponents' arguments.

The most emotional subject

studied in the nine areas of conflict was the contention
that higher pay required for a successful volunteer force
would especially appeal to blacks.

The fifth objection, then,
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asserted that a combination of increased black recruits and
black reenlistment would result in"a disproportionate number of blacks in the Armed Forces.

Marmion's (1971) fear

that racial tensions would result from this inbalance was
expressed in the press, private and congressional circles.
This belief that there would be an overbalance of
"black involvement was of special interest "to many American
groups.
justice.

One group saw the black visibility as a social inOthers, Marmion maintained, such as Bayard Ruskin,

resented absorption of a small, highly educated group of
blacks into the military when they could be used to further
civilian social goals.

A third, and very sensitive reason,

was the fear that a large, black military force-in-being
might act irresponsibly.

Debate dialogue seems to raise

a moral·problem: the more fortunate are proposing that"the
less fortunate defend the nation. (Marmion, 1971.)

Oppon-

ents of the volunteer force viewed this as heightening the
polarization between rich and poor and black and white.
Marmion continued that although the military communi-.

tyas a major American- subculture has made decisive economic
• integration advancements, the military must maintain a large
segment of white, middle-class enlisted men to offset the
high percentage of white commissioned "officers, and to continue .the progress being made in race relations.

There was

no doubt that a higher pay scale was needed at the military
entry level, but Marmion warned that such a pay hike would
be the overwhelming attraction to poor and disadvantaged
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'yoU?g people.
Commission's answer.

"Our research indicates that

the composition of the armed forces 'will not be fundamentally changed by ending conscription.

Blacks who join a volun-

tary force presumably have decided . • • that military service
is preferable to the other alternatives available to them.
• • • Denial of this opportunity would reflect either bias
or a paternalistic be'lief that blacks are not capable of
making the 'right' decisions concerning their lives."
Motivation of Volunteer Force
The fifth and sixth areas of conflict were closely
rei~ted:

The Commission studied the assumption that because

those joining the volunteer force would be men and women
from the lowest,economic classes, they would be motivated
primarily by monitary rewards rather than patriotism, and
would, therefore, create a force-in-being manned by mercenaries.
Opponents' arguments.

Opponents of the volunteer

force insisted that more than salary increases would be needed to recruit and retain "desirable" men in the Armed Forces.
and Little (1965) had already stressed the need
for clear evidence of the, "soldier role" in the fielding of
any

II~i1itary

force.

Without a "soldier role" clearly de-

fined from "social roles." they theorized that the volunteer
force could not attract the desired quality of human capital.
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Commission's answer.

"Maintenance of current mental,

physical, and moral standards for enlistment will ensure that
a better paid, volunteer force will not recruit an undue proportion of youths from disadvantaged socioeconomic backgroun d s. II
Would Stimulate Forei n Militar Adventure Foster Irres onsi e Foreign Po icy, Lessen Civilian Concern
Opponents' arguments.

Concern was voiced that the

,/

power base, established under the umbrella of the militaryindustrial'complex, would "enslave" the foreign policy-making
'role of the Government and also would influence domestic
priorities.

Marmion (1971) stated that although the militar-

y'5 traditional role has been to defend the nation, since
World War II military presence in the population has grown
increasingly.
Janoivits and Little in 1965 had argued that although
military presence is an undisputed reality, its moral influence on a "liberty-oriented" life style is alarming.

They

felt that little had been done to bring the political crisis
',,~ under the rules of diplomacy.

Smith, Johns, and Rosser (1968)

concurred with this philosophy, and went on to state that the

-

need to safeguard the democratic traditions against militarism sh9Uld be an ongoing public warning.

Concern, therefore,

"

that the civilian community would be less sensitive to a
volunt~er force than to a force mixed with draftees was part

of the seventh area of conflict.
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In the period before and even after the decision to
proceed with volunteer-force plans, the garrison-state hypothesis was a conscious reality to those opposing the concept.

The political-military fusion was seen as the founda-

tion of an ~productive society.
s~lection

Literature pointed to past

of military personalities for civilian posts and

the
, growing professionalism of the officer corps as indicators of the rise of militarism in American social 'life style.
(Smith, Johns, Rosser, 1968.)
The military influence in American society became one
of the stronger factors against the volunteer force.

In an

interview conducted by this author; a SAC Social Actions officer stated that three of the most significant manifestations of this trend included: (1) influx of military men into
. positions normally occupied by civilians; (2) close ties
which had developed between military and business leaders;
and (3) widespread influence of individual military personalities.

The officer contended that the military, as a

viable competitor in the local '1#lbor market, is a factor which
,tends
to erode the professional image of the force.
(,

This

. ·prestige erosion is one factor which prevents the civilian
"

/+'

community from viewing the force as being patriotically
motivated.
Commission's answer.
~ressure

'"

-',

.

"To the extent that there is

to seek military solutions to foreign policy prob-

terns, such pressure already exis ts and will not be· affected
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by ending conscription."

Effectiveness of the Volunteer Force
Opponents' arguments.

It was feared that a volunteer

force would lack effectiveness due to a lack of highly qualified youth.

The Commission studied the possibilities that a

decline of prestige would further intensify recruiting problems, and would also result in an inability of the force to
sustain itself due to this image decline.

Compatibility of

the volunteer-force requirements and those needed to sustain
democratic foundations were major problems.

According to

Smith, Johns and Rosser (1968) the question was whether or
not an open democratic system would support the required
security role as reflected in a volunteer force.
Commission's answer.

"A force made up of men freely

choosing to serve should enhance the dignity·and prestige of
the military.

Every man in uniform will be serving as a mat-

ter of choice rather than coercion."
Actual Support Costs
The ninth and final area studied by the Commission
was the actual cost of supporting a volunteer force.

The

Commission realized that predictions of military manpower
procurement costs are the most complex in the entire governmental system.

The very nature of the military role

makes cost estimates illusive and misleading.

The Commis-
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sion, therefore, turned to a study conducted by the Rand
Corporation in 1967 in an attempt to fix a model whereby
budget costs of a volunteer military could be studied.

Cost

estimates derived, therefore, would depend on the Rand
study's 17 criteria affecting the recruiting process:

(1)

manpower demands; (2) industrial protection; (3) economic
'cos t ; (4) budget cost; (5) efficiency; (6) ex-anti equity;
(7) ex-post equity; (8) rejected equity;

(9) pay equity;

(10) uncertainty; (11) career interruption; . (12) social class
equity; (13) social instrument; (14) conscience, tradition
and law; (15) threat to democracy; (16) decision-making
considerations; and (17) technical workability.
In the February, 1967 issue of Playboy magazine,
~ongressman

Thomas Curtiss emphasized the possible savings

·that could result from expansion of lateral entry programs.
,fhis is exceptionally meaningful when it is noted that be. tWeen 60 and 75 percent of all positions presently filled by
Uniformed personnel have close civilian counterparts, ac·~cording

to the Commission's report.

The Commission concluded that "ultimately, the size
of the military budget and the strength of our armed forces
depend upon public attitud~s toward national defense."
FINDINGS OF OTHER COmHSSIONS

The President's Commission on an All-Volunteer Armed
Force wasn't the only group studying the prob.lem at this
POint.

Whereas their main emphasis was findittg ways to make
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the concept work, other groups were formed to develop ways
to revamp rather than eliminate the Selective Service Act.
Two of these were the Marshall Commission and the Clark
Panel.
Marshall Commission
The Burke Marshall Commission was appointed by President Lyndon Johnson in 1967.

Entitled the Commission on

Selective Service, it was headed by Burke Marshall, former
Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights under John F.
Kennedy.

The Commission, consisting of 20 citizens, decided

that an all-volunteer force was neither feasible nor desirab~e.

and suggested five areas within the military establish-

ment which should be dealt with in making the Armed Forces
more responsive to American youth:

(1) Fairness to all

citizens; (2) minimal uncertainty and interference with individual careers and educat{on; (3) social, economic, and
employment conditions and goals; (4) budgetary and administrative considerations; and (5) other factors deemed relevant.

(Marmion, 1971.)

The Clark Panel
,

In his 1971 book, The Case Against A Volunteer Army,

Harry_A. Marmion described the Clark Panel as

n •••

the

Civilian Advisory Panel on Military Manpower Procurement
established by the House Committee on Armed Services.

The

group of eight men, headed by retired General Mark Clark,
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was even more vehement than the Marshall Commission in its
rejection of a volunteer army.

The Clark Panel concluded

that such an army would entail:

(1) Uncertainty and in-

flexibility in the system: (2) exorbitant expense: (3) reprehensible judgment in placing monitary value on the lives

of citizens: (4) creation of national defense based on what
effect would be mercenaries; and (5) abandonment of faith
in citizens to rally to the national defense when national
security is threatened."

THE MILITARY VIEW
Personnel requirements were to be the major concerns
of active military managers.

Whereas the draft had played a

dominant role in manpower procurement policies for nearly
three decades, the shift to a purely volunteer force demanded
new projected estimates.

Size of the force depended on

national security needs.

National security depended on

future demands based on the uncertainties of international
tensions, the nature and extent of foreign treaty obligations,
"

.
The Commission, however, fixed the volunteer-force
size @t four levels:

(1) three million men; (2) two and

one-half
million: (3) two and one-quarter million: and (4)
.,
a force level of two million men as an overall active duty
force projection.

The number of recruits needed to maintain
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strength .objectives was set ferth in a study cenducted fer
the Defense Department in 1966.

(Repert, p. 183.)

They

peinted .out that lesses frem active.duty ranks vary acress
services, cempenents and branches., Men, the repert stated,
were separated frem the Armed Ferces fer a variety .of reasens,
including: unsuitable perfermance, medical disability, hardship, death, retirement and expiratien .of service term.

The

study cencludedthat inveluntary losses .of a velunteer ferce
weuld prebablybe the same as that.of the mixed ferce under
draft c.onditiens.

H.owever, reenlistment lesses in a velunteer

ferce c.ould be influenced by service pelicies with respect·
te pay, prometien, assignment and. ether irritants.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The Cemmissien cencluded that size .of the military
ferce-in-being dees net directly indicate actual defense
capability.

At any peint a fractienef the ferce is "nen-

effective," and includes:

these in training; these in the

pipe-line; and these whe are either priseners .or patients.
A geal te reduce the rate .of military turn ever , therefere,
weuld permit a reduction in the nen-effective ferce size.
Shift te an "in-heuse"

tr~ining

pelicy te replace cemplex

training centers. was suggested as a means .of reaching ferce
centa±nment within a mere integrated ecenemic .organization.

-.

.

,

The President's decisien te establish an all-velun-

teer ferce, as previeusly
secial cenditions.

s~ted,

was precipitated by grave
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In the June 18, 1971 issue of Life magazine, George
Hunt stated that the student revolt, probably the one most
powerful social condition, was at its most visable and certainly its most vocal during the Vietnam War period.

Tra-

ditionally the United _States had a "citizen military"; however, young men and women were voicing opposition to the
-draft.

The President's response to this revolt was to promise

the all-volunteer military force.'
However, other factors also were considered.

Rapid

,enlisted turnover in all branches, excessive training cost
caused by extremely low retention rates, and the corresponding high cost of continuing basic training

we~e

factors influencing the Executive

(Janoivitz, 1971.)

decisio~

economic

Need to improve Armed Forces quality was another factor.

In

1972 Gene,ral Westmoreland maintained that the war in Southeast Asia had "ravaged" the Armed Forces, gnawing at the
morale and discipline, causing racial and command problems
throughout the system.
The President seemed to be asking for a painless
military; a military which could be appealing to the most
"

advantaged youth in the history of mankind.

Jingoister

(1970) seemed to echo the opinion of most volunteer-force
Opponents when he wrote: "We are asked to believe that by
paying the price we can make the injustice surrounding military service vanish."
-

"'.

There was strong public doubt as to whether or not
the military had the will or ability to change service life
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to make it compatible with middle-class American youth.
There was a lack of national confidence in both the military
l~adership

and in the military system at a time when public

support was essential if the volunteer force was to succeed.
However, conclusions of the President's Commission were
strong enough to cause the Congress to enact legislation to
support a volunteer force.
This decision was a new concept for present Air Force
·.leadership.

Even though, in theory, it had an all-volunteer

'force, in actuality it attracted many men subject to the
draft.

There was, therefore; a possibility that when mili-

tary draft was no longer a threat, the manpower source may
very well dry up or at least decline to a level well below
in-force needs.
In an attempt to defend against these possibilities,
the Air Force established "people programs" to deal with
irritants and to improve its leadership in hope of affecting
the system's retention rate.

Concern was expressed in the

area of human dynamics and its influence on military performance.
,

Social stress between airmen, non-commissioned of-

.

ficers and commissioned officers was a judicial concern.

Pay,

~ospital care, educationa~,advantages and housing were viewed

as means to fashion the new Air Force life style.
•

Even though change within the military establishment

is often looked upon with scepticism--IfIf it could be done
better, we would have already done it."--the Air Force used
the Commission's report as an incentive for identifying
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irritants and developing adult education programs to deal

with them.

The remaining chapters of this research will

attempt to uncover whether or not the adult education programs to change Air Force posture toward these irritants has
been effective, and if so to what· extent •

.

Chapter 3
DESIGN OF STUDY
REVIEW OF AIR FORCE DECISIONS
Realizing that the 1970 national decision to create
an all-volunteer military force could cause new recruitment
'and retention problems, the U.S. Air Force immediately began

.6.

.

",art in-depth study of its past values, roles and its image.
The Air Force believed that 'leadership would be the central
"force

in formulating a successful volunteer military, and

recognized that some values and roles would have to be modified while other customs would have to be .eliminated.

They

believed that the quality of Air Force leadership depended on
the successful blending of leadership and management, and
recognized that to meet these specifications drastic personality modifications may have to be made.

.

However, they also

had to maintain a military authority style responsive to the
,
defense needs of the nation and consistent with military ob. jectives outlined by the U.S. Air Force Chief of Staff and
.related commands.
As in.all branches of the military, irritants caused
many "Etighly qualified young men and women to leave the Air
Forc~

upon completion of their service term.

Therefore, as

the country moved toward an all-volunteer force in a period
32
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of national affluency,' the Air Force hierarchy. turned their
attention to removal of those irritants.

They recognized

'that not only job satisfaction but also human attitudes must
be successfully dealt with.

They looked for ways to condition

all management personnel to effectively influence the selection and retention of young adults from a highly comfort, oriented civilian community into a somewhat "pain filled"
'Air Force community.
strategic Air Command
The Strategic Air Command was selected as that portion
of the Air Force to be studied due to its already established
:~Ipeople

programs" and its crew composition.

SAC had addres-

-:,sed itself to special problems affecting its people, and had
'emphasized intrinsic job enrichment and the challenging aspects of'management.
: 1"

SAC prided itself on its ability to

train and select leaders who could motivate others to acti-

vatetheir initiative and enthusiasm, to recognize their need
to be challenged, and to meet the challenge of change.

SAC

had been a pioneer in developing feedback channels from the
;

,'

'(:,\,

crew force.

The Air Force, therefore, believed that it

,Should be possible to open those same channels in other
'fields.

In its goal to meet the challenge of change, SAC

"was ordered to embark on an innovative and dynamic program
designed to confront contemporary problems.
,

"

The first step was the initiation of Project Volunteer
in 1970.

This was followed in 1971 by the creation of the
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Contemporary Actions Program--an adult educat"ion program designed to fulfill the objectives outlined by Project Volunteer.

This current study, conducted in 1972, will examine

whether or not social change in SAC is observable; whether
the adult education programs developed and carried out by
tQe Contemporary Actions Staff are facilitators of social
cQange; and whether the adult education programs appeared

td

have influenced management attitude changes of the senior

s~aff

personnel, and reflected a change in the airmen's day-

til-day life ..
To thoroughly understand this study, however, one
ufust become knowledgeable of both Project Volunteer and the
Contemporary Actions Program.

Although they were mentioned

. previously in Chapter 1 of this study, a detailed explanation of these two SAC programs follows.
Project Volunteer.

On October 26, 1970, General

Bruce K. Holloway, SAC Commander, initiated
teer, which involved all 54 SAC bases.

Pr~ject

Volun-

Conducted by the

Personnel staff of the individual bases, airmen and officers
, were asked to give their honest opinions on SAC life.

From

,this initial inquiry, Project Volunteer determined there were
.5,1 basic irritants (see Appendix B) which were influencing
l

.the rate of retention, and listed six main areas that should

be

considered when attempting to change the Air Force image;
Future personnel plans should provide program-

med opportunities for educational advancement, recreation and
SOcial activities designed specifically for the unmarried
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airIDan--particularly those stationed in remote areas.
(In the report of the President's Commission, although they did not recommend an increase of these types of
in~kind

compensations and/or

fring~

benefits for most mili-

tary personnel, they did recommend that "special circumstances in the military often warrant pay-in-kind.

At remote

bases, housing and other services often would not be availab1e unless provided under military auspices, and in many
instances, military personnel/are required to live on base.
Under such circumstances accommodations and services should
be'JIl8.de attractive and efficient so as to enhance the conditions of military life." pp. 63-64.)
2.

Because some essential jobs are inherently routine

and boring, they should be automated and/or computerized, or
should be done by civilian personnel.
(The COIDmission repeatedly recommended that civilian
employees be utilized to perform military jobs whenever possible.

They suggested that:

"Many positions in the force

structure currently manned by uniformed servicemen could be
staffed with civilians at lower budgetary costs and with no

l~ss in immediate effectiveness." p; 37.

In conducting a

"careful aggregative study of individual occupational specialities," the Commission concluded that "approximately 95, 000
POsiti-ons in a force of 2 million men could be staffed by
'.

ciVilians with no loss in effectiveness." p. 38.

They also

recommended that the services "discover ways to substitute
non-human resources for manpower in a wider variety of ac-
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tiVities. I I p. 30.)
3.

Job satisfiers which will attract and hold good

people must be emphasized.

Included in these satisfiers

i

are the quality of leadership and supervision, the opportunity for challenge and participation in decision-making and
innovation, recognition and achievement, and the variety and
interest of the work itself.
4.

"!,he work force should be tailored to the workload.

5.

The Air Force Specialty Code should be studied to

determine ways of combining and overlapping training and assignments in similar skills. Le ••

a sheet-metal man could

as'sist in the tire shop.
(Although the Commission did not deal specifically
wlth the above-mentioned Project Volunteer areas 4 and 5, they
did maintain that "Conscription induces the military services
1=,0 use manpower inefficiently.

They make manpower decision's

on the basis of the costs as they perceive them. .
~use

..

Be-

budget expenses significantly understate the cost of

.lirst-term servicemen, the services are led to use more of
t::hemthan they otherwise would." pp. 29-30.)
6.

Although promotion opportunities are part of the

',retention problem, job progression is a dominant factor.
,

(In considering compensations, the Commission com-

.mente~on
those things which influence career decisions over
.

.
..

-

and above the .pay received.

The Commission stated: "In

choosing careers or employers, they Lemployee~T are also
interested in advancement opportunities or the speed of
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lJIovement between jobs and levels of responsibility." p. 199.)
In its final report, Project Volunteer detailed and
commented on 88 objectives (considerations) which were to be
reached within the next two years
quality of Air Force life.

~n

an effort to improve the

(A complete copy of these ob-

jectives can be found in Appendix C.)
Contemporary Actions Program (Social Actions).

In

Jul,y of 1971, responding to the 88 objectives outlined by
Project Volunteer, SAC embarked on a program designed to confront the social problems ("irritants") affecting Air Force
retention.

The first step in this program was establishment

on August 5, 1971 of the Office of the Assistant for Contempo~ary

Actions, Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel.

(The

-<':

title, Contemporary Actions, was redesignated Social Actions.)
.A Contemporary

~ctions

Office was then created and staffed at

each Strategic Air Command installation.
SAC believed that problems of drug abuse and racial
unrest were the key issues causing a major portion of the irritants to Air Force life.

Through the Contemporary Actions

Office; therefore, the decision was made to develop a threep~ase
n~l

adult education program which would provide key person-

throughout the command with a comprehensive introduction
1

tp issues and concepts which were major social action influences.

Ustensibly the programs would center on drug abuse and

interracial tensions; however, in actuality they attempted
to change and/or alter the officer corps attitude in an at-
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tempt to create a management force which would be c'apable of
minimizing the people irritants.
A formal course of drug abuse instruction was already
under development by the Air Training Command; the first class
waS scheduled to enter training in October of 1971.

Race re-

lations training, under the Department of Defense Race Relations Institute was scheduled to begin in November of 1971.
However, SAC realized that before all selected personnel would
receive training under these two programs, a considerable
period of time would elapse.

The Contemporary Actions per-

sonnel, therefore, decided to' conduct three phases of workshops and symposiums which would quickly provide selected
personnel a comprehensive introduction to these two main
issues.

Two civilian institutions were selected to work close-

ly with SAC in preparing the content for the workshops and
symposiums.
The University of Southern California (USC) was
selected due to its affiliation with two outstanding organizations--The Institute of Aerospace Safety and Management, and
the Haynes Foundation Drug Research Center.

The Institute of

". Aerospace Safety and Management had a long history of association with the Air Force.

The Haynes Foundation, established

early.in 1971 for the purpose of analyzing connnunity needs
with regard to the drug abuse problem and the coordination of
specific USC resources to meet those needs, provided consultants with extensive practical knowledge of the problems encountered by minority races, as well as' connnunity programs
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been developed to counter these difficulties.
The Drug Abuse TrainingCenter'at California State
in Hayward was the other institution selected to asdeveloping the three-phase program.

The Center was

tablished in July of 1970 under a grant from the National
titute of Mental Health, Department of Health, Education,
Included in the Center's training program were
drug abuse education, counseling, enforcement,
rehabilitation, including· new insights into contemporary
LU1UE'~,

skills, and modalities necessary to counter drug

\abus~.

Success of the Contemporary Actions Program, therefore,
on the work done by these two auspicious civilian in-

1. Phase I--Drug Abuse Control and Race Relations
~~!~~~i~um~:

According to the Report on the 1971 Strategic Air
"There are certain key

which dictate the strength and success of any military

"

The Report stated that these factors included
emphasis and support" and "the emphasis and support

j:jle commander's staff."

It was felt that this emphasis,

SUllDc',-t and participation could only be achieved when ."comand their staffs are well informed and motivated with
....."'I:)iiru. to a given program."

(Report, p. 6.)

The Phase I

; .. ~iymlposi.um, therefore, was developed to provide commanders and
staffs with exposure to the issues and causal factors
lved in drug abuse and contemporary racial unrest.
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'!'he symposium began on September 29 ,197lat VandenAir Force Base in California.

Attending were the com-

'111lllnCler, director of personnel, chief of chaplains. hospital
C~~,i~l!~~,

and staff judge advocate from each SAC installa-

,.' , their staff counterparts from SAC numbered air forces;
,

vice commander of each SAC

~enant

wing; and selected per-

SOI1tneJ., from Headquarters, Strategic Air Command.

Over 200 key

ounel attended the five-day symposium.
The symposium evaluated present management and the imof both drug abuse and racial issues, constitutional law,
law, and assignment practices.

It examined current

of these issues to detect the underlying issues
base-level commanders.
.t:~'~

Throughout the symposium,

and open exchanges of questions and identification of

UUJ~~ll'~

were encouraged.
At the symposium's conclusion, both military and
instructors correlated historical input, academic
discussions, and the management philosophy neces-

to confront the social issues and to package them 'in a
that described the root causes and present conditions
in society.
2.

Phase II--Drug

~buse

Control Workshop:

The Drug

;'\Dtlse': Control Workshop also teok place at Vendenberg AFB and
~be,gan S~ptember

27, 1971.

Participants included the drug

control officer and NCO from each SAC base, represen. ' "<-

ives from the numbered air forces, SAC tenant units, the
NCO Academy, and Numbered Air Force Leadership Schools.
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3.
E.0sium:

Phase III--Drug Abuse and Race Relations

~

Whereas the objective of Phase I and II was to es-

tablish a foundation for a coordinated Contemporary Actions
Program in SAC, Phase III was designed to combine the elements contained in the first two phases.

It was tailored to

meet the needs of squadron commanders and squadron first
sergeants, two critical levels of command and supervision.
Phase III, conducted during the second half of fiscal
'1972, included selected squadron commanders and first ser.geants from SAC· units throughout the world.

Approximately

838 personnel were involved in a series of four, one-week
. symposiums.
Also included in Phase III was publication of the
Strategic Air Command Drug Abuse Education Handbook, designed
, to provide base-level personnel a functional guide for con• ducting small group seminars in drug abuse.

Training in race

.re1ations was to be done by the Department of Defense Race
Relations Institute and the USAF Human Relations Advisor
,

Course.

In addition, SAC provided program evaluation and

assistance by a traveling team composed of at least one in,

dividual having experience in establishing and operating various components of a mUlti-modal base/civilian community drug
program.

The first team visit was conducted at Grissom AFB

in November of 1971.

SAC further developed a guidance manual

through Phase III for base-level social actions officers to
provide information regarding the purpose of the base-level
office, office manning and location, and a comprehensive

i-)

•.j
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discUssion of base program elements and the necessary coordination procedures required for program success.
Thus the Contemporary Actions Program was initiated.
At each SAC base around the world an office was established
headed by the base contemporary actions officer.

This officer

waS to be assisted by a base drug abuse control officer, a
drug abuse control NCO, a race relations officer, and a race
relations NCO.

This office was to be the focal point for all

base matters pertaining to equal opportunity, race relations,
drug abuse, and treatment of military personnel and their
. dependents.
DESIGN OF THIS STUDY
In early 1972, this researcher conducted three suryeys to determine whether or not the SAC adult education pregrams (Contemporary Actions Program) had eliminated irritants
d}sclosed by Project Volunteer.
a~d

The surveys collected ideas

opinions considered important to the Air Force role in

sl..lpporting an all-volunteer force.

Participants were in-

s,tructed to "tell it like it is," with emphasis on honest
.,

answers which could be used to change old policies and to
develop new ones.

The th!ee surveys were: (1) United States

Air Force Officer Survey, USAF SCN 72-50, 1972, HQ USAF ACMR,
Pentagon.

(2) United States Air Force Career Survey, Airman,

USAF SCN 72-68, May, 1972, HQ USAF ACMR, Pentagon.

(3) United

.etates Air Force Career Survey, Officer, USAF SCN 72-68, May,
1972, HQ USAF ACMR, Pent~gon.

(For sample copies of the
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surveys see Appendix E.

For a listing of the officer

by grade, see Appendix D.)
The three surveys were conducted at all SAC installawith approximately ten percent of all officers and
percent of all airmen participating.

Selection of par-

ti(:ip,ants was on a random basis.
Data of the·surveys, detailed in the following chapter
study, will be presented in six sections: Section IEd~cation,

Section II-Recreation, Section III-Job Satisfaction,

Section IV-Human Relations, Section V-Personal Life Style, and
VI-Air Force Career.Survey
The Officer Survey, conducted in April of 1972, was
to refine the conception of the SAC officer corps
life style in which a volunteer enlisted man must
A total of 1,694 SAC officers were included in the
Two percent were male minority members of the force,
less than five percent were female members of all races.
is a breakdown of the ranks surveyed and the total
number of each rank: 65 colonels, 209 lieutenant colonels,
375 majors, 656 captains,_250 first lieutenants, 135 second
lieutenants, and 4 warrant officers •

..

fareer Survey-Officer
The career officer survey, conducted in May of 1972,
included 1,790 SAC officers holding the same rank as those
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surveyed in April of that year, i. e., colonel, lieutenant
colonel, major, captain, first lieutenant, second lieutenant,
and warrant officer.
Career Survey-Airmen
Also conducted in May of 1972, the airmen survey included 5 percent of all the SAC enlisted force.

Of this total,

2,184 were in their first enlistment, 611 were in their second
enlistment, and 1,634 were in their third (or more) enlistment.
The results of these surveys should not be interpreted
in the sense that SAC exercises full and total control over
the environment and factors influencing attitudes toward the
Air Force.

Installations differ with regard to mission,

weapon system, type of people, climate, etc.

These factors,

and many others, are related to career attitudes and attitudes toward the Air Force; similar differences will exist
BetWeen career fields.

Although these differences must be

qualified, they wi'll not be ignored in presenting the following data findings.

Chapter 4
STUDY RESULTS
INTRODUCTION
A complete sample of the three surveys conducted by
.this researcher can be found in Appendix E.

Only those

questions believed to be pertinent to this specific study
are being reported.

As stated previously in Chapter 3, this

chapter has been divided into six sections: Section I-Education, Section II-Recreation, Section III-Job Satisfaction,
Section IV-Human Relations, Section V-Personal Life Style,
and Section VI-Air Force Career.
Each of the six sections have been divided into three
subsections: Officer Survey. Airmen Career Survey, and Officer Career Survey.

Each of the survey questions utilized in

this report have been placed under the appropriate section
and subsection.
Questions asked in the three separate surveys have
been quoted verbatum in this study, with the exact page number from the original sur?ey document noted.

In cases where

. only: a "yes"/"no" or "agree"/"disagree" etc. reporting format wa,s considered adequate ,. the alphabetical points under
·the original questions have not been quoted"

However, in

those
cases where necessary. the entire question has been
,

"~
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L~~~.- in this study.
t~

Again, the reader may wish to refer

Appendix E of this study for a complete sample of the
questions.
Most numerical figures appearing in this chapter are
and are so indicated.

Those figures which

without a percentage symbol (%) indicate the actual
of men and/or women responding to the surveys.

Sur-

results deviating from this rule will be noted and eximmediately following the reporting of those

Analysis of the following survey results will be
leted in Chapter 5, "Conclusions and Recommendations."

.

SEC~IONI-EDUCATION

The influence of education on the quality of milimanagement and military social response was expressed
a study correlating educational level and attitudes conat the Institute of Military Psychology in Stockholm
Korpi.

The findings indicated that men with a

educational level are more negative than men with less
I01~">1

education. (Korpi, 1964.)
Although this study will not attempt a psychological
the influence of education, it will explore the
position as an achievement-trends indicator of

officer corps.

It places the SAC officer corps in a
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ial status classification.
The following four questions having to do with age
level have been taken from the officer sur-

(£g. ~): Eow much total active federal military
service have you completed?

~estion ~

Findings:
a.

Of the junior SAC officers (01-03);.61% had less
than five years of active Federal military service.

Question 6 (£g.
aay?

~):

How old were you on your last birth-

Findings:
a.
h.

35 or under--82% (01-03)
45 or over--4l% (05-06)

guestion 7 (£g. ~): What is your_highest level of educa-tion NOW (include accepted GED / general educational
. development! credits)?
Findings:
a.
_ h.

College degree
1. 52%--01-03
2.. 25%--05-06
Master's degree
1. 10%

4.

Question ~ (£g. l): Under which of the following did you
get your commission?
Findings:
Military Academy--4%
ROTC
1. 37%--01-03
2. 14%--05-06
c .. Air Force Officer Training School--3l% (01-03)
•, d. Flying Training School--50% (05-06)
a.

h.

Airmen Career Survey-Education
Only one educational question was taken from this
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guestion 4 (£.8. •.~): 'fJhat is your highest level of education NOW (include accepted GED credits)?
Table 1
Airmen Education--Question4

EI-E4
s than high
school
school

5%
48
7
4

Career
;...

E5-E6
6%

E7-E9
4%

56
5

46
13

1

1

TO.tal Responding
251
2,265
309
114

-Education

Five survey questions are included in this' section.

Qllestion 4 (£.8.. £): What is your highest level of educa'tion NOI, (Include accepted GED credits)?
Findings:
a.
b.
c.
d.

College degree--43% .
Master's degree--lO%
D6ctor's degree--5% (05-06)
No college training--24 officers (in total survey)

Question ~ (£.8.. ~): Under which of the following did you
get your commission?
Findings:
a. ROTC--41%
b. OCS--30% (01-03)
,c. Flying Training School
1. 54%--05-06
2. 30%--Hajor-04
d. Service schools--4%
9ues,tion 67 (:e.g. 10): What level of education is needed
~n your current job?
A. No opinion/Don't know
B. High school education suffic;pnr
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C;
D.
E.

Need bachelor' s degree
Need mas ter' s degree
Need Ph.D.

Findings:
B--26%--450
C--55%--973
D-- 6%-- 97
E-- 5%-- 83

responding
responding
responding
responding

guestion 68 (M. 10): What level of Professional Military
Education is needed in your job?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Do not know/No opinion
None
Squadron Officers School only
Intermediate Service School (Air Command & Staff, etc.)
Senior Service School (Air War College, etc.)

Findings:
C--16%--276 responding
D--14%--257 responding
E-- 4%-- 63 responding
guestion 69 (M. 10): Do you think that you have been or
, ,will be aHoraed an adequate opportunity to attend pro'fessional military education courses (50S, AC&SC, AWC)?
'Findings:
Yes--67%--l,183 responding
No--18%-- 320 responding
SECTION II-RECREATION
tion
Only two

question~appear

in this category.

QUestion 38 (M. 9): Is your spouse connected with the
.B?y Scouts of America Program?
Findings:
,

,

·a. Yes--102 responding
1. 2 or more connections--12 responding

,Question 40

(M.

2.): Do you have any sons who'are active
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in the program as Scouts?
Findings:
a. Yes--7%
~rroen

Career Survey-Recreation
There were nine significant questions relating to the

'enlisted men's participation in base recreational programs.

1.

Question 37 (E&' ~): Are you presently connected with the
Boy Scouts of America Program?
Findings:

a. No--88%

2.

-~<.-

Question 14 (E&. 4): How much free time do you have?
I work shifts and I feel my free time is':
A. Very limited; almost no free time
B. Limited but I do have some free time
C. Adequate
D. Very adequate; I'm free as much as I want
E. Excessive; I have too much free time
I work re ular
hours and I feelm free time is:
Very imite ; a most no ree time
G. Limited but I do have some free time
H. Adequate
I. Very adequate; I'm free as much as I want
J. Excessive; I have too much free time
(Note: The results to this question have been broken down
into two tables.)
Table 2.1
Airmen Recreation--Question 14

Limited
Adequate

EI-E4

E5-E6

E7-E9

22%

19%
28

10%
19

33

Total Responding
875
1,306
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Table 2.2
Airmen Recreation--Question 14
El-E4

E5-E6

E7-E9

50%
32
82

43%
37
80

25%
45

Shift work
Regular hours
Total

Question 19 (E./i.
your free time?

~):

Total Responding
1,981
1,557
3,538
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How do you usually spend most of

A. Playing basketball, jogging, swimming, etc.
B. Building models, collecting things, working on cars
C. Thinking, reading, at a museum
D. At parties, at dances, at recreation center
E.At movies, watching TV, at events
F. Hith the family
G. Other
Table 3
Airmen Recreation--Question 19
Activity

EI-E4

E5-E6

A

15%

B
C
D

7
6
8

E
F

18
23

7%
6
3
2
10
56

E7-E9
6%

4
2

1
5
67

Total Respondin
477
283
196
228
587
1,757

Question 20 (E./i. ~): Of the following things in a recre~
ation center (service ~lub), what is the most important
one to you?

"

A. Mental or physical activity involved
B.- Chance to meet people
C. -·Chance to meet members of the opposite sex
D. Availability of food
E: Availability of alcoholic beverages
F. Not applicable, don't use
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Table 4
Airmen Recreation--Question 20

Rank Order

El-E4

E5-E6

E7-E9

42%--1
40 --2
27 --3
20 --4

E
F
A

E
F
A

A
F
E

G

G

G

Tot.al Responding
588
1,757
476
859

Listed below are types of recreational activities.
They all may be very important or unimportant to you.
Put them in the order of what you enjoy doing the
most.
For example: The code for what you enjoy doing most
would go-in item #21 on your answer
sheet. Your second preference would go
in item #22. Your third preference
would go in item #23, and your fourth
preference in item #24.
Code

Activities

-P:::- Cultural/mental activities
B.
C.
D.
E.

Arts, crafts and hobbies
Physical/sports activities
Social activities
TV/movies/spectator activities

. Questions 21-24 (EK. 2.): First preference; Second pref. erence; Third preference; Fourth preference.
(Note: the above questions 21-24 are a continuation of
. question if20, 1. e., "Code--Activities. ")
Table 5.1
Airmen Recreation--Questions 21-24
Activity

El-E4

E5-E6

E7-E9

A,
D

12%
14
37
24

E

l3

11%
21
34
17
18

11%
21
33
16
19

B

-c

Total Responding
503
746
1,535
882
674
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Table 5.2
Airmen Recreation--Question 21-24
El-E4

Order
1
2
3

E7-E9

.C

C

C

D
B

B

B

E
A

4
5

E5-E6

E

E

D

D

A

A

Total Responding
503
746
1,537
882
674

.guestion 35 (E.&. D: Are the on-base recreation activi·ties adequate or inadequate?
Table 6
Airmen Recreation--Question 35
El-E4

E5-E6

E7-E9

257.
50

35%
36

46%
34

Total Responding
1,351
1,880

Officer Career Survey-Recreation
Recreation plays a vital part in the learning process
of adults.

The use of the on-base recreational facilities

are indicators of the social attitudes of the officer force •
. Although 19 survey questions were asked in the
recreation category, for purposes of this study only those
showing a monthly usage of' 20 percent or more were considered
significant •
1.

.

~uestions

15-30 (£g. 4): How frequently do you or your
ependents use the foIlowing?

~

'.

(Note: for complete list, see Officer Career Survey
found in Appendix E.) .
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Question 31 (E,&. 4) : Are you
open Hess?
~estion

32 (E,&.

~) :

Ii

member of an Officers'

Are you a member of an Aero Club?
Table 7

Officer Recreation--Questions 15-32
Establishment

.

Bowling center
Child care
center
Golf course
Gyinn!lsium
Library
outdoor recreation
Swimming pool
Tennis court
Theater
Youth center
en mess
Exchange
en mess
,(membership)
Aero Club

01-03

04

05-06

Total Responding

29%

36%

33%

557

29
26
51
47

20"
28
55
55

6
37
54
54

405
487
884
884

35
27
27
60

38
43
21
52

72
72

85
85

29
42
22
49
21
84
84

609
576
442
996
64
1,362
1,362

22
26

16
20

11

332
413

41%

44%

43%

22

SECTION III-JOB SATISFACTION

"

Survey-Job Satisfaction
These questions attempted to show the level of stress
associated with the officer IS job.

Two such questions were

cons'idered significant for purposes of this study.
1.' ,Q~estion 68 (E&' 15): Do you have an off-duty job for pay?

Findings:
a.

No--98%

56
~uestion 69 (E..&. 15): What kind of off-duty job do you

ave?
. Eindings:
a.

Teachers or consu1tants--22 responding

Career·Survey-Job Satisfaction
Intrinsic jobenrichffient is one of the most elusive
challenging aspects of management.

Modern management

show \=hat there are "satisfiers" and "dissatisfiers"
job environment, which do not operate precisely as one
expect.

The dissatisfiers are those peripheral or

"hygiene" factors, which if present, cause annoyance; howeve;r, the absence of these dissatisfiers does not assure job
satisfaction.
The most effective factor in job satisfaction is the
leadership and supervision.

The Air Force has long

emphasized its capabilities to train and select leaders who
know how to motivate people.

The questions, in this section of

. the survey attempted to score those aspects of motivation in
the enlisted labor force.
sidered significant
1.

Three of these questions were con-

0

Question 73 (£go 12): How well does your present job make
use of your abilities?

A, To a high degree
B.. To a medium degree
. C.• To a low degree
D. -Not at all
E. Don't know
Question 74 (E..&. 12): Do you feel you are doing a job in
which it would be possible to show that you could handle
increased responsibility and authority?

57 '
, A. Yes, but I'm never given the chance
,B. Yes, and my supervisor gives me the chance to show it
C. No
D. Don J t know
Table 8
Airmen Job Satisfaction--Question 73

B& C

El-E4

E5-E6

E7-E9

83%

65%

46%

Total Responding
3,192 (65%)

Table 9
Airmen Job Satisfaction--Question 74
El-E4

•

Yes" ,
No,
Total Responding

E5-E6
80%
17%
1,635

62'70
25%
2,289

E7-E9

Total Responding

86%
11%
470

3, Question J1.

(£g. 13): Does the Air Force do a good'job of
telling you what you want to know about personnel programs
and policies (promotions, assignments, training,- etc.)?

A. A
B. A
C. A
, D. A

very good job
fairly good job
somewhat poor job
very poor job
Table 10
Airmen Job Sa,tisfaction--Question 77

A&B
C & D

El-E4

E5-E6

E7-E9

55%
45

73%
27

74%
26

Total Responding
2,807
1,599
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Officer Career Survey-Job Satisfaction

-

There were 22 survey questions related to job satisthe officer career survey.

Factors "A" (very

sl!:tisfied) and "B" (somewhat satisfied) have been combined
are are designated in the "Yes" colunm.

Factors "D" (some-

what dissatisfied) and "E" (very dissatisfied) have also been
combined and are designated in the "No" colunm.
L

Question 42 (Eli. §): Are you satisfied with your present
job?
Question 43 (Eli. ~): Are you satisfied with your present
duty Air Force specialty code (AFSC)?

3 •. Question 44 (Eli.
vise?

D:

Do you or would you like to super-

4. Question 45 (Eli. I): Does your immediate supervisor give
'·'.you recognition for a job well done?
Question 46 (Eli. 7): What do you think about the pay you
are getting for what you contribute to the Air Force?
C. Just abo·ut equal
D. Somewhat less pay than contribution .
6'.

Question 47 (Eli. D: How well does your Air Force job use
your talents and training?

7;

Question 48 (Eli. D: How do you think your service .experience compares to that of your contemporaries in terms of
assignments and jobs?

8:

Question 49 (£g. ~): I have as ·much say about what happens to me in the Air Force as I would expect in a
civilian job.

9.

Question 50 (Eli. ~): The Air Force provides me with as
much prestige and status as I would anticipate in a
civilian job.

10.

Question· 51 (Eli. ~): Horking conditions in the Air Force
·are as good as ,,,hat I would expect in a civilian job.

11.

Question 52 (Eli. ~): The supervision I have received in
the Air Force has been as good as' what I ,,,ould expect in
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a civilian job.
guestion 53 (£g. 8): I am presently making as much money
~n the Air Force as I have in civilian life •
. guestion 54 (£g. 8):1 would recommend an Air Force
career for-any young man, including a son of mine.
guestion 55 (£g. 8): Do you think your present job will
prepare you to assume future positions of greater re'sponsibility?
guestion.56 (£g. 2): Do you feel that you can go to your
immediate supervisor with any problem on your job?
. guestion57 (£g . .2): How much authority does your immedi:atesupervisor'delegate to you?

'B. About the right amount of authority
Question 61 (£g. 2.): How do you feel that" your skills and
.experience attained through serving in the military corn"~pare to skills and experience attained by civilian em'ployees for the same type of work?
Question 62 (£g. 2.): How do you think military pay (including allowances and fringe benefits) compares with pay
.incivilian employment for similar work?
. guestion 63 (£g. 10): I f you were to enter civilian life
tomorrow, how do you feel that your job satisfaction would
be in comparison to your Air Force job?
Question 64 (£g. 10): If you were to leave the Air Force
tomorrow,-Uow--do you feel your employment opportunities
would be in civilian life?
Question 12 (£g. 3): Do you think that the Air Force
'" Should. develop a written code of ethics that sets forth
the. conduct expected of officers?
Table 11

-

Officer Job Satisfaction--Question 12

Yes
No

01-03

04

05-06

Total Responding

43%
57

51%
49

63%
37

855
906
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Table 12
Officer Job Satisfaction--Questions 42-64
01-03
Question Sat.
(yes)
Number

42
43
44
45
46(C)
46(D)
47
48
49
. 50

5'1
52

53
54
55
.56.
57(B)
61
62
63
64

64%
69
79
78
51
36
38
27
60
47
51
60
39
70
83
74
43
22
49
24

05-06

04

Dissat. Sat.
(no)
(yes)

29%
23
6

72%
77
89
88
52

13

25
36
22
65
26
40
30
28
27

60
44
36
69
58
60
59
55
68
88
80
53
15
32
24

21
11

22
23
49
.20
49

Dissat. Sat.
(yes)
(no)

23%

18

4
5
31
14
19
55
22
32
24
24
22
28
9
16
11

56
28
48

Dissat.
(no)

73%
80
93
88
55
67
49
48
73
67
.66
66
59
75
91
82
60
16
23
24

Total Respondin

21%
15
4
7

1,764
1,775
1,775
1,771

25
15
18
45
20
25
16

1,775
1,778
1,770
1,778
1,776
1,782
1,770
1,781
1,779
1,773
1,778
1,747
1,746
1,755
1,763
1,779

17

19
21
8
15
10
51
43
42

Table 13
Officer Job Satisfaction--Question 13

.. >
.

01-03
27%
27 .
39

Positively
Negatively
Neutrally

04

05-06

42%
23
30

56%
18
22

Total Responding

623
437
609

,

•

Question 14 (£g." 3): Do you think that a written code of
ethics would affect: the professional image of Air Force
.. 'officers?
.

22.

61
Table 14
Officer Job Satisfactiori--Question 14

Enhance
Detract
No effect

01-03

04

05-06

Total Responding

34%
15
50

44%
17
39

56%
15
29

707
278
769

. Table 15
Officer Job Satisfaction--Questions 12-14
05-06

01-03
.£:

Positive
12
13
14

Negative

Positive

Negative

57%
27
15
33

63%
56
56
58

37%
18
15
23

43%
27
34
35

Average

SECTION IV-HUMAN RELATIONS
Officer Survey-Human Relations
The strong influences which SAC officers exert over
the tone of the social system makes this section of the survey
extremely important.

Although eight questions dealt with

human factors within the military community. for purposes of
this study only six will b~ considered.
1.

uestion 14 (£g. ~): Which one of the following do you
er yourself?

CO~Sl

Findings:
.

,

. a.

b.
c.

Negro/black--2\%
American Indian--2
Spanish or Mexican American--Less than 1%
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guestion 15 (£g. 4): Do you believe there is any significant racial discrimination on your base?
!indings:
a.
b.

No--39%
Various levels--l,013

guestion 16 (£g. ~):Do you think there is any significant
racial discrimination in any specific area in your unit?
(Select one answer only.)
Findings:
,

a.
b.

Attitudes and treatment by superiors--12%
Attitudes of fellow enlistedmen--12%

Question 19 (£g. 5): Which one of the following best
describest:he main reason for the racial problems on your
base?
Findings:
a.
b.
5;

Lack of communication between black and white--29%
Militants keep things stirred up--16% (05-06)

Question 23 (E&. 6): Do you think there is likely to be
- a racial frare-up-on your base in the near future?
Findings:
a.
b.

6.

Yes, definitely--22
No, definitely not--90

Question 25 (E&. &.>: How do you think race relations on
your base compare to that,on other Air Force bases you
have been on?
Findings:
a.
b-.

About the same--37%
No knowledge--18%

Airm~n Career Survey-:Human Relations

-.
Most Americ'ans are aware of the present social conditions;

\.J'e are actually experiencing a social revolution; a

revolution based on the acquisition of human and civil rights.
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The Air Force cannot afford the luxury of operating
within a vacuum.

SAC is caught up in the social revolution

as are other institutions.

The important thing now is how

t.o respond to the crisis.
Communication and the lack of it appear to be central
to all of the real or imaginary problems among people.
lems in

hu~an

Prob-

relations can only be identified through candid

exposure and examination.

Meaningful dialogue is necessary

to surface underlying unrest or frustrations.
This study will report on four questions taken from
the airmen career survey.
1.
~.

Question 16 (Eg. 4): Do you think there is any significant
racial discrimination in any specific area in your unit?
Findings:
a.

2.

No--81%

Question 24 (Eg. 6): Does your immediate supervisor treat
all people on the job equally regardless of race?
Findings:
a.

3.

Question 78 (Eg. 13): What do you think of the NCO/Airman
Advisory Council?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

4.

Yes--89%

Constructive and worthwhile
Of some value
Of little value
Unnecessary and time-consuming
Never heard of itHave heard of it but am unfamiliar with its activities

QYestion 79 (Eg. 13): What do you think would improve the
effectiveness of the NCO/Airman Advisory Council?
k. Better support from the commander

B. Better guidance and support from higher headquarters
C. More interest by NCO's/airmen
D. Nothing, the council is effective enough as it is
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E. Nothing, the council will never be effective
F. Don't know enough about council operations to answer
Table 16
Airmen Human Relations--Question 78

A&B
C, D, E & F

El-E4

E5-E6

E7-E9

44%
56

58%
42

69%
31

Total Responding
2,319
2,115

Table 17
Airmen Human Relations--Question 79

..

.

A•. B & C

El-E4

E5-E6

E7-E9

57%

71%

78%

Total Responding
2,871

Career Survey-Human Relations
In the current national and military climate of racial
tensions, it becomes important to stress the critical role
that selection of participating officers plays in successful

SAC people programs.

In most instances, a 45-year-old lieu-

tenant colonel will not be able to easily relate to, or understand the problems of young airmen.

His values and life

style are most likely to be far removed from those of today's youth.
1

. The

data from questions 96, 97, 98, and 99 were de-

signed'to shed some light on the problems of human relations
as' they pertain to the SAC officer corps.
1.

Question 96 (£g. 15): Do you think your race is now a
tactor in your promotion opportunity?
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guestion 97 (E&. 15): Do you think minority rro~p ?ersonne I receive the same punishment for the s~~ o!!~~t.
as other personnel in disciplinary actions (Artld" l!l
and courts-martial) under the Uniform Code of lU 11tu7
Justice?
Question 98 (Eg. 15): Are there any info~,l ban3 or
restrictions tnat prevent Blacks from moving into any
particular areas of the civilian community near your
base?
guestion 99 (£g. 15): Do you think the Air Force is oak1ng a rear-effort to improve race relations?
"

Table 18
Officer Human Relations--Questions 96-99

+'
:--

'

.

Question No.
96
97
98
99

01-03
Yes No

04
Yes No

8%
17
46
86

4%
14
56

11%
23.
41
5

91

18%
30
35
4

05-06
Yes No
10%
10
67
96

Total ResPOndingl

12%
26
27
1

353
l,5B1
1,581

SECTION V-PERSONAL LIFE STYLE
Officer Survey-Personal Life Style
Two questions relating to the scope and quality of
SAC personal life style were considered appropriate for this
study ..
1.

Question 11 (E&. 1): What is your marital status?
Findings:
a.
• b.
'C.

Married--83%
Divorced/not remarried--2%
Separated--5

2." Question 12 (E&. 3): Do you have any dependent children?
Findings:
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a.

b.

No--35% (Note: 49% were junior officers)
Yes--l,176

Career Survey-Personal Life Style
Suggestions that the military restricts the personal
.lif!'l of younger enlisted men has been a most powerful antivo;Lunteer force factor.

This survey has attempted to reach

. into the enlisted community and gain some insight on the
of the enlisted men toward the personal life style
.
"
restraints at SAC.

Two survey questions were applicable.

Question 89 (E.&' 15): In September, 1970, the Air Force
announced its new personal grooming standards. Specifi ...·
cally, all Air Force personnel may wear their hair in
any contemporary style they choose provided it presents
a neatly groomed, trimmed and tapered appearance and the
bulk or length of the hair does not interfere with the
proper wearing of any Air Force hat. Sid.eburnsand mustaches are permitted but cannot extend beyond the vermilion border of the lips at the corner of the mouth.
What is your opinion
of these standards?
,
A. Too lenient
B. Appropriate and reasonable
C. Too restrictive
D. No opinion
Table 19
Airmen Personal Life Style--Question 89

EI-E4

'A

4%

B

25

G

66

2.

E5-E6

E7-E9

22%

39%
51

48
27

9

Total Responding
640
1,586
1,989

,

Question 93 (E&. 15): How would you feel about making the
.~earing or-hats (caps) optional while wearing work utility (flight suits, fatigues) uniforms on base?
A. Approve

67

B. Disapprove
C. No opinion
Table 20
Airmen Personal Life St¥le--Question 93
El-E4

E5-E6

E7-E9

76%
14

75%
21

65%
33

A
B

Total Responding
3,272
819

Officer Career Survey-Personal Life Style
Nine survey questions were considered as reflecting
social life styles.
Questions 107-115 (E.&. 17): Rate the following features of an Air Force career in terms of your own
experience.

1-9.

107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.

Training & educational opportunities
Promotion system
Housing facilities
Pay-and allowances
Duty locations
Rating system
Opportunity to command
Haircut policies
Equal opportunity policies
Tabl.e 21

Officer Personal Life Style-:-Questions 107-115
....

Question
Number
107
108 ..
109

110
III
112
113

-

01-03
Pos. Neg.
78%
34
31
67
37
18
41

,

9%
23
30
8
23
49
24

Pos.
74%
37
32
66
52
18
29

04
Neg.
9%
28
27

9
12
49
42

05-06
Pos. Neg.
82%
56
32
68
54
22
32

5%
17
28
5
9
42
40

Total
Responding
1,532
1,096
1,072
1,337
1,097
1,172
1,196
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Table 21 (continued)
Question
Number

114
115

Pos.

Neg.

Pos.

31%
66

39%
8

51%
67

Neg.

05Pos. Neg.

21%
54%
. 76
8

20%
3

Tota
Responding
1,260
L,336

,.

SECTION VI-AIR FORCE CAREER
officer Survey-Air Force Career
One question related to the career aspects of the
Air Force.
uestion 26 (£&. ~): How easy was it for you to make the
a justment from civilian life to Air Force life?
Findings:
Ten percent of all rank categories had difficulty making
the. transition.
Airmen Career Survey-Air Force Career

,

,

The Air Force community exists in two quite different

styles of life.

The first is that work period which general-

ly extends from 0600 to 1800 hours--the drive to work, the
workday itself, and the drive home.
~nlisted

The personality of the

man is fixed more on the Air Force work community

than any other social force.
Skills of management-can be used most effectively
during this period to inspire the enlisted man with profess~onalism and human relationships.

Unless this time period

is used effectively, the military may never gain the respect
of the enlisted ranks, particularly if there is any loss of
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indepth communication.

The professional quality of manage-

therefore, is the most essential feature in the airlearning situation.
Eight survey questions relate to how SAC airmen feel
the Air Force as a career.
Question 65 (12.&. 11): Which of the following best describes your attitude toward reenlisting?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Definitely intend to reenlist
Most likely will reenlist
lJndecided
Most likely will not reenlist
Definitely do. not intend to reenlist
Not applicable; I have completed 20 years or more
Table 22
Airmen Air Force Career--QuestioiJ. 65

•••

....

A,

C

D &E

2.•

EI-E4

E5-E6

E7-E9

25%
62

33%
13%
23

28%

Total Responding

4,434

Question 66 (12.&. 11): If there had been no draft and you
had not haa any mITitary obligations at the time you
first entered active military service, do you think you
would have entered the service?
Table 23
Airmen Air Force Career--Question 66

Yes'

No

-

.

EI-E4-

E5-E6

E7-E9

52%
38

26%
64

19%
64

Total Responding

1,721
2,231

-..

Question 67 (£g. 11): How certain were you, before entry
~nto the Air Force, that you had decided what type of
job you planned to pursue for a career whether in or out
·of the Air Force (salesman, engineer, mechanic, teacher,
etc.) ?
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Table 24
Airmen Air Force Career--Question 67

certain
Had no idea

EI-E4

E5-E6

E7-E9

60%

45%
28

40%
31

16

Total Responding
2,310
975

uestion 68 (E&. 11): How certain are you now that you
ave decided what type of job you plan to pursue for a
career whether in or out of the Air Force (salesman,
engineer, mechanic, teacher, etc.)?

4.

Table 25
Airmen Air Force Career--Question 68

Certain
Have
no idea
,

EI-E4

ES-E6

E7-E9

70%

77%

75%

9

7

Total Responding
3,224
355

9

k=========~====~==~====~========~

Question 69 (E&. 11): Have you ever been counseled concerning the type
job you should pursue whether in or
out of the Air Force?

eli.

or

Table 26
Airmen Air Force Career--Question 69

No
cO

Yes

EI-E4

E5-E6

E7-E9

66%
21

18

74%

69'70
21

Total Responding
3,077
883

6.

Question 70 (E&. 11):_ Do you agree or disagree with the
following statement? "Little useful guidance is provided
to young people concerning the choice of a career field."

7.

Question 71 (E&. 12): Are you familiar with the services
provided by the CBPO Career Assistance and Counseling
(CAC) Section?
A. No, lam not familiar with the section

71

Yes, I am familiar with the services provided by
Career and Counseling Section and:
B.
C.
D.
E.

I
I
I
I

have
have
have
have

used the
used the
used the
not used

service and it was very useful
service and it was somewhat useful
service and it was not at all useful,
the service
Table 27

Airmen Air Force Career--Question 70

Agree
Disagree

El-E4

E5-E6

E7-E9

74%

69%
16

60%
20

16

Total Responding
3,"121

734

Table 28
Airmen Air Force Career--Question 71

A&E

8.

El-E4

E5-E6

E7-E9

81%

76%

73%

Total Responding

3,459

Question 72 (E&. 12): Do you know who your Base Career
Advisor is?
Table 29
Airmen Air Force Career--Question 72

Yes
No

EI-E4

E5-E6

E7-E9

34%
66

39%
61

58%
42

Total Responding
1,673
2,703

£fficer Career Survey-Air Force Career
"' Officers were asked to report their career intentions
by means of answering six survey questions.
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Question 100 (~. 15): Which of the following best describes your attitUde toward making the Air Force a
career?

2.

guestion 101 (~. 15): When did you decide whether or
not to make the Air Force a career?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Prior to entry in the Air Force
During years 1-4 of my active service
During years 5-8
During years 9-12
After year 12
Haven't decided yet

3.

guestion 103· (£g. 16): How do you feel that the public
view of tne-military as a career has changed over the
past year?

4.•

Question 104 (~. 16): How would you view your wife's
opinion or-the military as a career for you?

5.

~uestion

105 (£g. 16): Compared to your view of civilian
ife, what kind of environment does the Air Force offer
for raising a family?

. 6.~-guestion 106 (~. 16): How much influence have your
, military superiorshad on your feelings.about the military
as a career?
Table 30
Officer Air Force Career--Questions 100-106
01-03
Question
Number
Pos. Neg;
,
100
28%
52'7.101 (A)
-16
101 (B)
43
-101 (A&B) 59
-103
18
68
104.
25
32
105
43
35
106 .
27
43

04

05-06

Pos. Neg.
88%
16
37·
53
-12
37
44
50

5%

-

-

75
15
41
15

Pos.
57%
13
45
57
12
47
55
55

Neg.

Total
Responding
1,411
272
745
1,017
1,527
1,188
1,425
1,209

20%
---

--

74
10
28
8
.

-

,

73
Career

r

In addition to the preceding questions, both the air.. and officer career surveys attempted to discern what
individuals considered the most important factor in a
~~,-ee,r,

and what they considered the most favorable and the

unfavorable factors in making the Air Force their
(Note, the airmen questions begin on page 9 of that
while the officer questions begin on page 17.)
1..' What is thE! most important factor in a career for you
. (either Air Force of civilian life)?
A. Make a lot of money
Prestige and social status
Recognition for work well done
Competent supervisors
Rapid advancement
Be promoted on basis of ability
Become an expert in a specific type of work
H. Do a great deal of traveling
I. Stable location of work and home
J. Job security
K. A definite work schedule
L. Doing work that is challenging
M. Having a "say" in what happens to me
N. Feel I have accomplished something
O. Dealing with people rather than things
P. Dealing with things rather than people
Q. Don't really know
.
R. Other
Table 31
Airmen Air Force Career--Most Important Factor
El-E4

E5-E6

E7-E9

Total Responding

N-13%
1-11
A-lO
M-lO
J- 9
F- 8

J-20%
F-17
1-11
N-lO
L- 8
A- 7

J-25%
F-14
N-12
1-11
L- 9
A- 7

735
593
464
4L8

361
319

'-"
~,

74

.

'fable 31 (continued)
EI-E4

E5-E6

G- 7
C- 7
0- 5
B- 4

CGEM-

5
4
4
3

E7-E9
GC0M-

Total Responding
266
236
192
152

4
3
3
3

Table ,32
Officer Air Force Career--Most Important Factor
',;

01-03

04

05-06

Total Responding

N-26.85%
L-21.02
F- 8.33
M- 7.59
J- 6.94

N-24.28%
L-19.32
F-13.05
J-12.01
M- 6.53

N-27.56%
L-17.65
3-12.18
F-ll. 54
G- 4.81

469
356
178
164
230

. 2,:3 Listed below are a number of factors which have frequently
been associated with' unfavorable attitudes toward an Air
Force career. Select, in order of importance to you, the
two factors which have or would influence you not to make
the Air Force a career.
--UNFAVORABLE FACTORS
A. Family separation
B. My Air Force job (little challenge, little sense of
accomplishment, etc.)
C. Pay and allowances
D. Housing
E. Promotion selection system
'. F. Promotion opportunity
G. Fringe benefits (medical and dental care, BX, commissary, etc.)
H. Leadership and supervision in the Air Force
I. Frequent pes movesJ. Little "say" in future assignments
K. Insecurity of Air Force life
L~ The people
H.-Air Force policies and procedures
N. Some other factor
,0. Nothing unfavorable
. 2.

What is the MOST important unfavorable factor?
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Table 33
Airmen Air Force Career--Most Unfavorable Factor
El-E4

E5-E6

E7-E9

A-23%
M-21
B-13
J- 7
H-7
C- 6
I- 4
L- 4
E- 4
N-3

A-23%
E- 9
F- 7
B- 7
C- 7
J- 7
H- 7
M- 7
I- 5
D- 3

A-42%
E- 7
0- 7
H- 6
B- 6
S- 6
C- 6
M- 5
D- 3
F- 2

Total Responding
1,279
676
460
311
302
293
242 .
226
173
128

Table 34
Officer Air Force Career--Most Unfavorable Factor
01-03
.

A-33%
B-13
C-13
M- 9
E- 8
H- 6
F- 5
D- 3
I- 3
N- 2

.

4

'.
'

...
'

.

'3.

04

05-06

Total Responding

A-32%
J-20
E- 8
H- 7
0- 7
M- 5
B- 4
N- 3
D- 3
F- 3

553
245
202
140
126
94
84
53
48
42

-

•

A-32%
E-15
J-12
H- 7
F- 6
B- 5
M- 5
C- 4
I- 3
D- 3

What is the SECOND most important unfavorable factor?
Table 35
Airmen Air Force Career--Second Unfavorable Factor

.

-.

..

: -

,

. El-E4

E5-E6

E7-E9

M-18%
J-14
B- 9
H- 9
C- 8

J-15%
A-IO
C- 9
I- 9
F- 9

J-l7%
I-ll
H-10
M- 8
A- 8

Total Responding
·748
524
410
392
359
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Table 35 (continued)
E7-E9

Total Responding

8
8
6

C- 7
E- 7
F- 6

4

0- b

3

D- 5

339
308
251
222
192

EI-E4

E5-E6

A- 8
1- 7·
N- 5
L- 5
E- 5

EHDBN-

Table 36
Officer Air Force Career--Second Unfavorable Factor
0~-03

04

05-06

Total Responding

J-16%
A-12
M-11
E-IO
H- 9
F- 8

J-17%
E-13
F-11
A-IO
H- 8
M- 7
1- 6
C- 6
D- 5
0- 4

J-16%
E-12
A-ll
H-I0
D- 8
0- 6
1- 6
M- 5
B- 4
F- 4

275
210
180
168
151
126
119
105

B- 8

1- 7
N- 4
C- 4

72
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~estions

119-120 (£g. 18): Listed below are a numer of factors whicElnave frequently been associated
with favorable attitudes toward an Air For~e career.
Select, in order of importance to you, the·two factors which have or would influence you to make the
Air Force a career.
"'.

FAVORABLE FACTORS
·A. Opportunity for. training and education in the Air
Force
B. My Air Force job (cqallenging, provides sense of
accomplishment, etc.)
C. Pay and allowances
D. Housing
. E: Promotion selection system
F:· Promotion opportunity
.G. Fringe benefits (medical and dental care, BX, com., missary, etc.)
H. Leadership and supervision in the Air Force
I. Travel and new experiences
J. Have "say" in future assignments
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K.
L.
M.
N.
O.
P.

Security of Air Force life
The people
Air Force policies and procedures
The retirement system
Opportunity to serve my country
Some other factor
Q. Nothing favorable

What is the MOST important favorable factor?
Table 37
Airmen Air Force Career--Most Favorable Factor
E1-E4
A-22%
G-16
0-14
1- 9
c- 7
N- 7

K- 6
B- 5
J- 4
p- 3

E5-E6

E7-E9

N-257o

N-32%
K-15
B-15

K-13

G-12
A-12
B- 8

A- 9

J- 3

3

C- 7
1- 7
0- 3
0- 2

CG10-

Total Responding
1,066
652

600
453
337
312

9
6
3

259

174
151
··108

J- 2

L- 2

Table 38
Officer Air Force Career--Most Favorable Factor

1"

.

01-03

04

05-06

Total Responding

B-18%
C-16
N-15
A-12
1-12
K- 6
G- 5
D- 5
L,.. 4
0- 2

N-22%
B-22
C-16
1- 9
A- S
0- 4
.L- 4
K- 4
G- 3
p- 2

B-30%
N-18
C-14
. K- 8
D- 7
A- 6
1- 5

348
303
249
178
171
99
82
76
59
33

L- 4

G- 3
p- 2

What is the SECOND most important

fa~orab1e

factor?
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Table 39
Airmen Air Force Career--Second Favorable Factor
El-E4

E5-E6

E7-E9

Total Responding

0-16%
G-15
N-11
I-11
A-lO
c- 7
p- 6
K- 6
B- 4
0- 3

N-22%
G-18
I-lO
K-lO
A- 8
C- 7
B- 5
0- 4
0- 3
F- 3

N-27%
G-15
N-11
C-lO
I- 9
B- 8
A- 4
0- 3
K- 3
F- 2

855
708
485
448
411
307
236
218
162
118

Table 40
Officer Air Force CareEir~-Second Favorable F'actor

7.

01-03

04

05-06

Total Responding

N..;18%
I-17
G-15
C-13
A- 7
K- 7
L- 5
B-.5
0- 3
0- 3

N-25%
C-17
I-14
G- 9
A- 7
B- 6
L- 5
K- 4
0- 3
J- 2

N-27%
I-14
C-11
B- 8
K- 8
0- 8
L- 7
A- 4
G- 4
p- 2

359
273
233
192
121
114
95
83
55
39

Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOl1MENDATIONS
INTRODUCTION
This study was conducted in an attempt to determine
to what extent the Air Force adult education programs (Contemporary Actions Program) had either eliminated or decreas.ed
:the number of irritants to Air Force life as outlined by
Proj ect Volunteer.

Results of the three surveys conducted

By this researcher will be used to influence future Air Force
jtolicyand programs.
~eridation

It will also serve as the basic recom-

for Air Force career motivation conferences and

social action programs.

In these two areas the most effec-

tive adult and continuing education programs may find their
.creative expressions.
This chapter will analyze the survey results reported
in the preceding chapter, and will summarize those findings.
In addition, the researcher will offer recommendations for
further progress and study in the task of eliminating irritants to Air Force life. _
DELINEATION OF SURVEY RESULTS
!ducation
Of the airmen surveyed,the vast majority had at
79
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least a high school education (2,265); 309 had some college
credits; only 251 had less than a high school education.
Twenty four of the officers had no college training; the
remaining held college degrees
the doctoral level.

rangi~g

from the bachelor to

In receiving their commission, only four

Rercent of the officers had been graduated from a service
school; 41 percent came from ROTC programs; while 30 percent
had advanced through the Air Force OCS program.
In responding to questions concerning the amount of
. education needed for their current Air Force jobs, 973
pfficers believed that a college bachelor's degree was necessary; 276 felt that in the area of military education, only
the Squadron Officers School was needed.

Most officers felt

they were given adequate opportunities to attend military
education courses.
The above data suggests that the educational attainnecessary to support a knowledgeable, democratic climate
in the Air Force is available to those servicemen wishing to
take advantage of it.
,R.ecreation
Recreation is considered one of the most expressive
a}:titudinal activities within the military community.

Util-

:i.~ed as',. a human relations learning laboratory, community co. h~siveness is built and maintained through a recreational
sy:stem including all military personnel, their wives and
Children.

-,
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A purported sacia1 indica tar an any SAC base is the
af recreational participation.

Use af the facilities,

for example, brings seniar afficers into. direct cantact with
enlisted personnel and juniar

aff~cers

in a nanprofessiana1

at1Jlosphere .. In additian, a mixture between seniar and
junior afficers is as essential to. change as that between
officer carps and the enlisted ranks.

Juniar afficers,

ca11ege enviranments, afford seniar afficers
contact with a caunter culture.
Of the on-base recreatiana1 facilities available to.
them, seniar officers most aften used the gymnasium and
library.

Junior afficers also frequented the gymnasium and

theater.

The vast majority af the airmen prefered to. spend

.:;-

"

their free time with their families.

When they did utilize

tQe recreatiana1 facilities, they did so because of the
,availability af a1cohalic beverages and far the mental ar
activities.

Of Fhe

variau~

activities available,

the airmen stated that they mast pref'ered thase af
a physical nature.

Asked whether or nat the an-base rec-

re,<)tiona1·faci1ities were adequate, 46 percent af the E7-E9
airmen felt the facilities were adequate; 50 percent af the
E~-E4

airmen believed they were inadequate; E5-E6 were almast
divided an this questian.

• It would appear that both juniar and senior afficers·
utilize the an-base recreatianal facilities to a great
extent--in many cases they seem to. prefer the same activities,
.~.,

the gymnasium.

Hawever, this does not apply to the
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,most of whom utilize the facilities for socializing,
including the consumption of alcoholi c beverages.
Satisfaction
An important part of the surveys was the degree of

health and

man;ji"~ment

in the officer ranks and how

these items influenced the attitudes of the enlisted men.
SAC believes that the level of job satisfaction in the higher
ranks can be considered attitude indicators.

When a high

of job satisfaction is shown at the managerial level,
satisfac'tion can be carried to the total work force. '
In most cases, the officers surveyed were satisfied
.- .. -"

their current jobs and/or job conditions.

All ranks

dissatisfied in the areas of pay and civilian employment
opportunities.

Both 01-03 and 04 officers were dissatisfied

with the amount of personal control they had in the Air Force
as compared . to civilian employment; 05-06 officers, however,
~ere satisfied in this area:

Only 05-06 officers felt they

wotild not be as satisfied in civilian jobs as they were
iffesently.
A code of ethics guiding the officer corps is a very
recent concept.

Sixty-three percent of the senior officers

responding would submit toa written code setting behavior
standards.

This hiSh percentage would seem to indicate

that SAC top managers are willing for their professional and
-

,.

lives' to be governed by the same standards governing other management segments of the American society.

In
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56 percent of those officers felt that such a
written code of ethics would enhance the SAC officer corps

Airmen reactions to job satisfaction questions varied.
Most of those surveyed felt their present job did not utilize
their abilities (65 percent); however, data found in Table
9 indicq.te that lIlost airm.en feel that, given the chance,

th~ir present Air Force job would allow them opportunity for
greater responsibility and authority.

The majority of all

airmen ranks surveyed, EI-E9, believed that the Air Force
informed them of ways in which they could improve their job
•

slitisfaction through training, promotion and assignments.
Human Relations
Most of the questions in this area had to do with
racial problems and tensions.

Neither officers nor airmen

'elt this was a significant problem on their base.

Both

groups- also believed that minority individuals were given
the same treatment and opportunities as others within that
. Specific military community.
Life Style
~

By and large. most of the officers, both junior and

senior .. were satisfied with the life style found in the Air
Force.

The problems of rating and opportunity to cOlIlIIland

are of continual concern and come as no surprise.

The other

questions revealed a high percentage of both senior and
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'junior officers who viewed the present direction of the
·Force to be both liberal and satisfying.

Responses to ques-

. tions on location of duty, a very sensitive factor among
'senior officers, were most encouraging.

The extremely high

. percentage of senior officers endorsing the equal opportunity
. programs also was impressive.
Tt is interesting to note that in the question of
hair length, 51 percent of the E7-E9 airmen felt the 1970
(personal grooming standards were reasonable, while the El-E4
airmen felt they were too restrictive.
Apparently from the survey results, the higher ranks
are more satisfied with the personal life style in the Air
,Force.

Concomitantly, the lower the rank (and presumably age)

'the less satisfaction expressed.
Air Force Career
Both the airmen and officer _surveys questioned the
respondents on their career choice and what factors would be
;favorable and unfavorable in choosing the Air Force as a
'career.
In the question concerning the most important factor
in choosing a career, enlisted men E5-E9 would look at job
security, while EI-E4 wanted to have a feeling of accomplishment.-

'.

This factor, a feeling of accomplishment, was over-

whelmingly the most important career factor' for both junior
and senior officers.

It is interesting that the lower en-

listed ranks and officer ranks consider the same factor as
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being most important in choosing a career, while the higher·
enlisted ranks place that same factor in a lower priority
(fourth for E5-E6, and third for E7-E9).
When questioned about the unfavorable characteristics
of an Air Force career, all levels (enlisted men and officers)
responded that family separation was the most unfavorable.
·Seven percent of the E7-E9 men stated there was nothing unfavorable to an Air Force career; 16 percent of the officers
05-06 agreed.

Enlisted men El-E4 considered Air Force poli-

ciesand procedures as the second most unfavorable factor,
whereas E5-E9 men all felt that the fact they had little say
in future assignments would be their second factor.

Officers

04-06 agreed that was also their second most unfavorable
characteristic, while 01-03 officers 'stated it was their Air
Force job--little challenge and sense of accomplishment.
Interestingly, whereas 29 percent of the 01-03 officers listed their Air Force job as the second most unfavorable factor, 34 percent of the same level listed it as the
most favorable.

Airmen El-E4 thought that the opportunity

f.:>r training and education was the ·most favorable.

All of

the other ranks, officers and airmen, listed the Air Force
retirement system as the .Jllost favorable.

All of the enlisted

men considered Air Force fringe benefits the second most
favora,ble factor, and officers 04-06 considered it their
Air Force job.
Although somewhat difficult to analyz;e, it is ob:Vious that factors most liked or disliked about a career
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with the Air Force depend on which specific individual is
being questioned, even within the same rank, at any given
point in time.

While some men feel that. one item is their

most unfavorable factor, others holding the same rank will
consider it their most favorable factor.
CONCLUSIONS
The Contemporary Actions Program was initiated to
meet the challenges of social change.

Symposia were con-

structed to outline the program' ss·cope and obj ectives regarding drug and alcohol abuse control, race relations edu-

._1'

cation, and personnel equal opportunity and trea.tment; to
expose top management to a range of viewpoints and experiences which would emphasize the complexity of contemporary
social issues; and to enable participation by top management
in identifying social areas in which improvement could be
made.
Considering, therefore, that management (officers)
was the target group for the adult education programs, they
have been highly successful.
~

For instance, in the area of

human relations, both officers and enlisted men surveyed
felt that great strides had been made--that minorities were
not treated any differently, and that all personnel had an
equal-opportunity for advancement.

The vast majority of the

officers were satisfied with their Air Force job, and 70
percent of those questioned intended to remain in the service.
In comparison, 62 percent of the El-E4 and 23 percent of the
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. ES-E6 airmen did not intend to reenlist ..
The surveys further indicated an open-mindedness on
the part of senior officers (that group of men most likely
to resist change) in supporting a written code of ethics.
This high degree of professional motivation supports the.
assumption that SAC senior officers possess the quality
needed.to inculcate the human goals expressed by the Department of Defense.

Furthermore, it would appear that the

decision by top management personnel to remain in the Air
Force would facilitate the solving. of many people problems,
due to the fact that the officers will be sharing their life
style with such other individuals.
Survey findings do then support a major portion of
this study's hypotheses:
1.

Social change seems to be taking place in the
Strategic Air Command.

2.

Adult education

program~

carried out by the

.Strategic Air Command's Contempor~ry Actions
Staff appear to be facilitators of that social
change.
. 3.

The adult education programs. appear to have influenced management attitude changes of the

..,

senior staff personnel .
The survey findings did not reveal significant

chan;:;es in the airmen's day-to-day life.

As stated previous-

ly, the adult education programs were developed primarily to
influence top managers--officers 01-06.

These people have
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been influenced.

However, it was expected that this attitud-

inal change would filter down to the enlisted ranks due to
the daily contact experienced by.both groups.

This apparent-

ly had not occurred to the extent desired at the time these
surveys took place in April and May of 1972.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Colonel Chester A. Beverly, Jr., Assistant for
Social Actions, Deputy Chief of Staff Personnel, Headquarters
Strategic Air Command, is the one pers.on most actively involved in evaluating the Social Actions Program.

From

Colonel Beverly and his staff, assessments are being made for
the future direction of SAC explorations.

Therefore, this

researcher submits the following recommendations.
1.

Social Actions Programs should be carried out at

~A

the enlisted level.

The success of the adult education pro-

grams at the officer level would seem to indicate the possibility of success at the enlisted level.

P.erhaps with time

the attitudinal changes of SAC officers will, indeed, filter
down through the ranks.
now an actuality.

However, the all-volunteer force is

If the Air Force is to attract the caliber

of individuals they consider necessary, satisfaction in job,
personal life style and the other areas covered by this
s.tudy:, must be felt as much in the enlisted ranks as in the
officer ranks.

Although this researcher does not believe

that a crash program similar to the Contemporary Actions Program is necessary, he does recommend that increased emphasis
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on airman attitudinal change in regard to Air Force

2.
~

!£

The Air Staff*should give more creative leader-

the Commands in matters of social action and contem-

challenge.

The very nature of the military hierarchy

it to look to Washington (the Pentagon) for direction.
Staff expresses interest in the people programs,
respective Connnands also reflect an interest.

A value

is made by the Air Staff either in favor .of or opto social change.

Command priorities, the function-

al responses of which extend throughout the Air Force, are
established by the Air Staff.

Greater emphasis,. therefore,

from the Air Staff would create more viable social actions
prqgrams at the Command level.
3.
w~apon

The human programs must be given priority to the

systems.

A volunteer force of two million vastly'in-

creases each person's human capital demands.

Operations-

oriented wing commanders have displayed signs of people
insensitivity.

To improve the human capital growth possibili-

ties, a. more people-orient(Od-type wing commander should be
introduced to the system.

As a deterrent force, SAC may have

to rely more in the future on the high posture of morale
tpanon crew response.
4.

The Wing Social Actions Staff must become pro-

*The Air Staff consists of those people who work for
the Air Force Chief of Staff in Washington, D.C.
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The practice of using nonprofessionals in a
"t)rcltE,ssionally oriented life style is unfortunate.

American

universities have the most advanced social science schools

in the world; therefore, there is no excuse for the Air Force
lack of professionalism in the social actions areas.

Wing

social Actions officers should hold a Ph.D., and no member
of, their staff should have less than a bachelor's degree.

It

is believed that. in part, the lack of response to the social
~ctions

classes is due to the nonprofessional ,quality of the

Air Force lecturers.
5.

A program of adult continuing education should be

mandatory for 'all personnel at the tenth year of military
service.

The military connnunity is a closed society, and as

such it tends to lose touch, with society's social climate.
After ten years in military service--living on base, shopping
~nthe

BX and Connnissary. attending the Base Chapel, spend-

ing leisure time in the clubs and working with similar people
-,!

.... SAC personnel tend to lose sight of the changing social
order.

Young replacements produce a cultural shock, causing

a "gap" between the managers and the managed.

Programs of

'adult continuing education could ease the shock and reduce
,'the gap.
6. Military supervisors should participate in manage!!!ent exchange programs.

Finally, this researcher reconnnends

,that SAC develop a program by which military and civilian
- '-

managers would exchange jobs for a period of time.

Military

managers sometimes suffer from what has been called the
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Suit" syndrome; they rely more heavily on rank than
o~

management abilities.

This researcher believes that a

30- da y exchange program, whereby the military manager would
~ork

in a similar civilian

positio~

requiring learned skills

rather than rank, would restore his confidence and lessen
the career stress.

Such a program could also improve the

Force image within the civilian community.
SUMMARY

In summary, although the adult education programs

conducted by the Strategic Air Command in 1971 did not prove
to be the panacea for elimination of all irritants to Air
life, it is this writer's contention that they did
e~able

the Air Force to make considerable strides forward.

It is also this writer's contention that continuation of those
programs is mandatory if the Air Force is to assume and maintaih its position of high quality within the larger military
.6ommunity.

The Air Force must attract a high quality indivi-

dual, but more importantly, it must also make life within its
ranks as rewarding as possible t6 retain that individual.
would appear that the most efficient and effective way in
which to accomplish this feat is through broadened programs
of adult education.

-<
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF SAC BASES
SECOND AIR FORCE
Barksdale AFB, La.
Air Division, Carswell AFB, Tex.
2nd Bombardment Wing (H*) , Barksdale AFB, La.
7th Bombardment Wing (H), Carswell AFB, Tex.
11th Air Refueling Squadron (H), Altus AFB, Okla.
381st Strategic Missile Wing, McConnell AFB, Kan.
384th Air Refueling Wing (H), McConnell AFB, Kan.
'40th Air Division, Wurtsmith AFB, Mich . . '
301st Air Refueling Wing' (H), Lockbou=e AFB, Ohio
305th Air Refueling Wing, Grissom AFB, Ind.
351st Strategic Missile Wing, Whiteman AFB, Mo.
379th Bombardment Wing (H), Wurtsmith AFB. Mich.
410th Bombardment Wing (H), K.I. Sawyer AFB, Mich.
449th Bombardment Wing (H), Kincheloe AFB. Mich.

'F" ,

42nd Air Division, Blytheville AFB. Ark.
17th Bombardment Wing (H), Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio
19th Bombardment Wing (H), Robins AFB, Ga.
68th Bombardment Wing (H), Seymour Johnson AFB, N.C.
97th Bombardment Wing (H), Blytheville AFB, Ark.
306th Bombardment Wing (H), McCoy AFB, Fla.
308thStrategic Missile Wing, Little Rock AFB, Ark.
45th Air Division, Pease AFB, N.H.
42nd Bombardment Wing (H), Loring AFB; Maine
. 95th Strategic.Wing, Goose AB, Canada
99th Bombardment Wing (H), Westover AFB, Mass.
380th Bombardment Wing (We), Plattsburgh AFB, N.Y .
.',
416th Bombardment Wing (H), Griffiss AFB, N.Y.
509th Bombardment Wing (M), Pease AFB, N.H.
FIFTEENTH AIR FORCE
March AFB. Calif.
4th Air Division, F. E. Warren AFB, 1-7yo.
28th Bombardment Wing (H), Ellsworth AFB, S. D.
'44th. Strategic Missile Wing, Ellsworth AFB, S.D.
90th Strategic Missile Wing, F. E. Warren AFB, .Wyo.
95
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319th Bombardment Hing (H), Grand Forks AFB, N.D.
321st Strategic Missile Wing, Grand Forks AFB, N.D.
12th Air Division, Davis MonthanAFB, Ariz.
22nd Bombardment Wing (H), March AFB, Calif.
96th Bombardment Wing (H), Dyess AFB, Tex.
lOOth Strategic Reconnaissance Wing, Davis Monthan AFB,
Ariz.
309th Strategic Missile Wing, Davis Monthan AFB, Ariz.
Air Division, Beale AFB, Calif.
6th Strategic Wing, Eielson AFB, Alaska
9th Strategic Reconnaissance Wing, Beale AFB, Calif.
55th Strategic Reconnaissance Wing, Offutt AFB, Neb.
320th Bombardment Wing (H), Mather AFB, Calif.
456th Bombardment Inng (H), Beale AFB, Calif.
916th Air Refueling Squadron (H), Travis AFB, Calif.
47th Air Division, Fairchild AFB, Wash.
5th Bombardment Wing (H), Minot AFB, N.D •
.9lst Strategic Missile Wing, Minot AFB, N.D.
92nd Bombardment \-ling (H), Fairchild AFB, \-lash.
34lst Strategic Missile \-ling, Malmstrom AFB, Mont.
pirect Reporting
.;
93rd Bombardment Wing (H), Castle AFB, . Calif.
EIGHTH AIR FORCE
Andersen AFB, Guam
57th Air Division (Provisional), Andersen AFB, Guam
43rd Strategic Wing, Andersen AFB, Guam
72nd Strategic \-ling (Provisional), Andersen AFB, Guam
303rd Consolidated Aircraft Maintenance \-ling (Provisional), "Andersen AFB, Guam
17th Air Division (frovisional), U-Tapao Airfield, Thailand
307th Strategic \-ling, U-Tapao Airfield, Thailand"
310th Strategic Hing (Provisional), U-Tapao Airfield,
Thailand
340th Consolidated Aircraft Maintenance \-ling (Provisional), U-Tapao Airfield, Thailand
Direct Reporting
376th Strategic \-ling, Kadena AB, Okinawa
'*--H means "Heavy" or B-52; M means Medium Bomber or FB-III.
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF IRRITAIfTS FROM
SAC PROJECT VOLUNTEER DATA
All Deputy Commanders Interest Index
Aerobics (physical education)
.
Custodial services as additional duties
Inspe(!tion, staff assistance
Inspection, overkill
Management, Project Headwinds
Management, training
Management, workload
Overtime and time-off
People management and influence
People program
Supervisory practices
Telephone alert
Time-off ven;us "make work"
Management
(The most emphasis on changing attitudes was placed in
the above categories.)
Civil Engineering Index
Base support of missile crews
Cleaning of quarters upon termination
Scheduled "Best Base" awards
comatroller Index
Fun drives
Information Index
Selling the Air Force
Haterial Index
Authorization for work uniforms
Crew rest for maintenance personnel
Dining halls
Improve service facilities
Inadequate military vehicles
1Inadequate supervisory authorization in the ,transportation career field
Incomplete winter clothing issue
Ihspection, HSET (maintenance inspection)
Hunitions manning and inspection
- Tool issue
Operations Index
Crew alert duty
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Leave, discontinue "Block Leave" (entire'crew had to
take leave at the same time)
General military training
Personnel Index
Assignment policy
Base recognition programs
Career development of NCO's (non-commissioned officers)
Career development of publicity
,
CPBO policies (Central Personnel Base Office)
,
Charge of quarters duties (night duty in administrative
area)
Clubs
Dormitory dayrooms
Dormitory living
Expanded use of advisory council
Leave'" '
Leave, sign in-out
pes assignments (Permanent Change of Station, i.e.,
transfer)
Standardized in and out Frocessing for PCS
Testing for promotions
'
Topline career progression
Use of airman skills
Weighted Airman Promotion System (WAPS)
Surgeon Index
Attitude of doctors, nurses, and technicians
Facilities

R.

-

-'.
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. APPENDIX C
PROJECT VOLUNTEER CONSIDERATIONS
RECRUITI1ENT
SUBJECT: Elimination of Degree Requirement for Officers
DISCUSSION: The following criteria should be established for
:',the selection of individuals for future cOIllIllissioning programs:
a. Establish requirement for positions
a specific job).

(r~cruit

against

b. Eliminate requirement for college graduate except
where professionals are required.
Our present attitude to recruit college graduates to fly
airplanes, man missiles, and serve in non-technical support
duties is very costly. College degrees should only be required for professional/scientific specialties needed to
,perform the job. Job satisfaction has always been rated high
...hen it relates to individual needs. Therefore, we should
incorporate selection procedures to procure the "right man"
for the job. Visibility must be provided for a future beyond
the individual's first cOIllIllitment. Persons holding Engineering Degrees should be allowed advance rank on entry into
the service in the same manner as doctors, lawyers, dentists,
nurses, and chaplains. The majority of registered engineers'
education costs as much in time, money, and effort as other
professionals. Explore the re~establishment of an aviation
cadet program open to high school graduates. Reduce the
reliance on ROTC/GTS programs for our rated officer sources.
Prescribe more realistic descriptions of the college educated
officer's career.
IMPACT: These suggestions if implemented would not take place
of TOP LINE, but would supplement the program. Are-vamping
of the ROTC program would be required; OTS would need to be
expanded to provide necessary transition from civilian life
to the specific training in the military. The objective is
to recruit an individual who has not yet reached his career
plateau but is striving to achieve not only a certain skill
or specialty, but also his cOIllIllission.
SUBJECT:

False Advertising by Air Force Recruiters

DISCUSSION:

Several interviews revealed a pre-enlistment
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of Air Force life that proved totally false to the
involved. Posters, advertising copy, and reemphasis on the more enviable aspects of the service
recruits to think all travel is to desirable locations,
is abundant, and duties of the individual will
be important and rewarding. Interview respondents
that no mention was made of. isolated tours, their
e~J.5_.~_lity for educational programs or the needs of the

,nd~V~UL'dLS

Information making recruits aware of what to expect
likely to preclude future dissatisfaction.
Recruitment
.

The present recruiting programs must be revised
order to provide for an all volunteer force. Airman and
retention could be improved by enhancing the initial
of contact before assignment. An emphasis on proper
selection and motivation would not only insure a
~aLL.Uer Air Force, but increase the candidates for such
only the best qualified members of ou~ military
select would help create a large and effec-

Recruitment
JDl[SC:U.S SION:

lIs

Propose recruiting systems, for initial entry
service, be revised to permit a direct hire or enlistbased· upon required skill, authorized rank and position.
would permit us to draw from industry, civilian schools,
civilian vocations, those personnel already trained for
CCE!rt·~
jobs. This system would reduce training cost and
t individuals for jobs they wartt and are c~pable of
arming. Allow prospective enlistees to be tested at
incfuction center in order to determine their qualf"ficaIf there is no need for the job of his choice for
.wh,ich he is qualified to perform, he will be placed on a deenlistment list until a requirement for it develops.
would give the service a pool of personnel already
as qualified to perform in a job of their choice.
against specific jobs rather than placement to fill
""t:us"gf the service. Make a greater effort to place perin occupations consistent with desires. Insure that
,r,ecl:uj ters do not make promises of jobs that are not avail. or for which no requirement exists. Establish recruitcies along the same lines as civilian personnel
f;'cr lllitmleTIlt Consider pr.evious experience, desires to pursue
career of choice, training capabilities, etc.
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'IMPACT: Savings in training costs, satisfaction of individual doing the job he enjoys, increased faith in the integrity of recruiters, increased level of performance; all
resulting in a higher retention of qualified individuals,
better management of available trained resources, and an
easier program of recruitment.
"SUBJECT:
,

-

Structure of the Force

DISCUSSION: There is nothing magic about a four year period
for enlistment (except that in some cases, due to length of
training we need to sign a man for that long to assure at
least 18 months of fully qualified productive service!).
Recorrnnend we look at a shorter term initial "contract" (18,
24, or 30 months for example) which could serve as an "apprentice" period •. The acronym makers will call it "Short
Term Enlistment Program" (STEP) .
.This arrangement has a number of advantages. It gives the
man and the Air Force an opportunity to look each other over
and decide whether to continue their association. It involves minimum expenditure of the man' s time and the Air
Force's training resources. Many of the necessary but unglamorous jobs requiring little specialized training (e.g.,
security police sentries, food service, motor pool drivers,
clerks, etc.) could be handled by this group;
The fact that they are less challenging jobs would be offset
"by the fact that the individual wouldn't be "locked" into
them, as is sometime-s the case now. The prospect of three
years guarding an Alert bomber stretches like an eternity
to the young security policeman (and he's got no guarantee
for advancement after that except the chance to get out),
"whereas the "apprentice," equally competent in such support
fields, could· count on no more than a year on the job, and
then (provided he is eligible for reenlistment) a guarantee
for cross-training. Thus, he could see a built-in, visible
incentive for advancement. Further, this system offers a
relatively painless, even profitable way to employ people in
the "Project 100,000" category in skills that match their
capabilities ..
One can visualize this apprentice group as a fluid, highly
mobile reservoir of talent which can be selectively tapped
for career status.·· Both by informal association with career
troop~ and by progra~med orientation, every apprentice can
see first hand the attractions of various career fields and
select one he's likelier.to be happy with. Turnover will be
high as ·the unwilling and the unfit are discharged and the
qualified and motivated flow into the Regular ranks. This
high turnover and selective reenlistment should drastically
reduce turbulence in the career force and sharply reduce.
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training costs.
Another advantage is flexibility. There is no reason why
those who enjoy guarding,driving, cooking, typing, etc.,
can't remain in these fields and progress to supervisory
positions therein. This is both statistically probable and
highly desirable. Conversely, a selected number of applicants (based on background, potential, and Air Force skill
needs) could be enlisted directly into the career force, bypassing the apprentice phase. Periods of enlistment (initial
and subsequent) could be statutory or negotiable, based on
training required, desirability and location of duty, pay
!scale, and many other variables.
There are some ramifications not addressed, such as reenlistment bonuses, legislative changes in veterans' and survivors'
benefits, pay scale, promotion criteria, etc. -These and re.lated issues can be staffed by the experts in light. of Topline and Topcap Plans.
IMPACT:
SUBJECT:

A workable force structure.
Survivors Benefits

DISCUSSION: Better financial support for surviving members
of deceased/retired miLitary personnel is needed. Many officers and airmen strive to insure financial security for
their family should he be killed or die. shortly after retirement.
IMPACT: Recruitment will be made easier - the incentive of
·security, a basic need, is a valuable inducement.
MANAGEMENT
SUBJECT:

Additional Duties (Officer and NCO)

DISCUSSION: All military personnel are subjected to performing a variety of additional duties such as Officer of the .
Day, Non-Commissioned Officer of the Day, Charge of Quarters,
I~ventory Duties, Supervisor of Flying, Courier Duty and Staff
DUty Officer. These additional duties of the NCO and Officer
variety have no apparent relationship or benefit to the ind~vidual' s profession.
All additional duties should be reVlewed-closely with consideration for elimination or manning by full time personnel who desire such duty as a career.
Hotels, manufacturers, airline terminals, and other civilian
a~encies use full time hosts, hostesses, clerks or informatlon specialists to perform these type duties, and have no
Problem filling their requirements.
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Working at one's own· chosen vocation without in::.....-uoti.on builds morale and job satisfaction.
Leave Po Ii
The annual closeout for leave balances should
end of the calendar year rather than the end
. the fiscal year. The current system results in an in",n,raklldte heavy leave schedule during June. Ideally, personnel should plan and not wait' until the last minute to
take leave, but realistically this does not happen. The
tendency to procrastinate is increased when the "last minute"
also prime vacation time. The annual closeout should be
',1I10ved to 31 December of each year ,which would encourage
to plan their leave schedule. It would also force
,:"tll0se who procrastinate to take leave when the leave schedule is lighter. An added benefit would accrue to all CBPO
Duty Status sections since the annual leave closeout would
coincide with the least busy time of year rather than the
most busy time.
Provide a more efficient records keeping schedule
actions and encourage a more effective leave planprogram for all members.

DI1)C[fSSION: The practice of using highly skilled airmen to
perform menial tasks such as custodial duties, weed pulling,
l¥Wn care, cleaning, painting, and other janitorial type
duties should be abolished. Civilian firms employ specific
individuals. to perform these duties •. Base work details should
be performed by people whose inherent capabilities preclude
s~rvice of more technical nature.
People in this category
s~ould not be difficult to locate when unemployment figures
exceed four to six per cent.
IliPACT: ,Freedom from the performance of menial duties unr.elated to the individual's primary duties would insure higher morale and greater job satisfaction .
. SUBJECT:

De-Centralized 'Medical Clinics

DISCUSSION: A great deal of the treatment at the main base
hospital is related to fever, colds, and flu. While much of
the eventual treatment could have been accomplished at horne,
when you need a prescription, you should see a doctor. A
majority of the out-patients at the main hospital on anyone
day could have simple colds or related ailments. As a result,
the main medical facility is usually crowded and considerable
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atient and doctor time is lost to unnecessary waiting. Uslng Off"tt AFB as an example, establish three strategically
placed branch dispensaries. One could be located in the
dormitory area and one in each of the housing areas. These
"cold clinics" could specialize in the minor ailments and as
a result process a large volume of patients in a minimum
time. This is particularly significant during the virus
seasons. Emergency service during off-duty could be provided in the form of "cold kits", e.g., aspirin and cough
medicine.
IMPACT: This plan should eliminate potential crowded con.aitions at the main facility and allow doctor concentration
on the more serious ailments. This would improve the morale
of the doctors and staff of the hospital and also of the
military personnel and their dependents who have to wait for
Unduly long hours.
SUBJECT:

General Military Training

DISCUSSION: Eliminate need for Driver Improvement Training,
General Military Training and \.]eapons f Training. Many airmen are required to attend driver training in a form of punishment. This is an unnecessary. and arbitrary requirement
and a d.emoralizing penalty. This requirement should be
based upon supervisor and commander judgement. Eliminate
the periodic "block filling" exercise currently required by
GMT as a waste of time. Eliminate weapons familiarization
training for all personnel other than security police and
crew personnel. No one gains the required experience of
level of competency needed through familiarization type training. Under the current ground rules it is a definite waste
9f money and manpower.
IMPACT: Monetary savings and better utilization of manpower
throughout the Air Force.
SUBJECT:

Improved Management Program (Project Headwinds)

DISCUSSION: Project Headwinds for the Seventies is a con.J:inuing DCS/Materiel program to eliminate management problems
Or obstacles which make the accomplishment of the mission by
maintenance personnel more difficult. (For example: unnecessary, time consuming reports; conflicting directives
from higher headquarters; items consistently delayed by red
tape; problems encountered when dealing with other agencies:
Operations, supply, personnel, etc.) Problems of this
nature, which cannot be resolved at the local level, are
forwarded to Headquarters SAC for action. Each Headwind
~tem is reviewed by the headquarters OPR for possible elimination or reduction. In each case, a response is sent to
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initiating activity. The response of field units in this
rogram has been overwhelming. This continued active inter~st in the program will result in the savings of many thousands of wasted man-hours and the elimination of unnecessary
irritants. This program could be adopted Air Force-wide as
one method to better use personnel resources and improve
Illanagemen t.
IMPACT:

.-SUBJECT:

Better management of resources.
Inadequate Legal Libraries

DISCUSSION: The most comrooncomroent from new judge advocates
concerns the inadequate library facilities available to them
to research the law. More and more duties involving civilian
law have and will devolve upon the judge advocate, and yet
he is often furnished a library that is woefully inadequate
for all but the most routine matters. A lawyer must perform
research, and he must do it in legal publications. Without
these tools • he cannot properly perform.
IMPACT: Improve ability of Judge Advocates to function as
lawyers.

SUBJECT:

'1

Inspec tion Overki 11

DISCUSSION: The number of inspections conducted in the Air
Force today is ~xcessive. The unit commander and supervisors
have hardly finished answering one inspection. report before
they begin preparation for the next group of' inspectors. This
inhibits managers in performing the periphery tasks of their
pt:imary job. An inspection and its results should be a management tool and not something which detracts from the primary mission. The cost reduction to be realized by combining inspections and having teams hit a base at once would be
noteworthy. The savings would not only come from the combination of the inspection functions, but from the saving of
thousands of manhours currently expended in preparation for,
and recovering from, inspections and assistance visits. The
morale implications of a reduction in the number of inspections are also not to be overlooked .. Much of the preparation for these inspections-involved "clean-up," which is
particularly distasteful to young airmen. Any reduction in
. "clean-up" requirements cannot help but improve morale. A
reduction in the number of required inspection would in turn
reduce" the requirements for inspector personnel. This would
~ree many highly qualified personnel. currently assigned to
lnspet:tionfunctions, for more productive jobs supporting
the primary mission.
IMPACT:

Management must expect guidance in the form of
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inspections, which will provide expertise critique .,. the
over all feeling of a pending inspection should be .that of
assistance, and not so much "a direct measure of competence.

-

SUBJECT:

Officer Schools

DISCUSSION: Provide mandatory requirements for all officers
to attend professional military school prior to or upon
selection for promotion. Squadron Officer School should be
required of all officers before promotion to Captain. Command and Staff School should be mandatory for all selected
to grade of Maj or.
IMPACT:
r~tention

SUBJECT:

Improve professionalism of officer force and aid in
of younger officers.
Overtime

DISCUSSION: The military member who works more than 40 hours
iweek should receive overtime pay or compensatory time off.
(1) Week end overtime is particularly distasteful since
this is a period when members can spend time with their
family.

(2) Week end work, scheduled and publicized on Friday
afternoon fosters actual hardships and extreme inconveniences.
(3) The common military practice of "overtime work" is
·scoffed at by members of the civilian community and usually
.credited to poor management reflecting unfavorably on the
Air Force image.
\-.
IMPACT: Elimination of overtime and/or compensation when
overtime is necessary would greatly increase morale Air Force
wide. It would also afford a more comfortable and happy
home/family environment.
SUBJECT:

Supervisory and Hanagement· Training

DISCUSSION: Implement an-effective program to insure supervisors in all skills are given supervisory and management
trainipg.
IMPACT;

dent~pon

§yBJECT:

AF wide improved work practices and operation depenthe ability of the supervisor.
Supply and Tool Management
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nT5GUSSI.ON: Supply shortages affect the maintenance man's
in several ways, . e. g., personal discomfort because
does not have his authorized special clothing, job difficulty because he does not have all his personal tool box
additional dispatches becaus.e bench stock is not
a'l/11J..l.a:ule for the initial dispatch, loss of off duty time
up tools or clothing when .it becomes available, adDrll1~~trative harassment to pick up those. items to meet a
ense date, etc. A complete special clothing and tool
issue upon assignment combined with availability of
stock items can improve the working conditions of the
maJ.ll~enance man and improve his image of Air Force manageand supervisory procedures. Local managers should insure, through.proper budgeting and coordination with the
base funds committee, that needed supplies are on hand.
All USAF bases.
Time-off Vs "Make Work"
Dl[SC:USSION: Military life could be made more attractive if
more realistic outlook were taken concerning those periods
time when "make work"management becomes necessary. Re>e:ardless of recent progress in military life, the fact
that it is still a 24-hour a day occupation and is
ect to the many variables of extra duty, standby, unexed TDY, PCS, and other "occupational hazards." These
are "intangible deficits" in a military man's.life
are difficult, if not impossible, to compensate for.
there is work to be done, most airmen do it. But when
work is caught up, a reasonab I·e number of the men should
be released to pursue their own affairs. Nothing helps an
;,airman's morale quite as much as unexpected "time off". On
the other hand, nothing is quite so hard on morale as poorly
. .• disguised "make work" proj ects such as painting chocks or
ishing already glistening vehicles because the normal mission of a section is at a low ebb. Even if an individual experiencesa fortunate period of stable duty and actually gets
ahead bf the game on time off, he will inevitably more than
the Air Force back in other, not. so lucrative tours of
This concept is admittedly out of place in the "profit
malla:geme,nt" of :industry, but there is no way to compare this
the military situation.
IMPACT:

With or without the above comparison, one fact has
crystal clear, the best way to cultivate a positive
outlook in an airman's mind is to work him hard when
need him, show him what he has accomplished, and then turn
loose until you need him again. All Air Force personnel
d benefit by the increased morale and job satisfaction
would prevail if the policy of some managers to "make
was abolished.
.
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ressure kee s erodin
restricts uti ization
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DISCUSSION: Congress does not allow the Air Force to construct or maintain facilities when the scope is such that
,it can be done by contract. It is difficult to maintain the
skill levels essential to performing construction in a thea'ter of war under these conditions.
.

~

'IMPACT: If we are to have military people with necessary
"skills available to do construction' in war zones they must
'be permitted to develop these skills in non-war zones. The
most realistic management solution appears to be to permit
military construction by military personnel rather than by
"local contract.
SUBJECT:

Weighted Airman Promotion System (WAPS)

DISCUSSION: Any new system dealing with computer inputs will
have some errors in the initial programming. However, one
Airman First Class experienced a six month delay in being
promoted through an error in the score card' (SSAN was off 1
number). ' The computer rejected the card, therefore it could
, not weigh the score, resulting in retesting and prolonged
waiting for an answer on promotion status. This is an irritant that many airmen faced in the past six months. When
they were finally weighed out, they were promoted with proper
dates of rank, but in some cases back pay did not go back to
the original date of the promotion cycle. A further re~valuation of the WAPS program should, emphasize performance
rather than time in grade and length of service.
IMPACT: The WAPS is a program all airmen are living with.
It must keep up with the times and change where necessary to
conform with the standards of industry.
RETENTION
SUBJECT:

The Air Force Image

DISCUSSION: The military services have recently been subjected,to a great deal of adverse publicity and criticism
Whicn" reflect on almost eve,ry discipline of service activity.
Theseexarnples, serious and degrading to the services, only
scratch the broad surface of accusations which have been
leveled broadside at military management. They involve:
(1)
Drug use and addiction; (2) Inefficient procurement practices; (3) Hasteful logistic support. The Armed forces have
Suffered an immense loss of prestige within the nation's eyes.
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IMPACT: Many elements of our society, and especially the
idealistic younger groups must be informed of the truth
when bad publicity occurs. An activ~ information program
dedicated to this endeavor should be available.
SUBJECT:

Airman Logistics AFSC

DISCUSSION: Currently there is no AFse for Airmen/NCO
Logisticans. ' Personnel are drawn primarily from aircr,aft
maintenance or supply and returned to their original field
in from one to five years. This situation impacts adversely
'on both the individual and the career field. The individual
loses job stability. He must accomplish Weighted Airman
Performance testing in competition with others who are working directly in their AFSC. The career field suffers a continuous changeover of personnel and an unstable work force.
IMPACT:
SUBJECT,

Retention of qualified professional logisticians.
Airman Selective Reenlistment Program

DISCUSSION: TOPCAP "up or out" dates are unrealistic especially for E-5 and E-6. They should be adjusted to 12 and
15 years respectively. A separation severance pay equal to
the pay of an E-5 and E-6 times the length of service reached
shoilld then be paid these "force outs ". At the same time,
. a comprehensive program must be developed to identify and
"weed-out" those airmen regardless of rank who are not pro.ducing effectively.
IMPACT:' Identification of p~rsonnel unable to progress,
thereby maintaining a force of competent professionals.
SUBJECT:

Allow Service Beyond 30 Years

,DISCUSSION: Retain experience and training investments involved by allowing continued active duty to 65 years of age.
I

IMPACT: All officers and airmen in the military forces would
be affected.
~UBJECT:

BAQ Based on Local Costs

llISCUSSION: BAQ is intended to be a payment in kind for
adequate quarters not available for the military member and
his dependents. The size of the allowance has been established by public law based on the average cost to the governDlent of providing said quarters. The computation, its apPlicability to all locations, and the timeliness of applica-
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tion require changing to provide a truly equitable system.
Computation of housing costs should be made for each base
using the present worth (replacement costs) of each type
of facility plus the utilities costs. This computation
should be made at least annually or tied to a cost of living (construction and utilities) index at each local area.
The BAQ allowance should then be changed annually based on
this new computation. i•
IMPACT: The-military must equate with the economy in order
to compete with industry on recruitment and retention.
SUBJECT:

Career Development Publicity

DISCUSSION: To date, a large majority of the offieer force
at all levels are not aware of AFM 36-23. More publicity
is needed. A similar program is requested for enlisted personnel.
IMPACT: Provide adequate career guidance to all officers and
airmen in the Air Force.
SUBJECT:

Career Progression

DISCUSSION: Employment in the military service should parallel that which is experienced in the immense industrial complex. t1asters of employment in civilian indus!ry recognize
that all basic laborers are not destined to become foremen
nor all junior -executives to become chairman of the board.
Those in the civilian environment are retained at the level
in which they best produce; however, as in the military it's
either get. promoted or out. While this is a gray area and
will require much study, a possible solution would be to have
optional continued servic.e to full retirement at either the
present grade or one grade lower.
IMPACT: It must be recognized that some members can effectivelyperform at a competent worker level and do not desire
or cannot progress to higher management or executive levels.
SUBJECT: Contractual Medical Care or HospitalizationInsurance
DISCUSSION: Since it is becoming more difficult to acquire
and retain qualified personnel in the medical professions,
. alternate methods of providing medical care for both military,
dependents, and retirees must be explored. This shortage of
.personnel has impacted the medical specialties and is causing
backlogs of appointments, curtailment of service and subsequent hostile relations between patients and hospital staffs.
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metropolitan areas and other areas with available medical
services or specialties" contrac,ts cot.+ld be negotiated between medical centers, hospitals, clinics,' local AMA,or individual general practiti'oners and specialists through a
schedule of allowances, procedures, and principles of practice. Service members and their dependents "lOuld go directly to the contracted facility or doctor for their medical
needs. As an alternative to contractt.+al care, a form of
grOUp health insurance program could be established. A plan
tailored after like plans in industry wot.+ld provide the individual member freedom to choose the preferred hospital and
doctor.
'
IMPACT: This wot.+ld increase morale and make medical benefits
more meaningful to military personnel. Either of these plans
would redt.+ce the manning reqt.+ired in the medical career field
and the resultant smaller staff could be assigned to major
medical centers, clinics at remote bases and combat support
facilities.
,SUBJECT:

Cost of Living Allowance

DISCUSSION: Cost of Living Allowances (COLA) should be provided for those bases and Operating Locations stateside where
C()st of living exceeds the national average. Washington, D.C.
area is perhaps one of the highest in the country, yet no
COLA is provided. Many civilian industries correlate workers
pay to the cost of living index. Salaries are automatically
adjusted as the cost of living index varies and assignments
to areas with higher living costs are made. Military pay
$hould also be based at.+tomatically on the cost of living
index.
IMPACT: The Air Force mt.+st recognize as does indt.+stry, the
importance of pay consideration in high cost of living areas.
Equity with industry will provide an incentive to prefer a
military career over industry.
SUBJECT:

Damage Claims (PCS)

DISCUSSION: Procedures for processing claims for loss or
damage of personal property should be greatly simplified.
The individual member should be responsible only for providing original date of purchase, price, and replacement cost.
The government or the carrier should be responsible for obtaining estimates and contacting repair activities. Since
damage or loss of personal property during a move is not the
fault of the member, reimbursement should be made based on
repair or replacement cost, and with as little inconvenience
as possible to the military member.
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IHPACT: Increased management efficiency in this area would
"add favorably to our retention programs.
Degree for Senior NCOs
DISCUSSION: A two-year (associate. degree) technical or
college program should be available for all senior NCOs. This
will also improve the attractiveness of the senior NCO image.
Should be at the AFIT level.
INPACT: Add professionalism to the NCO force and increase
rE!te,ntion.
Dependent Relocation
DISCUSSION: When a member is transferred - PCS - to a restricted area while serving overseas, transportation of
dependents is authorized to any world-wide location considered appropriate while the member is assigned to that restricted area. However, this ruling" does not prevail when
the PCS is from CONUS to an overseas restricted a~ea.
In this
case, movement of dependents is restricted to any point in
the CONUS, or to the APOE for travel to any territory or
possession of the United States. Recommend this disparity
be eliminated and members be allowed to move their dependents
at government expense to any place designated by the member,
while serving in the restricted area.
IMPACT: All personnel are more inclined to make the Air Force
a career when they are authorized to have their dependents
reside in a locality of their choice.
Double Jeopardy
DISCUSSION: The practice of taking nonpunitive action against "or providing guidance to personnel ,-.Tho have been l.nvolved in purely civil violations off base, not in uniform,
sometimes becomes unnecessary harrassment. Action such as
~tlspension of base driving privileges, directed training and
lnterviews with the ,.;ring Commander is described as action
taken in the interest of safety. In the mind of the offender, the action equates with double jeopardy since he is
also" subjected to any penalty that might be imposed by civil
~ourt.· He treats this as one more example of restrictions
lmposed by the military that are not imposed by civilian employers.
Il1J>ACT: Overcounseling should be prevented and serious efforts made to insure understanding of the need for military
actions taken.
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: Easier
DISCUSSION: Many officers find themselves in what is referred to as a "closed end" career field; in other w'ords, an
~SC with limited promotional opportunities.
The obvious
answer to this dilemma is to change· AFSCs. The problem involved in career transition is twofold: 1) find the opportunity; 2) execute the transition without damage to your OER
index. Recommend a suitable system be developed to insure
a smooth painless method of AFSC conversion.
IMPACT:
SUBJECT:

Increased officer retention through job satisfaction.
Enlisted Promotions

DISCUSSION: The variables in the present promotion policy
have an adverse affect on retention. The quota system by
A$'SC has created peaks and valleys. Depending on the needs.
of the Air Force, an individual could remain.at one rank
for an undetermined period. This method denies the individual equal opportunity for promotion. Some AFSC authorized
strengths are relatively small and a 4% quota has become a
way of life. This low promotional opportunity results in·
nUmerous separations. Further, the Air Force relies on grade
promotions for advancement in pay. As a consequence, NCOs
are serving in positions which are not supervisory. Those
who are not promoted should be financially rewarded by
speCialty pay.
IMPACT: Reduction of top-heavy NCO ranks, equalizing opportunity for promotions for capable NCOs and airmen, and a
financial reward for those deserving but not capable of
sonnnand, is a more direct approach to management.
SUBJECT:

all AFSCs

Equalization of Officer Promotion Opportunities in

RISCUSSION: Establish promotion quotas for career fields
.similar to the Army method of corps· quotas. Many support
. fields have poor manning in their field grade authorizations.
/rhe opportunity for promotion should be greater; such a system would encourage highly qualified officers to enter other
than. the rated fields and compete with other non-rated officers for promotion on a "fully qualified" basis .

.

I11PACT: This will help achieve career field quality and
equalization of promotions among rated and non-rated members .
. "'.

~UBJECT:

Equitable Per diem rates

DISCUSSION: The procedures used to pay per diem vary. Officers get less than civilian employees and enlisted members
get least of all. The intent of per diem is to defray costs
incurred during TDY. It does not do this now. Civilians
can make many claims that military cannot - civilians can
decide if Government quarters are adequate; military cannot.
This is not equitable. Per diem received by military members
does not cover their expenses. "
WPACT: Revising rules so that all Government employees receive the same per diem under anyone set of conditions is
an incentive for retention.
SUBJECT:

Establish LDO Program

DISCUSSION: The present Senior NCO Program CE-8 & E-9) replaced the WO concept in .the Air Force. Under this system
when an individual attains E-9, career progression reaches
a standstill, with no further avenues of progression available. Most senior NCOs retire at this point to get established in industry or civil service while young enough to be
desired by industry. This results in a loss to the USAF of
highly qualified personnel who could effectively be utilized
in middle management areas.
~ACT:
This program would continue the atmosphere of com'petition among senior NCOs, entice the majority of these
personnel to remain in the service to 30 years, provide a new
avenue for further progression, and benefit the USAF by continued utilization in the middle management area of highly
qualified experienced personnel. It will also encourage retention of younger airmen to remain in the service for a
more rewarding career.
.

SUBJECT:

Facilities Maintenance

DISCUSSION: Civil 'engineering does not seem to be manned and
equipped to provide required services and repairs. Personnel
are expected to accomplish too many "self-help" projects in
the maintenance of their work areas and quarters.
IMPACT: Freedom from self':help projects would permit individuals to contribute greater time and effort to their assigned duties. The result would be greater job satisfaction.
~BJECT:

Federal Vehicle Registration and Licensing

DISCUSSION: Some states do not recognize driver's license
and vehicle tags from other states; many states require
vehicles to be registered and licenses obtained within a
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time period. Many states require drivers to be
licensed in their state to the extent that they withdraw
licenses issued from o.ther states - even though they are
current and were issued from the individual's home of
record. These varying requirements result in inconvenience
and burdensome expense to military personnel. A program of
federal vehicle registration and licensing for military pers:mnel would help to eliminate this long standing irritant.
IMPACT: Elimination of an irritan:t, decrease the loss of
manhours spent when processing at a new duty assignment,
. service-wide increase in the management of vehicle registration.
.
SUBJECT: Full Pay for Retired RegAF Officers in Civil
Betvice Positions
DISCUSSION: Retired RegAF officers must relinquish a percelltage of pay earned in civil service jobs •. This rule does
not apply. to Reserve Officers. This practice discourages
young officers from accepting RegAF appointments.
IMPACT: Eliminate a discriminatory policy affecting the
officer force.
SUBJECT:

Grade and Reserve Time at Retirement

DISCUSSION: Officers are allowed to retire in the highest
grade held and also to count reserve time. This is not allowed for enlisted personnel.
.
IMPACT: Airman force would be affected by elimination of a
discriminatory law against enlisted retirement benefits.
SUBJECT: Government Housing Inequities
DISCUSSION: Many hou~ing inequities appear to arise from a
comparison of the Basic Allowance for Quarters Pay (BAQ) to
the cost of obtaining civilian housing. They are sometimes
caused by comparing the BAQ with the various types of government housing available; tne different grades assigned similar
quarters; and lastly, different quarters assigned similar
grade~.
One solution proposed is that each set of quarters
be appraised at its true rental value and a deduction made
accordingly from the members allowance; regardless of the
rank9fthe occupant. Then, upon termination of quarters a
charge for excessive damage or cleanliness over and above
fair wear and tear would be made. The monthly "rental"
would allow a small percentage for financing an Air Force
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cleaning and repair service. Hhatever the solution;
nouslng, increased BAQ; COLA or more pay; the problem
solved if we are to attain the desired standards for
volunteer" force.
; This appears to be a major retention item that
have far reaching impact.
Barracks
Every possible attempt is.needed to provide
suitable housing for bachelor airmen. Most would preto live off base, drawing BAQ. Failing this they would
prefer a private room, not subj ect to "military control."
In essence, they believe they should be treated as mature,
,rE!S~)011~LUle adults, within the constraints of the military
The positive effect on.airmen retention is

unques~

allowanc
DISCUSSION: Airmen in the grades of El through E3 receive
. additional housing allowance. if they are married. Housing
increases with rank, yet assignment of base housing
priority by rank. This is inequitable because the
grade personnel who receive a lesser housing allowance
live off base in much more expensive conditions.
IMPACT: Removal of the young airmen from a type of discrimination will help recruitment.
·SUBJECT: Improvement of Medical and Dental Services
DISCUSSION: Medical services should be greatly improved and
enlarged or substituted for an additional allowance or an expansion of Medicare.. Dental, optical, orthopedic and allergy
services should be provided to members and their dependents
in all cases. Medical facilities and/or services are often
mediocre at best. Air Force continuously reports a shortage of doctors and trained medical personnel, yet greater
.obligations are continuously placed on the medical corps,
notably to support the domestic actions program. The military member often feels like a second-class citizen. Medical services should be expanded to allow military personnel
and dependents td have their prescriptions received from a
.civilian doctor filled at the Base Pharmacy. Vitamins
.when prescribed by doctors should be available to the pharmacy.· More doctors, longer officer hours, or improved
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.~heou.~ing

procedures are required. The time between a
litary / dependent request for an init·ial appointment for
non-emergency illness and the actual appointment is excessive (somet~mes as much as four weeJ:s). M;;ny nor;.- .
emergency al?po:Lntm~nts become emergenc~es dur~ng th~s t~me
lapse thus ~ncreas~ng the emergency staff's workload and
the patient's confidence/respect for the military
medical system. We should consider the patient's time and
schedules as well as the doctor's; we should work for the
patient, not make the patient work for the system.
Dental Services should be provided for dependents at stateside bases. Dental care for dependents would add to the
attractiveness of the service, even if a small monetary contribution is required from the service member. While hospital
services for dependents have progressively improved over the
years, very little has been done in the area of dental care.
Civilian dental care in the CONUS has become very expensive.
Pres·umably, dental services are not currently provided to
del,ellu,en . due to personnel, facility, and equipment limita.tions. Every effort should be made to recruit more dental
talent and expand services to include orthodontal in order
tq. provide for military dependents.
IMPACT: The improvement of these services would move the
military closer to providing a complete dependent dental/
medical care program. Complete dental/medical care is a
benefit that would make a military career more attractive not
only to the military member but his family as well.
SUBJECT:

Income Taxes

DISCUSSION: Civilians, other than DoD, residing outside the
U,S. for a period in excess of 18 months are granted an extremely attractive tax break. The military member is not.
IMPACT: Authorizing this type of equal tax break would be
quite an inducement for a military career and for overseas
Volunteers and extension of overseas tours. PCSs and associ. ated financial expenditures would be minimized.
~UBJECT:

In & Out Processing

DISCUSSION: Each individual should be specifically authorized
by. regulation five days between the date that he signs into
an organization and the day that he reports to work, and five
. days bet,veen the date that he is relieved. of duty and the
. date that he signs out pes. These days should not be chargeable to leave, and processing systems should be established
so that all aspects of "in" and "out" processing could be
accomplished in the five days.
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This procedure would afford measurable effect on
of personnel.
Life Insurance
DISCUSSION: Increase GI insurance be~efits for ~hose who
desire greater" amounts of coverage, w~th appropr~ate rates.
nlPA'CT: Ability to provide sufficient funds for the, welfare
of dependents .
SUBJECT:

Military and Civilians in Identical Jobs

DISCUSSION: Jobs within career fields should not be split
between military and civilians at the same location. For
example, a civilian cook in food service does his job and
goes home. On the other hand, due to mission requirements
and reduced forces, the military man may be required to work
ov'ertime. In many cases, they are placed with civilians for'
learning experience but are singled out for menial housekeeping details.
,IMPACT: The complete separation of military and civilian
authorizations at the worker level will increase military
effectiveness worldwide.
Military Pay and Allowances Benefits
"
DISCUSSION: Paydays should be changed from monthly or bimonthly to every t,·lO weeks, as civil service now does. This
would encourage better budgeting of money and give our personnel money when they need it, rather than at odd times
during the week. The military pay should be given on opposite weeks from civil service and wage board employees so that
it would minimize shopping peaks and valleys which are preyalent near most military installations. Recommend the
tollowing be studied:
a. Proficiency pay should be given for sustained performance to all career fields. Criteria for award of proficiency pay should be uniform for all branches of service.
,

b. Variable Reenlistment Bonus should be offered to
allca:-eer fields rather than just specific career fields.
c. More realistic pay for both officer, and enlisted
personnel'beginning their career is important. Present pay
scales are far too low.
'-I
d.

Provide military with same pay incentives and tax
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breaks civilians get for overseas duty.
Service members often perform the same job as
counterpart
at considerably less pay, even concivil~an
. sider~ng fringe benefits .
e.

f. Reenlistment bonus, travel pay, and cash settlement
for unused leave should be afforded not only on ETS but on
all PETS reenlistments.
g. In case of the death of a serviceman after retire1'~m~, his spouse should be entitled to his retirement pay
until remarriage.
nwACT: Adequate pay with the use of bonuses as incentives
will definitely increase the military's ability to retain
'sufficient personnel to meet mission requirements.
SUBJECT:

Mobile Home Parks

DISCUSSION: Consideration should be directed toward the construction of mobile horne (trailer) parks on every Air Force
Base. Many airmen, NCOs and officers prefer mobile homes
over conventional houses based on lower initial cost, decreased interest, tax savings, and mobility. Some airmen
have been forced to sell their mobile homes at loss due to
shortage of trailer rental spaces at new stations. Mobile
home parks offer favorable financial return on the investment
of construction and careful planning can make the mobile home
park a valuable addition to any Air Force Base. President
Nixon has indicated that various forms of mobile homes could
be the answer to 50 per cent of America's housing shortage.
IMPACT: Availability of quality parking spaces for present
.and future mobile home owners would provide a valuable asset
to the retention of our people.
SUBJECT: Movement of Dependents and Personal Effects for
all Personnel Regardless of Grade
DISCUSSION: The entitlement to move household goods and dependents incident to a PCS move should be extended to all
grades since the young married airmen who now do not have an
entitlement are the people who can least afford the expenses
incurred during a move. In many instances, a CONUS PCS move
is tantamount to a family separation because the member cannot afford to move his personal effects and his family at
personal expense. In the case of an overseas PCS move, family
separation for the duration of the member's tour of duty is
almost unavoidable for economic reasons.
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Family
airman's career
the Air Force a
would provide a

life disruption at the early stage of an
can adversely affect his decision of making
career. Elimination of present restrictions
retention incentive for first term airmen.

SUBJECT: Pay and Allowances
-,
DISGUSSION: Increased basic pay to a level consistent with
civilian industry is a recurring comment. Provisions should
also be made for cost of living increases in basic pay as well
as·all allowances to equal the civilian market. A realignment
of pay scale should provide for an adequate wage to young
first term airmen in particular; this should include full pes
entitlements as well as:
F. Eliminate present pay per rank and structure pay on
position classification.

2. When overpayment by finance section occurs, repayshould be accomplished in a more equitable manner in
of large sum repayments.
3.

Improved financial counseling should be accomplished.

'. 4. When a career field is classified as a limited resource specialty, incentive pay should be authorized.
"5. Provide a separate rations option to individuals of
grades, regardless of marital status.,
6. Fully reimburse all members of the military for expenses incurred in the performance of official business.
7. Provide ove"rtime pay for hours worked over a 40
hour week, combat and isolated duty excepted.
" 8. An increase in separation allowance will ease the
"financial difficulty of operating two households. It will
also be an incentive for people to volunteer for areas of
non concurrent travel.
I~ACT:
A restructure of basic pay and allowances to provlde better standards for the force in general and the young
enlisted men in particular would have a positive impact on a
VOlunteer Air Force .

.

'"

Pay Without Promotion
Two of the biggest reasons for the loss of skillworkers are promotions and pay. We continually follow the
of restricting pay increases to promotion. It is
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assumed that at a certain point a man will be promoted. If
be is not, he is discharged or he is retained and his pay
remains stagnant. With the smaller force required for the
all-volunteer concept, there will be less promotions available. Many good workers are not, and never will be exceptional supervisors. Any airman looking ahead can see the
itfalls and the point at which his pay may fail to i,ncrease
~lthough his personal responsibilities will continue to rise.
People who do their job. should continue to receive periodic
increases in pay as they gain increased experience.
_ I!4PACT: In a small force, non-producers must be eliminated
without punishing the whole group by the no-promotion, nopay improvement policy.
SUBJECT:

PCS Allowances for All Personnel

DISCUSSION: . Many airmen and officers suffer financial ·losses
because of PCS moves. There are many reasons· for this.
TIiree of the primary ones follO"\.: {sic7
1. Dislocation and Denendent Travel Allowance. Many
airmen are married during their first enlistment and have
one or more dependents. A PCS move is usually financially
disastrous for first term airmen with dependents. All personnel with dependents should be given dislocation and mileage
allowance for PCSs.
2. Temporary Quarters AllovJance. Typically, the military member, when reporting for duty at a new assignment,
will experience several days or weeks, of living in temporary
quarters until he is able to obtain permanent quarters.
This usually results in a large expenditure as' temporary quarters usually consist of motels or short term leases; base
guest housing is normally very limited. Because of the expense, the military member often accepts housing on the
e~onomy that he normally would not accept.
An increased
quarters allowance should be paid. The amount and period of
time it ,-lQuld be paid should be based on the economy and .
availability of housing in the area·of the base the member
is transferred to. Two months BAQ would probably cover the
average cos t.
IMPACT: All military personnel with dependents should be
equitably treated - a first rule to retention.
~UBJECT:

PCS Notice

- ...

DISCUSSION: More advance notice should be given on pes
aSsignments. Individuals should be notifie.d as much as a
in advance of proposed PCS moves in order to properly
,

/"
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plan moves. Short notice assignments/ cancellations should
to the absolute minimum.
IMPACT:

A definite aid to morale and retention.
Permanent vs Temporary Promotions

DISCUSSION: __ Under the present system, each officer is pro1110ted twice (temporary and permanent) in each grade before
the promotion is final. There should be one promotion selsystem. If a man is promoted temporarily to a grade
and performs honorably in that grade, is it necessary to
subject him to another selection process?
Management of the promotion system would be simplified with a monetary and manhour savings attributed to
less convening of promotion boards.
Proficiency/Specialty Pay
DISCUSSION: Professional pay should be extended to all
"Professionals." Lawyers are among those with extended
t,echnical training who i?re not considered eligible for proficiency pay. Proficiency pay should be given to all career
fields that require extended technical training . At present,
proficiency pay is tied· to the number of people assigned to
a career field, not to the degree of skill required or complexity of the job. The variable reenlistment bonus could
De used as an incentive for a few career fields. To make
the military competitive with civilian industry, the airman
ih a complex field should be paid for his skill. This pay
could start at the seven level. Possibly, the Proficiency
Pay Program needs major revision to interface with the cur_rent progression program. To start, the name "Specialist
Incentive Pay" would better describe the program and its
intent. Next, establish two lines of progression - specialist and supervisory, with pay rates for each line. Recognition can then be given to those who increase and use their
fechnical skill as well as those who demonstrate an ability
to supervise and assume additional responsibility. An indiVidual with outstanding ability might progress in both
lines. The recognition for skilled performance should not
be limited to personnel in technical fields; for example, .
personnel who demonstrate exceptional skill in administrative or personnel tasks should be awarded specialist pay
although they may not have advanced in grade.
lliPACT: A program of this nature would equalize recruitment
to a level with industry.
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PROMOTIONS
The importance of an equitable and management oriented promotion system as a mainstay to retention was made clear by
the emphasis placed on this point. Both officers and airmen stressed that many good workers do not have supervisory
ability and as a result should receive pay raises rather
than promotions. The HAPS program must be re-examined:
it does not necessarily promote top airmen first; for example, an airman in one career field may not be promoted
eV,en with a higher HAPS score than an airman in another
career field who was promoted. Junior officers stated that
the automatic promotion to Captain eliminated incentive for
advancement, and the long waiting period for promotion to
Major was a strong demotivator. Significantly, we must
remove the deadwood from all grades and ranks -- they stand
in the way of young airmen and officers striving for the top.
SUBJECT:

Promotion

. DISCUSSION: There is a large imbalance in the promotion system due to differing requirements by AFSC. Either the promotions should be evened out, or more opportunity should be
given to career airmen to retrain into the faster moving
AFSCs. The large number of restrictions now placed on retraining make it difficult for the airman to retrain into the
field of his choice. Consideration should be given of a
broader Airman Commissioning Program, thereby allowing promotion potential to everyone. Re-establish the 1st Lieutenant and Captain ranks as the "seasoning" grades where a man
is given credit for proven performance, and entrusted with
limited supervision of others in his specialty area. Under
today's fast promotion program, we are paying for experience
and skill before the man has either. Active duty commissioned
time under age 21 is counted in establishing a PLSD for a
Reserve Officer, but is not counted for a regular officer.
All active duty commissioned time should count toward establishing a PLSD, regardless of age of USAF component. As a
relief valve to control desired expansion and reduction of
the force, and to impress a realistic form of personnel management on a career force, offer release/retirement every 5
years up to the final 30 year point. The ten (10), 15 and
20 year marks should be honorable separation options. A
proportionate cost settlement, increasing for each successlye 5-'year point, would represent the government's final
Settlement of financial obligation for completed service.
The 25 and 30 year points should provide 66% and 7570 retirement pay programs with full fringe benefits accompanying
the retiree to his death. Some other suggestions pertaining
to grade structure were made with less frequency.
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the present ground rules", the promotion system for
is seniority oriented. Secondary zone promotions
some degree of relief from this system, but the
are too small to provide sufficient incentive to those
officers who would otherwise make the Air Force
The secondary zone quotas should be increased to
,nvtOJ{lDEtely 20% for all field grades.
Retention is related to equity in management - all
must have a visible future.

For an effective, motivating promotional system,
the Air Force must develop a method which reflects the indiVidual's true merit and abilities in all grades". Criteria
definite experience levels, time irf rank and .personal
cations should be established to plan a fair opporfor periodic advancement. Quotas, limitations and
should be eliminated. This system would let the
be aware of what he is expected to do, remove the
human error of evaluation to the maximum extent and inform
"him as to why he did or did not make a promot.ion. Recommend
,sonnel selected for promotion be' permitted to assume the
new grade immediately to enjoy all benefits with exception
of increased pay. Personnel are considered for assignments
',their proj ected grade. This will eliminate the present
,u~55dLLsfaction with the long waiting period between selecand actual promotion for the majority of individuals.
_~n~TTCSION:

Equal opportunity of periodic advancement greatly
the military career as a profession.
Promotion to Major
DISCUSSION: Once an officer is promoted to the grade of
Captain, he faces seven years of service in the same grade
prior to eligibility for promotion to l1aj or. \-lith the probab;ility of being selected for promotion to Maj or in the secondary zone very slim, the vast majority of officers face the
prpspect of spending 35% of a twenty year career in the grade
of Captain.
IMPACT: The prospect of being bogged down in one grade for
OVer ove-thirdof his career is a career irritant to many
young Captains.
- AF vs
Action should be taken to equalize the time-in-
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grade and total years service required for primary zone consideration for promotion among the military services. While
it is recognized that these policies have been brought about
by grade ceiling limitations, action should be. taken to
equalize these policies so that one. service does not have an
advantage over another.
IMPACT: All service personnel should be paid and promoted
with similarity.
SUBJECT:

Prestige

DISCUSSION: Many things could be done to enhance the prestige of enlisted personnel and subsequently make an Air Force
career more attractive. The requirement for the two lower
grade airmen to carry DD Form 345 (Armed Forces Liberty Pass)
is degrading to most airmen. The implication being that they
are not mature enough to assume personal responsibility. The
middle and junior NCOs feel that elevating the E4 to NCO
status degraded the entire NCO corps. The only actual benefit the E4 gained \Vas the right to join the NCO Club and to
be called "'sergeant". Hmvever, the' connotation is that he
has a thorough understanding of Air Force policy and the job
and managerial experience to be a Non-Commissioned Officer.
IMPACT:' The management aspect of the NCO would be more defined and not broadened to the extent that a young first
termer would be expected to have managerial maturity.
SUBJECT:

Quarters Inspection Upon·Termination

DISCUSSION: Many qua·rters occupants believe the standards of
cleanliness upon termination of government quarters are unrealistic and oppressive. Charges made by "cleaning services
guaranteed to pass inspections" area visible basis for this
complaint. Few personnel object to realistic inspections
upon termination of government quarters. They object when
they must spend several days cleaning to meet an unrealistically rigid standard.
IMPACT: The ill will generated by unrealistic policies adversely affects our retention efforts.
~UBJEGT:

Reimbursement for Expenses on Sale of Home

DISCUSSION: Because of the PCS moves made by military members,-and the fact that Government housing is often not
available, military personnel spend a considerable amount of
mOney in disposing of real property (legal fees, mortgage
transfer, etc.). Civil Service personnel are reimbursed
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expenses.
imposed on military persongovernment quarters are

Officer
DISCUSSION: As an irritant, many senior NCOs do not feel
being afforded an opportunity to progres3 comparable
industry. ,After promotion to E-9, no further
is possible even though this peak of enlisted
occurs within the 17-20 year point.
Reinstatement of the WO program would provide the
recognition and incentive to continue an Air Force

Separate Rations· Op'tion for Airmen
DISCUSSION: Many airmen find i t impractical or impossible
to use the consolidated airmen dining hall, particularly at
noon due to its distance from their place of duty. They
sometimes miss the evening meal due to working overtime or
..
functions. They receive no compensation for meals
at the EX or on the local economy. The option of
in a convenient location without forfeiture of bene~
'4",~~ would contribute to better morale.
The exercise of this
option would be controlled by unit commanders based on the
financial and military responsibility of the individual airmen.
~ACT:
Single airmen would have more freedom and live on
a par with their civilian counterpart.

Specialty Promotions
DISCUSSION: There is no system whereby an individual with a
., .college degree, desiring a· career in the military (Air Force),
'but not qualifying for a commission, is given an opportunity
for rapid advancement int-o the supervisory NCO ranks. Recruitment, basic training, special NCO school, and specialty
training would be a realistic progression into the NCO ranks
in~ividuals meeting the educational and mental aptitude
this type of program.
IMPACT: 'Individuals possessing these prerequisites and deSiring a military career should be afforded the opportunity
f~r' rapid advancement.
Seniority can cause talent to bide
time rather than innovate from a managerial position.
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Stabilizing CONUS Assignments
DlSCUSSION: The benefits to be derived in stabilizing CONUS
tOUrs would not only enhance the manning at Air Force bases
would add to the creditability of an all volunteer force.
benefits include, but are not limited to the following:
1.

Long range planning.

2.

Considerable monetary savings by fewer pess.

.
3. Availability of trained personnel to meet emergency
contingency requirements.

4. High morale of personnel (based upon knowing assignment status which would reduce family separation).
5.

Greater Civilian/Hilitary relationships.

6. Reduction of personal hardships by elimination of
frequent PCSs.
7.

Hission continuity.

__ 8. Promotes "responsibility" rather than assuming "I
won't be here tomorrow to worry about it."

9.
10.

Allows planning for next PCS.
Greater alignment of the man to the job requirement.

11. Improve quality of work, by improved training methods
and standards. Persons will have a vested interest in their
~it.
Hore pride and concern for organizational goals.
'f

Benefits to the individual include:
">i
l.

Career planning.

2:

Fewer PCS moves, and disruption of family life.

3.

Less separation from family.

, 4.
5.

School continuity' for children.
Possible to establish savings account.

IMPACT~ The elimination of short notice and numerous PCS
moves will result in considerable monetary savings and at the
same ·time reduce the constant complaint of family disruptions/
separations. This action would also nromote mission continuity and provide for more stable career planning.
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SUBJECT: Travel Entitlement for the Bootstrap Program
,--DISCUSSION:
Personnel enrolled in the Bootstrap Program
should be given travel ,ent;itlem,ents . Currently, these personnel are required to pay for this travel from their own
resources.
IMPACT: Travel pay ~vould provide a good incentive to all
personnel considering educational pursuits.
SUBJECT:

TDY Travel Arrangements

DISCUSSION: Limit TDY to mission requirements only. Allow
travel arrangements by either military or commercial, which
will permit mission accomplishment and prompt return to
duty. Restricting TDY travel to only mi'litary aircraft often
results in mission, failure due to aircraft failure, delays,
lay-overs, etc. ,These cut into duty time and infringe on
off-duty time.
IMPACT:
SUBJECT:

Greater mission accomplishment.
The Uniform

DISCUSSION: Many variations on the uniform have been recommendeq. The following were most frequently proposed: A
light ~veight top coat for southern regions; a surrnner blue
uniform, to replace the 1505, which is permanent press present cleaning bills alone are well above the clothing
allowance; Top Three uniforms should be distinctive - similar
to the Navy's Chief Petty Officer - Senior and Chief Master
Sergeants could wear the officer's band on the arm with the
present arm stripe on the left arm only (the cost would be
absorbed by the individual and very negligible); men working
on trucks and airplanes dirty their uniforms more frequently
than most, as a result, they should be given work uniforms
similar to the medic personnel; and enlisted flying personnel should wear insignia to preclude confusion.
IMPACT: The uniform is the outward expression of our profession - its use and style must be functional so that all
will take pride in their- branch of the service.
qUBJE-CT:

Variable Reenlistment Bonus and Pro Pay

DISCUSSION: There are currently too many inequities with the
pro pay and VRB systems. A morale problem exists because
Some skills recelve pro payor VRB while others do not. If
the active force is to be reduced, yet do the same job, it
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must consist of very experienced personnel. These personnel should be paid competitively with'what private enter~rise offers.
Bonuses should be offered for superior performance only.
n!PACT: Eliminate VRB, pro pay, establish pay comparable
with private enterprise, and establish a superior perforniance pay.
§UBJECT:

WAF Personnel Policy

DISCUSSION: Consideration should be given to providing
treatment and benefits to WAF personnel equitable to their
male counterparts. Additionally the feasibility of permitting married WAF to remain on active duty and raise a
family should be studied.

,

,
a. During a specified prenatal period and postnatal
period they could be removed, from duty and pay status.
,,
b. Medical care should be in government facilities;' if
clesired, since wives of male personnel are afforded this
service.
IMPACT: More women would consider USAF career status if
Jhey were treated equally.
SUBJECT:

Wider Publication of Total Service Benefits

DISCUSSION: All Air Force personnel are not aware of total
:benefits to be derived from a military career. Promotion opportunities and basic pay are often the focal points of discussion when ,describing the attractive features of military
life. While these considerations are certainly important,
and probably upper-most in an individual's mind when contemplating an Air Force career, any presentation to potential career personnel on total compensations of a military
,career should include all entitlements. lilhere possible, a
'dollar cost should be identified with each benefit. This is
important because when actual comparisons are made between
corresponding military and civilian careers, the difference
in pay is not as great as-a simple comparison of basic
Salaries would indicate. A military career is thus presented in a more favorable light when direct comparisons of this
nature are made.
IMPACT: Detailed knowledge of total benefits or ready access
to such' information could well be the deciding factor in an
'individual's decision to choose a military career over
civilian life.
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COMFORT

-SUBJECT:

Bachelor Quarters

DISCUSSION: . Married personnel can occupy a three or four
bedroom unit with privacy and wit~out the drawbacks pres~ntly suffered by bachelors for a minimum of $120.00.
The
cost to bachelors is $110.00 each (or $440.00 per unit for
four) who must be forced to share the premises.

IMPACT: Improvement in the quality and cost of bachelor
quarters would definitely aid the retention of these people.
SUBJECT: CONUS S ace Available Air Trans ortation for
ilitary Dependents
DISCUSSION: Dependents of military personnel are not entitled to travel on space available on military aircraft
within the continental limits of the U.S. This extra
benefit is available for eligible personnel to and from
overseas and between overseas areas. Space available travel
for dependents within CONUS will be one of the most attractive no cost fringe benefits. Further, extend ports of entry
to some non MAC bases to allow great accessability to members
on leave with dependents desiring military space available
trips abroad.
IMPACT: A fringe benefit that will help make retention
attractive.
SUBJECT:

Cost of Quarters for Junior Officers

DISCUSSION: Junior officers complain that they should not be
required to reside on base, but if they must live on base,
,adequate quarters should be made available. In comparison,
~ single officer forced to live on base loses his quarters
allowance with no linen or maid service provided, while a
temporary duty officer pays only $2.00 per day ($60.00 per
month) for similar quarters and has linen and maid service
provided.
IMPACT: Reduced costs of quarters and service would help
retain junior officers .

.

§UBJECT:

Expand Services in Clothing Sales Stores

. "'.

DISCUSSION: Clothing Sales Stores could stock slightly
higher quality merchandise. They should have new uniform
items available within months of their authorization.
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IMPACT: This would affect all military personnel by providing an opportunity for better individual appearance, as
well as serve the comfort needs of our people.
SUBJECT:

Improved Operation of BX and Commissary Facilities

DISCUSSION: People need to understand the how and why of
- commissary andBX operation and pricing. These facilities
. are often unfavorably compared with their commercial counterparts.
,IMPACT: Lack of information or inadequate information has an
-. adverse effect on morale and retention. The Air Force could
consider including this information in career motivation
materials.
SUBJECT:

.Hold Baggage Weight Allowances

'DISCUSSION: Presently hold baggage weight allowances are
determined by grade and for airmen in grade E4 or lower, by
length of service. Some consideration should be given to
providing an equitable allowance for dependents regardless
of sponsors grade and an equal allowance for all career air. men and officers regardless of grade.
IMPACT:
SUBJECT:

Retention of all personnel.
Housing

DISCUSSION: One of the greatest irritants associated by PCS
moves is obtaining suitable housing at the new location. The
most logical answer to this problem is more base housing.
Most moves in' the Air Force today actually entail two moves
on the part of the member if he elects to occupy government
, housing - one move to an off-base private rental, and sometimes many months later, a second move to base housing·.
Everything possible should be done to eliminate this situation. This comment applies equally to overseas duty locations where it is often necessary for the member to travel
unaccompanied and to remain for several months without his
'. family until suitable quar.ters become available.
IMPACT: Increased availability of housing through any means
w9uld.improve both comfort and retention.
SUBJECT:· Transportation entitlement to move household goods
in excess of tr:.e 2, 000 pound limitation ,,,hen returning to
CONUS from an overseas area for which the 2,000 pound limitation is imposed.
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DISCUSSION: Military members returning to the CONUS with
a 2,000 pound baggage restriction are required to dispose
of items 'I..hich exceed 2,000 pounds of HHG plus unaccompanied baggage and professional gear. This restriction is
applied irrespective of ...hether or not the member's overall
weight entitlement established by the JTR for shipment of
RHG incident to the CONUS PCS move is exceeded or not. The
restriction as written reads as follows: "Before a military
or.civilian member's departure, the transportation officer
will obtain from him a listing of the articles that may be
withdravm if the shipment exceeds the limitation. The mem•... ber will indicate preference as to the order of withdrawal,
.' and furnish disposition instructions." This restriction
. does not recognize the problems of making a last minute disposition of HHG items, and the gamut of circumstances which
caused accumulation of items beyond the return. entitlement.
Some of the reasons ...hy members acquire extra items are:
1. In most overseas stations members have a need for
freezers, air conditioners, etc., which are not in the base
housing supply stock.
2. Dependents actively participate in base sponsored
activities such as Hi Fi C1ubs,Wood Hobby Shops, Ceramics,
etc.
3. Most overseas areas provide market sources for the
member to purchase special items of furniture which are not
available in CONUS.

IMPACT: Changing the present regulations to allow the TMO
to ship the entire lot of HHG irrespective of weight .
. SUBJECT:

Modification of Household Goods Weight Entitlement

DISCUSSION: The weight allowance for movement of household
goods is based on the grade held by a military member on the
effective date of pes orders. No consideration is given
to the size of the family or to member's length of service.
Generally, there is a direct relationship between length of
service, family size and member's ownership of personal
effects; ho... ever, these factors are not considered in the
development of existing wei~ht entitlements.
IMPACT: Establishing a basic weight for each rank with a
sac1eo.of additional allowance for each dependent (based on
age) will ease the financial burden. placed on large families ..
. SUBJECT: . Officer Dormitories
nISCUSSION: Essentially the problem involves lack of privacy

.5
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a.nd space for bachelor officers. A bachelor officer living
in the BOQ has no choice concerning who is to move in with
him. Often BOQ units are overcrowded with four officers
sharing one small kitchen and living room. Bachelor officers are subjected to more fire inspections than married
personnel. Maintenance personnel and fire inspectors enter
BOQ units with master keys without permission or coordina~
tion of occupants. The general attitude by base agencies
that anyone can enter a BOQ unit without permission creates
an uncomfortable feeling not conducive to privacy and relaxation that a horne environment should have.
IMPACT: Privacy is an element that promotes morale, comfort
and ultimate retention of personnel.
SUBJECT:

Quarters for Nurse Personnel and WAF Officers

DISCUSSION: Consideration should be given to permitting
conunissioned female personnel a choice of aC,cepting available government quarters, or living off base. Nurses especially feel their life unduly restricted compared to their
civilian counterparts.
IMPACT:
SUBJECT:

Retention ofHAF Officers and Nurse Corps.
Transient Airmen Quarters

DISCUSSION: Many Air Force Base, transient (TDY) airmen
barracks are substandard. They are World War II buildings
that no one wants and generally do not meet 'the standards
outlined in AFM 30-7. This directive also permits Base
Conunanders to use below standard buildings. Just as visitors
to one's horne are not given the worst acconunodations, neither
should trans.ient airmen get substandard quarters. \fuen
quarters cannot meet standards, civilian billets should be
furnished.
IMPACT: Morale of our career airmen who perform TDY would
be materially enhanced by providing them adequate quarters
at their temporary location.
SUBJECT:

Work Environment

DISCUSSION: Improve physical working conditions to the maximum extent commensurate with available funds and civil
engineering capabilities. More attractive color combinations free from the standard, age old colors - easy eye green,
ba~tleship grey, etc., -should be introduced.
Incidentally,
why do all Air Force desks, chairs and tables have to be grey?
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I~WACT:
Pleasantly decorated surroundings induce greater
performance and job satisfaction. They indicate leaders
are concerned for their people.

Definition of initials used in this report:
AFIT--Air Force Institute of Technology
AFM--Air Force Manual
AFSC--Air Force Specialty Code
A}~--American Medical Association
APOE--aerial port of embarkation
BAQ--base allowance for quarters
BOQ--bachelor officer quarters
BX--base exchange
CBPO--consolidated base personnel office
COLA--Cost of Living Allowances
CONUS--continental United States
DoD--Department of Defense
ETS--expiration of term of service
GI--government issue
G}IT--general military training
HHG--household goods
JTR--joint travel regulations
~C--Military Airlift Command
NCO--Non-Co~~issioned Officer
OER--officer effectiveness report
OPR--office of primary responsibility
OTS--Officer '.i'raining School
PCS--permanent change of station
PETS--prior to expiration of term of service
PLSD--promotion list service date
Pro Pay--proficiency pay
RegAF--Regular Air Force
ROTC--Reserve Officers Training Corps
SSAN--Social Security Account Nillllber
STEP--Short Term Enlistment Program
I' TDY--temporary duty
VRB--Variable Reenlistment Bonus
WAF--Women in the Air Force
WAPS--Weighted Airman Promotion System
WO--Warrant Officer
'

I

Source: Department of the Air Force, Headquarters US Air
Force;.AF Manual 11-2, Administrative Practices: Air Force
Manual of Abbreviations, (lVashington, D.C.: 22 Narch, 19"73)
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APPENDIX D
GRADE COMPARISON CHART
COMMISSIONED
tay Grade

Rank
General
Lieutenant General
Major General
Brigadier General
Colonel
Lieutenant Colonel
Major
Captain
First Lieutenant
Second Lieutenant

0-10
0-9
0-8
. . 0-7
0-6
0-5

0-4

0-3
0-2
0-1

WARRANT

W-4

Chief Warrant
Chief Warrant
Chief Warrant
Warrant Officer

. W-3

. W':2

W-l

ENLISTED
Chief Master Sergeant
Senior Master Sergeant
Master Sergeant
Technical Sergeant
Staff Sergeant
Sergeant
Airman First Class
Airman
Airman Basic

E-9
E-8
E-7
E-6
E-5

E-4

E-3
E-2

. E-l

Source:

.

ATCM 33-2 (Cl) ,25-, October, 72 .
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OFFICER SAMPLE SURVEY
APRIL 1972
FOREWORD

Your ideas and opinions are important to the Air Force.
This survey is an important way of getting some of your thoughts
to Headquarters USAF so that they can use them to change old
policies or make new policies. These changes do not always happen
quickly.

Some of you will see during your career.

In other

cases, Air Force people like yourself will benefit in the future
by your ideas.
Please give your honest answers; tell it·like it is. Do not
qive "establishment" or "textbook" answers, or answers which
you think HQ USAF would like to hear. These answers will only· hurt
yourself and others because Headquarters will assume this is the
way you r~ally feel and make policies accordingly_
There is a Comments Sheet at the end of the survey foradditional comments. If a question does not include your answer,
use the Comments Sheet at the end of the survey to write it out.
In addition, please use the Comments Sheet to write ~t any
comments you wish regarding the subjects on the surveyor on
any other subjects which you feel are important. Please use it
if YO') wish--one 'out of every officer does. If you wish an answer,
please sign your nam~ and give your organ~zation.

\

,
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. PLEASE READ THE FOLLO\'/ING INSTRUCTIONS
BEFORE ANSWERING THE SURVEY
Answer the questions as of April 1972.
Select only one, answer to each question.
Mark your answers on the answer sheete ~It is not necessary
to write on the survey itself.

Use a No.2 pencil only.

Be sure to mark your answers carefully so that you enter
them opposite the same answer sheet number as survey question
number.
Be sure that your answer marks are heavy and black and
that you blacken the whole rectangle but stay within the
rectanqle lines.
A

AacDEJf'a

RIGHT WAY
TO MARK
,ANSWER SHEET

H

10 iOn a a n a
ABCDEP'GH

zO

rr IT 0 I ~ a a

WRONG WAY
TOW....RK
ANSWER SHEET

•

C

D

.: ...

a

H

zil cU> n IT n 0 ITc a

30 E nTI II fi

H

.
an"" n..
4U rr a .
!in nn~ ~ c~ ~
A

•

C

A

•

C

D

~

co

~

flu IT
H

n
~

~

IMPORTANT
Be sure to wri~e your Social Security Account Number (SSAN)
on the front side of the answer sheet in the boxes provided;
then blacken the rectangle to the right of each number which is
the same as the number you wrote in the box.
Your SSAN will not be used to identify you with your answers __
You were requested to participate in this survey based upon

random-selection by SSAN. Your SSAN will be used only as a
necessary method of survey control.
Please do not mark in the preprinted number boxes on each
These nlliubers are used by the
electronic scanner to match the front and back of your answer

side of your answer sheet.

sheet.
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PART 1 - GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
"The questions in this part are .gen.eral questions about
They are incluged in the survey to permit a grouping
s_urVey _results by age, grade, length of service and so forth ..

)
What is your command of assignment (the", command that
,_maintains your personnel records)?

A.

Alaskan Air Command
u.s. Air Force Academy
Aerospace Defense Command'
u.s. Air Forces in Europe
Air Force Accounting and Finance Center
Air Force Logistics Command
\
Aeronautical Chart and Information Center

B.

C.

D.

,..
E.

C.

H.
I.

Air Force Sys tern's Conunand

Air Reserve _Personnel Center
Air Training Command
K. Air University
· L, u.s. Air Forces Southern Cornmana
M •.
Headquarters Air Force Reserve N. Headquarters USAF
o. Data Systems Design Center
P. Headquarters Command.
Q.• ·,Hili tary Airlift Command
R,.
Pacific Air Forces
· S. Strategic Air Command
T. Tactical Air Command
..,
U. USAF Security Service
· X. Air Force l-1ilitary Personnel Center
Y. Air Force. Communications Service
Z. Air Force Inspect~on and Safety Center
g. Air Force Audit Agency
1. Air Force Office of Special Investigations
.
2. Others

J.

J

What is your sex and race?

A.

Male, Caucasian
Male, Negro
Male, Other

13:.

C.

What

D.
E.
F.

Female,.Caucasian
Female, Negro
Female, Other

is your present active duty grade?

A.
B.

Colonel
Lieutenant Colonel
1" C~ ", Major
D. Captain
E. First Lieutenant
F. Second Lieutenant
G.. Warrant Officer
~fficers com~ng on their first tour of active duty incur an

in~tial serv~ce commitment.
service commitment?

Yes
No

Have you completed your initial

5.

How much total active federal military service have you
completed?

A.
B.
C.

D.
E.

F.
G.

H.

I.
J.

K.
.L.
M.
N.
O.
P.
6.

Less than 1 year
1 year but less than 2
2 years but less than 3
3 yea~s but less than 4
4 years but less than 5
5 years but less than 6
6 years but less than 7
7 years but less than 8
B years- but less than 9
9 years but less than 10
10 years but less than 11
11 years but less than 12
12 years but less than 13
13 years but less than 14
14 years but less than 15
15 years but less than 16

Q.
R.
S.

T.
U.

16
17
18
19
20

v.
21
W.. ,22

x.
Y.
z.

23
24
25

1.
2.
3.
4.

26
27
28
29
30"

~.

years but less
but less
years but less
year r but less
years but less
years but less
years but less
years but less
years but less
years but less
years but less
years but less
years but less
years but less
years or more
~ears

21 years or younger

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

22
23
24
25
26
27

H.

28

I.

29

J.

30

K.
L.
M.
N.

O.
P.
Q.

R.
S.
T.

31
32
33
34
35

20
21
22
23

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

36
37
38

39
40

U.

41

42

W.
X.
Y.
Z.

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50 - 54
55 years or older

11.
1.
2.
3.

What is your highest level of education NOW (include accepted.
GED credits)?
A.
B.
C.
D.

E.

F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
-L.
M.

."

18

19

V.

4.

.-

17

How old were you on your last birthday?

A;

7.

than
than
than
than
than
than
than
than
than
than
than
than
than
than

N.

O.

Grammar school (did not graduate)
Grammar school graduate (no high school)
High school (did not graduate)
High school graduate (no college) ~
Trade or technical school graduate (not including college)
Some college, but less than one year
One year college, but less than two
Two years college, but less than three (including two-year
associate degree)
Three years or more college, no degree
Registered nurse dipl0ffia program
College degree (BS" BA, or equivalent, except LL.B)
Graduate work beyond bachelor degree (no master's degree)
Haster's degree
.
Postgraduate work beyond Master's degree
Doctorate degree (includes LL.B, J.D., D.D.S., M.D.,
and D.V.M.)

Under which of the following did you ge't your canrnission?

A.
'B.

C.
D.
E.

F.

G.
, ,H.

,I,.

J.

"'X.

u.s. Hilitary Academy graduate
U.S. Naval Academy graduate
U.S. Air Force Academy graduate
Distinguished ROTC graduate
Distinguished OCS graduate
Distinguished OTS graduate
Distinguished graduate of Flying Training School
Thomasson Act

RnTCgraduate
Citizens I l<1ilitary Training Corps
Graduate of USAF OTS
OCS graduate

Graduate of Flying Training School--aviation cadet

Air Na-tional Guard

Air Force Reserves
Direct appointment fram military life
Direct appointment from civilian life
'what is the FIRST digit of your present duty Air Force
',Special ty Code (AFSC)?
(Example: If your APSC is 6016
you would mark response "G" for item 9 on your answer sheet) ..

A.
B'.'

C.
dB.
""E-..-

0
I
2
3
4

F.
G.
H.

I.
J.

5
6

7
S
9

What is the SECOND digit of your present duty Air Force
Specialty Code (AFSC)?

A.

~.

C.

D;

E.

~

I
2
3'
4

F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

5
6
7
S
9

What is your rr~rital status?
A.
D'.
C_-~

D.
E.

Married
Never been married
Divorced and not remarried
Legally separated
Widower/Widow
you have any dependent children?
No

"'D.C.
~.

F.
·'G.

H.

"One

'!Wo

Three
F,our
Five
Six
Seven

I. . Eight or more

13. Are you presently a rated officer?

No

A.
B.
C.

Yes,. pilot
Yes, navigator

D.

Yes, flight surgeon
PART 2 -

HUMAN RELATIONS

The questions in this part are included to help the HQ USAF
Office of Equal Opportunity determine the extent of racial problems
existing in the Air Force. Your answers to this part as in all

o_thcr parts of this survey will not be identified with you

.personally.

14. Which one of the following do you consider yourself?
A.

Negro/Black

B.
·C.-

Spanish or Mexican American
American Indian

D.

Oriental
White
Other

E.
F.

15. Do you believe there is any significant racial
discrimination
on your base?
A.
C.

No
A great deal but things are improving since
A great deal and things are about the same aslast year
A great deal but things are getting worse sincelast year
last year

E.
F.
G.

Some but things are improving since
last year
Some but things are about the -same as .last year
Seme but things are getting worse since
last year

H.

Very little but things are improving since
Very little and things are about the same last year
as
Very little but things are getting worse sinceLast- year
last year

B.
D.

I.
J.

16.' Do you think there is any significant racial discrimination in
any specific area in your unit? (Select one answer only)
A•

No, there is no significant discrimination
. Yes, there is significant discrimination CHIEFLY in:

B.
C.

D.
E.

F,

G.

H.
,I.

Promotion

opportuniti~s

Daily duty assignment
Housing accommodations
Attitudes and treatment by superiors
Training opportunities
On-base {on-post} clubs and social activities
Attitudes of fellow enlisted men
Same other factor
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Do you think your race is now a factor in your promotion"

opportuni ty?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Very helpful
Somewhat helpful
Hakes no di f f erence
Somewhat harmful
Very harmful
No opinion/Don't know

Do you think minority group personnel receive the-same punishment -for the same offenses as other personnel in disciplinary
actions (Article 15 and courts-martial) under the Uniform

Code of Military

Ju~t.ice?

A.
B.

l-Unority Groups receive much more severe punishment
Minority Groups receive somewhat more severe punishment

D.

No difference in punishment
Minority Groups receive somewhat less severe punishment

c.
.E.
-F.

Minority Groups receive much less severe punishment
No opinion/Don't know

Which one of the following best describes the main reason for
racial problems on your base?

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

I.
J.
K.
;L.

M.

There are no racial problems on my base
Nobody liste_ns to complaints
The commander and supervisors don't care about th~ir people
Whites pretty much "run things
They listen but never do any thing- about complaints
Security police are over-reactive
Blacks pull all the dirty work·
When they do take action on complaints it's usually
the eas"y way but
Disciplinary actions are too severe
l-lilitants keep things stirred up
Lack of communication between blacks and whites
Lack of communication between officers and airmen
Other reasons

Have you been involved in any racial incidents on your base?
A.

Yes ( "one or two
Yes, three or more
C. No, I haven't been involved in the racial incidents on
my base
D." There haven't been "any racial incidents on my base

~;

did you get involved in these racial incidents?

A~ "There haven't been any racia~ incidents on my base
"B.

e.

D.
'.. E'..
F.

live never been involve,d in a racial incident
I didnlt like what the other guy said or did
My friend needed my help
It seemed the thing to do b~cause everybody else was involved
I was there and it just happened

.

~,
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22. What do you think about the Air Force race
relations program on
your base?
A.
'\f"

B.

.c.

P.

E.

J.

G.

I don't know of any
The program is good
The program is good
The program is fair
The program is fair
The program is poor
The program is poor

programs
and I think
but I doubt
but I think
but I doubt
but I think
and I doubt

it
it
it
it
it
it

will
will
will
will
will
will

improve relations
improve relations
improve relations
improve relations
improve relations
improve relations

2;1. ·00 you think there is likely to be a racial flare-up on your
.base in the near future?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Yes, definitely
Yes, probably
I don't know
No,probably not
No, definitely not

·24. Does your immediate supervisor treat all people on the job
equally regardless of race?

A.
B.
C.

D.

He treats everyone equally
tfuites get "preferred" treatment
Blacks get "preferred" treatment,

Don't know

'~5. How do you think race relations on your base compare to
that on other Air Force bases you have been on?
A.

Much better on my base

B.

Somewhat better on my base

C.

About the same

D.
E.

Somewhat worse on my base
. Much ~lorSe on my base

F.

Don't know

G.

Not applicable, have never been on another base

026. How easy was it for you to make the adjustment from civilian
life to Air Force life?

.
"
'.

......

A.

Very easy
Fairly easy
C. Neither easy nor hard
D. Fairly hard
E •. Very hard

B.
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PART 3

~

RETIREMENT PAY

this part ask for your opinion on various

The questions in

retirement pay pians that have been proposed. Answer .'the
qu~stions in this part as thoug~ you would remain in the Air Force

as long as' you wished ~fter 20 years and no force-out policy
existed.

The following table shows four possible retirement pay plans

that are being considered. The nuwbers in the table show the
percentages of base pay received for the number of years of active
service shown. For example, a person with 25 years of active

service would get 51% of his base pay under Plan 3.
table and then answer the questions below.

YEARS OF SERVICE

PLAN I

20
25
30

35

25%

42%
85%

100%

PLAN 2
50%

PLAN 3
30%

Examine the

PLAN 4
55\

63%
75%

51%

• 80\

66%

75%

90%

70%
70%

·Which of the four plans do you prefer?
A. Plan I
B. Plan 2
C. Plan 3
D. plan 4
If Plan I were put into effect, how many years of active
,service would you plan to have when you left the Air Force?

.A.

Less than 20 years
20-24 years
25-29
30-34
E. 35 or more years
,F •. Don't know
B.
C.
D.

If' Plan 2 Were put into effect, how many years of active
service would you plan to have when. you left the Air For~e?
A. Less than 20 years
B. .20-24 years
C. 25-29
.. D.
30-34
,E.
35 or more years
F .• Don't know

~f plar. 3 were .put into effect, how many years of active
service would you plan to have when you left the Air Force?
.A.
.B.

C.

D.

E.
F.

Less than 20 years
20-24 years

25-29
30-34
35 or more years
Don't know

.~l
./-

,

"
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31. If Plan 4 were put into effect, how many years of active
service would you plan to have when you left the Air Force?
A.

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Less than 20 ye;;>.rs
20-24
25-29
30-34
35 or more years
Don't know

PART 4 - OUTSTANDING OFFICER· PROGRAMS
The Air Force has programs in which certain officers are
selected annually as "Outstanding Air Force Officer of the Year."
in their career specialty fields. Examples are in ~e Supply;
Services; and Petroleum, Oil and Lubricants (POL) fields.
The questions in this part a~k for your opinion of such programs.

32. Did you know about· any programs for selecting an ·Outstanding
Officer" in any career field?
A.

Yes

B.

No

How would you feel about an annua'l program to select outstanding
'officers from your career field if the selection were limited
to not more than 10% of the officers assigned?

A.
B.
C.

In favor of
Against
No opinion

,34. Have you ever been selected as an outstanding officer in
your career field? (If more than once, select the latest

career field.)

A.

N.o

B.

Yes,
Yes,
Yes,
Yes,

C.
D.

. E.-

in
in
in
in

the Supply career field
the Services career field
the Petroleum, oil and Lubricants (POL) career field
an ~ career field

3S. Do you feel that being selected as outstanding officer affects
the

A.

B.
C.
D.
E.
,f.

professional career of the Air-Force Officer?
Greatly benefits
Somewhat benefits
No effect
Somewhat harmful
Very harmful
Dontt know

36. What are your feelings about award programs t,o individuals
other than official awards and decorations for gallantry,
valor or meritorious service or achievement?
A~

B.
C.
D.-

E.

Definitely in favor of
Somewhat in favor of
Neither for nor against
Somewhat against
Definitely. against
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PART 5 - BOY SCOUTS OF. AMERICA PROGRAM
The ques-tions in this part ask about your participation in
Boy Scouts of America Youth Program.

Are you presently connected with the Boy Scouts of America
Program?

A.
B.
C.

D.
E.
F.
G.

No

Yes, as a committee member
Yes, as a scout leader
Yes, as a commis s i one r
Yes, as a merit badge counselor
,Yes, other
Yes, as more than one of the above

Is your spouse connected with -the Boy

Scouts

of America Program?

A.
B.

No, or am not married
Yes, as a committee member
c. Yes, as -a den leader or assistant den leader
D. 'Yes, as an instructor
E. Yes, other
F. Yes, as more than one of the above

Do you have any sons who are active in the program as Cubs?
A.

Not married/no sons

B.

No

C.

Yes

Do you have any sons who are active in the program as scouts?

A.

Not married/no sons

B.

No

C.

Yes

Do you have any sons who are
A.

~ctive

in the program as Explorers?

Not married/no sons

B.

No

C.

Yes

Does your base sponsor any units in the Boy Scouts of America
,.. Youth Program?
'<

A.

No

B.
'C..

Ye"s, Cubs only
Yes, Scouts only

D..

Yes, Explorers only

E.

Yes

F.

Yes, Scouts and Explorers only

G.

Yes, Cubs and Explorers only

I

'Cubs and Scouts only

H.

Yes, Cubs, Scouts, and Explorers

1.

Yes, but don't know which one of the above
Don't know

.-",
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PART 6 - AIR

~OnCE

CAREER

This part concerns various aspects ·of your Air Force career
such as attitudes toward a military career, the TOPLINE program
and other areas.
43. If there had been no draft and ypu had not had any military
obligations at the time you first entered-active military service,
do you think you would nave entered the service?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Yes, I definitely would have entered the service
Yes, I probably would have entered the service
No, I probably would not have entered the service
No, I definitely would not have entered the service
I have no idea what I would have done
I had no choice, it was a national emergency in World War II
or. Korea and everyone was called

44·. Which of the following best describes your attitude ·toward
making the Air Force a career?

A.
B.
C.

D.

E.
F.

Definitely intend to make the Air Force a career
Most likely will make the Air Force a career
Undecided
Most likely will not make the Air Force a career
Definitely do not intend to make the Air Force a career
Not applicable, I have completed 20 years or more

45. 'How many years of active service do you plan to have when you
leave the Air Force?

A.

B.

C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

.'

K.

",
~

46.

Less than 20 years
20 years
21-22 years
23-24 years
25-26 years
27-28 years
29-30 years
31-32 years
33-34 years
35 or more years
Undecided

I f you expect to retire from the Air Force with 20 years or more
of active service, at ·what grade do you expect to retire?

A.
B.
C.

Do not intend to retire with 20 or more years
0-4 or below
0-5

D.

0-6

E.

0-7 or above

"'-"'.
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51. How many 3-year tours in support assignments would you prefer
to spend during a 30-year rated career? (Assume you will have
a 30-year AF career)

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Not applicable;
None
1 tour
2 tours
3 tours
4 or more tours
No preference

I

am not rated

52. Which of the following types of annual-leave systems would
you prefer?
A.
B.

c ..

30 calendar days a year
26 working days a year
No preference

53. Are you satisfied or dissatisfied with the present rules
concerning military leave?

A.
B.
C.
D.
·E.
F.

.<

Very satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
-Somewhat dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied
Don't know enough about them to answer

54. It has been suggested that personnel serving at long-tour
overseas areas (36-48 months) should be given an additional
30-day CONUS leave approximately half-way through their tour.
Transportation for such CONUS leave would be provided at
Government expense for the military member and any dependents
living with him~ would such a policy influence your military
career plans?
A.

B.

C.
D.

No influence
Some influence toward an AF career
Great influence toward an AF career
No opinion

55. Are you familiar with the Air Force Officer Personnel Plan
(TOPLINE) ?

':"

5&..

A.
B.
c.
D.

Never heard of it
Yes, thoroughly familiar
Yes, somewhat familiar
Have heard of it but don't know enough about i t to answer

Do you think TOPLINE improves career opportuni ties equally for
all officers or favors one group at the expense of other officers?
A.
B.

C.
D.

E.
F.
G.

It provides equal career opportunities to all officers
It favors pilots .
It favors navigators
It favors all rated officers (pilots and navigators)
It favors line officers without aeronautical ratings
It favors non-line officers (medical, dental, chaplain, etc .. )
No opinion or don't know

-

.

Under the rated supplement concept of TOPLINE,
career fields will be partially filled with_ pilots
who have served at least an initial cockpit tour.
navigators can expect at least one such assignment
20-year career.

1.51

certain suppOrt
and navigators
Host pilots and
during a

57. What is your reaction to the rated supplement concept?
the one -response below most applicable to you.
A.

B.
C.

D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Select

Not applicable, am not a rated officer
Favorable - it will allow me to work in a career field
other than my present field
Favorable - it will improve my long-range career
opportunities
Favorable - for reasons other than the above
Unfavorable - it is likely to force me into an undesirable
career field
Unfavorable - it will negatively affect my long-range career
"opportuni ties
Unfavorable - for reasons other than above
Neutral

58. Are you familiar with APR 35-9, the "Directory of Facilities:
Government Quarters and Mess or Officers' Open Mess" which is
published to assist personnel in performance of TDY travel?

.

A.

Yes, very familiar

C.
D.

No, but have heard of it
No, never heard of it

B. Yes, somewhat familiar

59. Have you ever used this publication" in connection with TDY
travel you have performed?
A.
B.

C.
D.

No
Yes
Yes, after TDY only
Yes, before and after TDY travel

60. If you have used the publication, in which one of the following
areas was it the most helpful?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

-.
:

.~.

Never used the publication
Filing of travel vouchers
Finding quarters or mess facilities at bases" visited
Elimination of need to acquire statements of non-availability
Other
Wasn't helpful at all

Listed below aroa n~~r ';'f factors which have frequently been
associated with unfavorable attitudes toward an Air Force career.
Select, in ordel'" of importance to you, the two fact6rs which have
or would influence yOJl ~ to make the Air Fc>rce a career.
uNFAVORABLE FACTORS
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G".

H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
-H.
N.
O.

Family s.,paration·
My Air Force job (little challenge, little sense of
accomplishment, etc.l
~ay and allowances
Housing
Promotion selection system
Promotion opportunity
Fringe benefits (medical and dental care, BX, commissary,
etc.)
Leadership and supervision in the Air Force
Frequent PCS moves
Little "say" in future assignments
Insecurity of Air Force life
The people
Air Force policies and procedures
Some other factor
•
Nothing unfavorable

61. What is the HOST important unfavorable factor?
62. What is the SECOND most important unfavorable factor?
Listed below are a number of factors which have frequently been
associated with favorable attitudes toward an Air Force career.
Select, in order of importance to you, the two factors which
have or would influence you to make the Air Force a career.
FAVORABLE FACTORS
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
H.
N.
O.
P•

"
.

~

~

,

O.

Opportunity for training and education in the Air Force
Hy Air Force job (challenging, provides sense of accomplishment, etc.)
Pay and allowances
Housing
Promotion selection system
Promotion opportunity
Fringe benefits (medical and dental care, BX, commissary,
etc. )
Leadership and supervision in the Air Force
Travel and new experiences
Have "say" in future assignments
Security of Air Force life
The people
Air Force policies and procedures
The retirement system
Opportunity to serve my country
Some other factor
Nothing favorable

63. What is the HOST important favorable factor?
64. What is the second most important favorable factor?

..

Considering only <tlr l1len ungeryoursllP",rvision, how would yoU
r<tte thos.e selected for superior Performance Proficiency Pay
against all those who were eligible?
A.

B.
C.
D.
E.

F.
G.

I haven't sUpervis':;d any airmen who were selected'
'rop 10% in p""fo"mance
Top 20 % in pC'rj:omapce
Top ~O% in performance
Top 40% in performance
'rop 50% in performance
In the lower 50\

following two questions will be used to determine the
containers needed in the shipment of household goods to
ov'ex'se,as assignments •

• If you now own a sofa or couch, what is the length (If more
than one, answer for the longest)?

A.

Not applicable, do not own one
Less than 80 inches
" _C,_ . 80-84 inches
D. 85-89 inches
.;. E. 90-94 inches
. F. 95 or more inches
", G. Don't know how long it is

B.

.-

When you puya sofa in the future what length do you think
it will. be?
Less than 80 inches
80-84 inches
.C~ ·85-89 inches
D. 90-94 inches
E: 95 inches or more
F •. DOll't know or don't intend buying one
A.
B.

Pd you have an off-duty job for pay?
A1· No

;

yes and normally I work

l-1s hours a week

·16-25 hours a week

'~26";35 hours a week

.T-r;;;-oyer 3S hours a week
of off-duty job do you have.?
'Notapplicablei not working off.,duty
. 'Teacher
Consultant
'Salesinan
,
Computer specialist
Vehicle operator
Re.creational
Law Enforcement
Other

'~

0-

70. Have you been injured or had an accident "" your off-duty job
(If mOre t.:.~n C!!CC, answer for the most recent injury)?
A.
B.

Not applicable, not working off-duty
No
Yes, and the main reason was

C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Supervisory error (my boss)
Equipment failure
My own fault
Personnel error
Work area
Ot!J.er
. PART 7

PUBLICATIONS

questions in this part ask your opinions about certain Air Force
publications.
list of sources from which you might receive information
Force activities. For each source listed, select one letter on
which best reflects your opinion of the believability of each
(If you are not familiar with a source seleot.response "H n for

~ow")

example:

Response nAn indicates that you feel that. source to be
response "G" very believable. If you think a source is
believable you would mark response "E" on your answer sheet.
VERY

VERY

UNBELIEVABLE

BELIEVABLE

DON'T
KNOW

G

H

G

H

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

.C

D

E

F

A

B

!=

D

E

F

G

H

television

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

books

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

A

B

C

D

E

Y

G

H

A

B

C

D

E

'F

G

H

A

B

C

D·

E

F

G

H

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H.

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

A

B.

C

D

E

F

G

H

an n 7wspapers
y~~~,an

.U.Lan

magazines

,!"a:ndElr's Call
newspapers

Times
Policy Letter
commanders
Forces Radio
'?elevision

University Review
by Air Force Leaders
pamphlets

.

/,-,

"!

VERY
BELIEVABLE

VERY
UNBELIEVABLE

DON'T
KNOW

Safety Uagazine

A

'B

C

D

E

F

G

B

Driver magazine

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

B

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

B

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

and Stripes

90. From the following";i:i'l>'c"1.el.ect your primary source of
information about Air Force policies and objectives
(select one answer only).
.
,
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
X.

L.
M.

N.

o.

P.
Q.

R.

Air Force associates
Commander's Call
American Forces Radio
American Forces Television
Airman Magazine

Base/Unit newspaper
Air Force Policy Letter for Commanders
Supplement to Policy Letter
TIG Brief
Official pamphlets and fact sheets
Stars and Stripes
Unit bulletin and/or bulletin board
Air Force Times
Air Force and Space Digest l1agazine
Civilian newspapers and news magazines
Commercial television
Commercial radio
None of the above

Do you read the monthly issues of Aerospace Safety magazine?
A.
B.

C.
D.

E.

Read parts 'of every issue
Re,ad parts of, most issues
Readparts·'of an issue now and then
SeldoJll read'
Never'read

Is it,easy for you to get a copy of Aerospace Safety?
,A.

B.
C.
',D.
i

Yes
Sometimes
No
Don't know

Do you find the material in Aerospace Safety useful in
contributing to efficient management and operational
effectiveness?
A'.

B.
C.
D.'
E.

Very useful
Somewhat useful
Not very useful
Not useful at all
Don't know

94. What do you think about the d,istribution of Aerospace Safety

magazine?
A.

, B.

C.
D.

~:

Should be greatly' increased'
Should be increased somewhat
Should be kept the same
Should be reduced somewhat
should be greatly reduced
Don't know

95. Does your unit have a system to insure action on problems
and matters of significance highlighted in the Aerospace
Safety magazine?
A.'
B.
C.

Yes
No
Don't know

96. Do you read the monthly issues of Driver magazine?
A.
B.

C.

D.
E.

Read parts of every issue
Read parts of most issues
Read parts of an issue now and then
Seldom read
Never read

97. Is it easy for you to get a copy ,of Driver magazine?
A;
B.
C"

D.

Yes
Sometimes
No
Don't know

98. Do you find the material in Driver magazine useful in
contributing to efficient management and operational
effectiveness?

A.
B.

Very useful
Somewhat useful
C.' . Not very useful
D. 'Not useful at all
E. Don't know

99. What do you think about the distribution of the Driver

magazine?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Should be greatly increased
Should be increased somewhat
C. Should be kept the same
Should be reduced somewhat
E. ,Should be greatly reduced
F. Don't know
l~O.

-

Does your unit have a system to insure action on problems
and matters of significance highlighted in Driver magazine?
A.

.B.
C.

Yes
No
Don't know
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101. Do you read the biweekly issues of The Inspector General's
~gazine, TIG Brief?

A.
B.
·C.
D.

E.

Read parts of every issue
Read plrts of most .issues
Read parts of an issue now and then
Seldom read
Never read

Is it easy for you to get a cqpy of TIG Brief?

A.
B.

C.
D.

Yes
Sometimes
No
Don't know

Do you find the material in TIG Brief useful in contributing
to efficient management and operational effectiveness?
A.

. B.
C.
D.
E.

Very useful
Somewhat useful
Not very useful
Not useful at all
Don't know

So that those managing Air Force assets, worldwide, may be
provided the latest guidance from Headquarters USAF, enough
copies of each issue of TIG Brief are printed to provide
approximately one copy for each 27 individuals in the
"Air Force family." How do you feel about this distribution?

A.
B.
C.

D.
E.
.F.

Should be approximately doubled to provide a copy to each
"manager" of Air Force assets
Should be increased somewhat
Should be kept the same
Should be reduced somewhat
Should be greatly reduced
Don't know

Does your unit have a system to insure action on problems
matters of significance highlighted in TIG Brief?

~pd

A.

Yes·

B.

No
Don't know

C.

How would you rank TIG Brief among other Headquarters USAF
recurring publications, from the aspects of management
:.assistance and "trouble-shooting?"

A.
B'~

C,·

D.

.,E.

At the top
Upper third
Middle third
LOWOI:' third
Have no idea

.\

107. How long does your office or organization keep copies of
TIG Brief?
A.
B.
C.
D.

E.

A day or less
Several days
A ,,-aek
A mont-.h

Several months

F.

A year or more

G.
H.

Don't know
Depends on contents

108. At what level are you presently working?
A.
B.
C.
D.

E.

",~"

wing
Group
Squadron
Detachment
Other

-..

".

109. How would you rate TIG Brief coverage of field level problems?
":\

A.
B.
C.

D.
E.

Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Don't know

.

.
..

Is material from TIG Brief discussed at staff meetings?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Don't know

111. Is the level of writing in TIG Brief easy to understand?
A. Very easy
B. Fairly easy
C. ·Somewhat difficult
D. Very difficult
.E. Don't know

.'

Is the type used in TIG Brief easy to read?
A.
B.
C.

D.
E.

Very easy
Fairly easy
Somewhat difficult
Very difficult
Don't know

..

..

"

.~

."

..

What do Yl)U think about the length of art!.cles appearing in
TIG Brief?
~

A.

B.
C.
:. .,

D.

Prefer longer articles
Present length about right
Prefer shorter articles
No opinion

Does any funct10nal area need more emphas1s in TIG Brief?
(If more than one select the one area that would be most
helpful to you.)
A.

No, the present coverage of subject areas is satisfactory
Don't know
Administration
Maintenance, .Supply, and Services
Effecth.! Resource Management
Plans and Operations
Safety
Personnel.

B.

C.
D.
. ;E.

F.
G.

Training

Security
Special Investigations
Research and Development
Transportation
Other Management Areas (JAG, Medical, Chaplain, Intelligence,
Weather, etc.)
PART 8 - PERMANENT CHANGE OF STATION (PCS) TRAVEL
following questions concern permanent change of station' (PCS)
only. When you answer each question about 10ur PCS moves,
include any movements which did not result in a permanent
ignment from one location to another. Also do not include
for which the government did not pay. However, include
concerning courses of instruction if they were 20 weeks or

Hew many dependents did you have for incerne tax purposes
at the time you first came on active duty? (Do not include
yourself)
.
None
One
Two
Three
Four. or more
you came on active duty did you move your dependents?
Not applicable, did not have dependents then
No
Yes, arid was eligible for reimbursement for moving
Yes, but was not eligible for reimbursement for moving
many PCS (Permanent Change of Station) moves have you
since coming on active duty with the Air Force?
do not estimate, but count each one to the best of your
Include the first move you made to report on active

.un~ •. eted

K.

1
•2

L•

5

N.
O.

~.

M.

;:.,6

P.

.7

Q.
R.

8
.

~

10

S•

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

118. How do you feel ",bout theNUl,lBER Clf PCS moves you have
made since enteringonactiv<;> duty?
A.

B.
C.
D.

Too many moves
Satisfied with the number
Too few moves
No opinion

,

.

119. What do you think about the moving around (PCS moves) that'
military personnel have to do during t~eir military careers?
A.
B.
C.
D.

E.

Strongly
Somewhat
Uakes no
Somewhat.
Strongly

like it
like it
difference
dislike it
dislike it

'120. Do you think that the moving around that military personnel
have to do during their military careers is necessary or
un~ecessary for the good of the Air Force?

~·12l.

A.
B.

All are necessary
Most are necessary

'C.

Some are necessary

D.
E.

Few are' necessary
None are necessary

.

•.

Which one of the following reasons best describes why you are
satisfied or dissatisfied with your present assignment?
I am satisfied mainly because of:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Geographic location
Job assignment
Supervisor
Cost of living
Family separation
Other

I am dissatisfied mainly because of:
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.

Geographic location
Job assignment
Supervisor
Cost of living
Family separation
Other

122. In terms of your satisfaction, how wCluld you compare your
present assignment with your last one?

A.

.
~

B.•

C•
D.

More satisfied with present assignment
About the same
Less satisfied with present assignment
Not applicable, this is my first assignment

12,1. Would you prefer to take your own furnishings to an overseas
assignment or have the go.vernme.nt provide them?

"-. B.

C.

Take my own fyrnishings '.
Have government provide 1;he:f)lrnishings
Take part ,of my furnitm;e ,with .SOme, items provided by
the ,government
.."' _ __

~e

............ "" ..... ",

1

PART 9 - BACHELOR HOUSING
The question in this part concern bachelor housing and are
for those who are presently living in bachelor housing. If
are NOT. living in bacheior hous.ing, 00 NOT ANSWER QUESTIONS
THROUGH 129. SKIP TO QUESTION 131.
Are you now living. in government bachelor quarters?
A.

Yes

B.
C.

Nogovernrnent quarters available for assignment
Available quarters are inadequate for your pay grade
Elected to live off-base without quarters allowance
Other

D.
E.

Do you believe the present adequacy standards (space, ·number
of rooms, etc.) and Housing policies (entertainment, guests,
inspections) for bachelor housing are suitable?

A. Adequacy standards and housing policies are suitable
B. Adequacy standards only are suitable
C.Housing policies only are suitable
D •. Adequacy standards and housing policies are unsuitable
E.' Don't know
• "What do you believe is the MOST immediate area for illlprovement
ingoverbment bachelor housing? (If more than one, please
select the one that is most irritating to you.)
A.
B.
C.

D.
E.
F.

G.
H.

I.

No improvements are necessary
More privacy
More space
Improved furnishings
More personal freedom
Reduced inspections
Better maintenance
Better recreation and utility rooms
Some· other improvement

• HOW

important is the housing policy in the Air Force compared
to other.programs (such as pay, promotion. travel, assignments,
.etc.) ?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Bachelor housing policy isn't important to me
Several other programs are more important to me
Only one other program is more significant to me
Housing policy is the most important factor in considering
an

};F

career

~iCh

of the following bachelor housing standards would make
living on base desirable to you?

A.~

.~B.

I am already satisfied with current housing
Private room and bathroom .plus shared kitchen

~D·~.

C.

Two rooms and bathrOQ~
TWo roornSl bathroom, ~hared kitchen

E~

TWO rQoms,

F.

'-pathroom,

kitchen

I wouldprefer::t:o·.live off-bas.e· if I could receive
quarters allowance
.

..

162

129. How do you feelapout living in government bachelor quarters
under present adequacy standards and housing policies?
A.
B.

C.
D.
E.

Like living i.n government bachelor quarters under current
standards and policies
Would li,ke to live in government bachelor quarters under
more ~.olaxed housing policies and inc~'eased adequacy
standards
Would like to live in bachelor quarters under more
stringent adequacy standards and housing policies
If I could live off-base with quarters allowance, I would
not live on-base
No opinion

130. Do you presently own a motorcycle or motorscooter?

A.

B-:

Yes, a motorcycle
Yes, a motorscooter

C. No, and do not intend to buy one in the next year
D.' No, put I ~ intend to buy one in the next year
The following questions are only for tl\ose personnel who
now own a motorcycle or motors cooter. If you do NOT own a
motorcycle or motors cooter DO NOT ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS: HAND
IN YOUR SURVEY AND ANSWER SHEET. Thank you for completing
the survey.
131. What is the main purpose for which you ride your motorcycle
or motorscooter?
A.

B.
C.

Recreation
Transportation
Both
'

132. What is the cubic centimeter
scooter?

(ee)

50-).24 ee
125-249 ee
e. 250-399 ee
D. 400-599 ee
E. ,600 ce or more

rating of your cycle or

A.
B.

F•

.'

I don't know

.

.133. How long have you been driving a cycle or scooter?
Less than 6 months
B.' 6 months but less than 1 year
e. 1 year but less than 2 years
D. 2 years but less than 3 years

A.

'.

E.

Three years or more

'134. How many miles do you drive your cycle or s'cooter per year?

A.
B.

c.,

LeSS

than 5,000

miles

5,000~.9,999

:lO}OOO-14,999

I>,'.• ,:15,00.0-19.,999..

.'

miles "or more
.i'.•. DOn't ,know
£.'21)?OQO

.;;;;

.

135. Where do you ride most?
A.
B.
C.
D.

City streets
Rural roads
Freel<ay
Off the Road

136. How many accidents have you had while qriving your cycle or
scooter in the past 3 years?
A.

B.
C.

D.
E.

None
One
Two
Three
Four or more

137. How many moving traffic violations have you been cited for in
the past 3 years while cperating a cycle or scooter?

A.
B.
C.

D.
E.

None
One
Two
Three
Four or more

0-

138. Do you belong to a cycle or scooter club?

A.

-'

Yes

B.- No

Indicate if you use the following protective equipment listed in
questions 134 through 139.
Most of
the Time

Sometimes

Rarely or
Never

139. Helmet

A

B

C

140. Face Shield

A

B

C

141. Goggles

A

B

C

142. Leather -Jacket

A

B

C

143. Gloves

A

B

C

144. Boots

A

B

C

Indicate if you have made any of the following changes from
stock configurations to your cycle or scooter.

~

Yes

No

A

B

.1.46. Chopper

A

B

-.147~

A

B

A

B

145.

Sissy Bars

Muffler by-pass or cut-out

148. Off-street or trail

149. Was it easy or difficult for you to get cycle or scooter
insurance?

Easy and cost was reasonable
Easy but cost was high
Difficult but cost was reasonable
Difficult and cost was higp
Don't have. any insurance

A.
B.
C.

D.

E.

.

.

.

.

.

",

.

COMMENTS SHEET
Please use this sheet to write out any comments or recommendations
which you feel will be of assistance to Headquarters USAF concerning
the subjects contained in the survey. If you use this sheet, tear
it out of the survey and return it with your answer sheet. You
may sign the sheet or not as you desire.

GRADE:

".
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Air Force

Car~cr

Survey

Airman
May 1972
FORLWORD
Your ideas and opinions arc important to the Air Force.

This.survey is an important way of getting some of your thoughts
to IIc<1dquartcrs lTSAF so· that they can use them to chanae old
policies or make new policies. These changes do not always hao?en
quickly. Some of you will sec chanq~s during your career.
In
other cases, Air Force pco!"le like yourself will benefit in the
future by your ideas.

Please give your honest answers; tell it like it is. Do not
give "establishment" or "textbook"' answers, 'Or answers which
you think I!Q USAF would like to hear. These answers will only hurt
yourself and others ·because Headquarters will assume this is the
way you really feel and make policies accordingly.
,.

There is a Comments Sheet at the end of. the survey for
.. addi tional comments.
If a question does not include your answer,
llse the Comments Sheet at the end of the survey to.write it out.
In addition, please use the Comments Sheet to wri te. out any
.,' comments you wish regarding the subjects· on the surveyor on
,"any other subjects which you feel are important ..
Please use it
if you wish--one out of every seven airmen does.
If you wish an
>,~~nswer, please sign your name and give your organization ..·

. PLEASE READ THE FOI,LOl'1ING INSTRUCTIONS
BEFORE ANSI1t:RING THE SURVEY
Answer the questions as of May 1972.
Select only one answer to each question ..

Mark your answers on the answer sh~et_ It is not necessary
to write on the survey itself. Use a 110. 2 pencil only_
Be sure to mark your ans,ofers carefully so that you enter
them opposite 'the same answer sheet number a-s survey ques'tion

number.
Be sure that your answer marks are heavy and black and
that you blacken the whole rectangle but stay within the
rectangle lines ..
"'aCOEtrGH

IO-H'il
A
...

RIGHT WAY
TO MARK

A

BCDE(iI'GH

C
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WRONG WAY
TO MARK
ANSWER SHEET
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•

C

D

••
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H
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I!1PORTANT

Be sure to write your Social Security Account Number (SSAN)
on the front side of the answer sheet in the boxes provided;
~en blacken the rectangle to the right of each number which is
the same as the- number you ".,rote in the box ..
Your SSAN will not be used to identify you with your answers.
Ypu were requested to participate in this survey based upon
random selection by SSAN. Your SSAN will be used only as a
. necessary method of survey control.
Please do not mark in the preprinted number boxes on each
side of your answer sheet. These numbers are used by the
electronic scanner to match the front and back of your answer
sheet.

i', ,

PART. 1 - GENERAL CIIAPACTERISTICS
1.

What is your command of assignment (the command that
maintains your personnel records)?

A.
E.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
II.
I.

J.
.K.
L.
N.
N.
O.
P.
Q.

R.
S.
T.
U.
X.
Y.
Z.
~.

1.
2.
2.

Which tour of duty are you serving?
A.
B.
C.

J.

Alaskan Air Command
U.:. Air Force Academy
Aerospace Defense Command
U.S. Air Forces in Eurooe
Air Force -Accounting and Finance Center
Air Force Logistics.CO'"mand
Aeronautical Chart and Information Center
Air Force Systems Command
Air Reserve Personnel Center
Air Training Command
Air University
U.S. Air Forces Southern Co~~and
Headquarters Air Force Reserve
Headquarters USAF
Data Systems Design Center
Headquarters Co~and
Hilitary Airlift COl!lmand
Pacific Air Forces
Strategic Air Cornmanq
Tactical Air Conrnand
USAF Security Service
Air Force Nili tary Personnel Center
Air Force Communications Service
.Air Force Inspection and Safety Center
Air Force Audit Agency
Air Force Office of Special Investigations
Others

First Enlistment
Second Enlistl!lent
Third or later Enlistment

What is your present active duty grade?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E~
F.
G.

Colonel
Lieutenant Colonel

H..
I.

~lajor

J..

Caotain
First Lieutenant
Second Lieutenant
Warrant Officer

K.
L.
11.

N.
O.
P.

Chief Uaster Sergeant
Senior l1aster Sergeant
:1aster Sergeant

Technical Sergeant
Staff Sergeant
Sergeant
Airman First Class
Airman
Airman Basic

~/V

t~hat

is your highest level of education NOli (include accepted
GED credits)?

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

F.
G~

GrarnI'lar school (die! not ar'aduate)
Grar.u'lar school graduate (no hiqh school)
lIigh school (did not graduate)
High sch""l gradua to (no college)
Trade or technical school graduate (not including college)
Sane col1cqc, but less than one year--'
Qne year cOll_cge, but less than two

H.

Two years c:ollego. but less than three (including t'lO'year

I.
J.
K.

associate dearee)
Three years
More college, no degree
Registered nurse diploma program
College degree (BS, BA, or equivalent; except LL.B)

L.

or

Graduate work beyond bachelor degree (no master's degree)

:!.

!laster I s degree

N.

Postgraduate work beyond ~~ster'~ degree
Doctorate degree (includes LL.B-/ J.D., D.D.S.,
and D.V.!~.)

O.

I~.D.,

How much total active federal military service have you
completed?
A.

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

J.

K.
L.
~I.

N.
O.

P.

Less than 1 year
1 year but less than 2
2 years but less than 3
3 years but less than 4
4 years but less than 5
5 years but less than 6
6 years but less than 7
7 years but less than 8
8 years but less than 9
9 years but less than 10
10 years but less than 11
11 years but less than 12
12 years but less than 13
13 years but less than 14
14 years but less than 15
15 years but less than 16

PART 2 -

Q.
R.
S.
T.
U.
V.

16
17
18
19
20
21

1'1.

22
23
24
25

X.
Y.
Z.
~.

1.
2.

3.
4.

26
27
28
29
30

years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years

but less
but less
but less
but less
but less
but less
but less
but less
but less
but less
but less
but less
but less
but less
or more

than
than
than
than
than
than
than
than
than
than
than
than
than
than

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

27
28
29
30

SUPERIOR PERF01U:A:1CE PROFICIENCY PAY (SPPP)'

Do you 'consider yourself well informed on the Superior
PerfOl::mance Proficiency Pay (SPPP) program?
A.

Very well informed
informed

B.

~lell

C.
D.
E.

Not inforI'led at all
Never heard of it

SooetoJ'hat informed

If you received a Suoerior Perfoqnanc-e Pr();tici:ency P-a~i (SPPP)
,briefing durin.; the past yea.r, who cqnducted the bri~fing?

'.

Ii~

I did not rece,ive an SPPP briefing

B.

HQ USAF Representative

.~C.

D.

E.

F.

f-lajor Command Representative
CBPO Re9r-~seJ) ta ti v~
Sauadron Rei?r,esentative

other

' '

" ,

- ,-

111
8.

Present policy docs not perMit an airJ""l_an to receive "pro-oay"
an.d Superior Performance Proficiency Pay at the same time.

Do you agree or disagree with this policy?

9.

A.
B.

Agree
Disa'Jree

C.

No opinion

Should

an·air~an

have to be eligible for

~rornotion

to receive

Superior Performance Proficiency Pay?
a.

B.

Yes
No

C.

IJo opinion

10. Should Senior l,aster Sergeants (E-8) and Chief .~aster
Sergc.ants (C-9) be eligible for Superior Performance Proficiency
Pay?
A.
B •.

C.

Yes
No
No opinion

11. Nhich of the following factors should be used in awarding
SP???

·A.

Only APRs, test scores, and decorations

B.

Only APRs, time in grade, and time in service
Only APTIs and test scores
Only APRs, test scores, and ti~ein grade
Only A!.'RS
Ot.'>er
Don' t knO'</Undecided

C.

D.
E.
F.
G.

12. Should an

air~an

have to conplete a

~inimum

amount of time

in grade (for example, 6 months) before being eliaible for
SP???
A.
B.

C.

Yes
No
No opinion

13. Presently, selections for SPP? are.made centrally at
USAf~ :·!ili tary Personnel Center.
centralized selections?

A.
B.

what is your opinion of

1 orefer centralized selections
I would rather see sppp selections centralized at the
~jor com~and

C.

level
I· \iould rather see SP?P selections decentralized and

~ade

D.

at the unit or local level

No opinion

..
"

'.

PART J - RECREATIOn
14. How much free time do you have?
I work shifts and I feel my free tine is:
A.
B.
C.

Very limited; al~ost no free time
Limited but I do have some free time
Adequate

D.
E.

Very adequate; I'm free as much as I want
Excessive; I have too nuch free' time

I work reaular duty hours and I feel my free time is:

F.
G.
H.
~.

J.

Very limited; al~ost no free time
Limited but I do have SOMe free tirrteAdequate
Very adequate; I ' ri1 free as much as I ,,,ant
Excessive; I have too much free time

15. How often do you seek recreation outside 6f your home or
living quarters?

A.
B.

c.

D.

E.

Three times a ~onth or less
Once a week at least
'l\'lice a week or so
t!ore than t\vice a ""eek
So~e time every day

16. What is the most imoortant factor that determines «hether
or not you go out f~r recreation or entertainment?

.'

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

By finances at the time
The possibility that I can meet members of the opposite
sex there
The availability' of alcoholic beverages there
Hy friends going there too
Transportation
Other
.

17. How much do you usually spend on an evening out?

A.
B.

C.
D.
E.

Less than $5
$5 to $10
$11 - $15
$16 - $20
Hare than $20

18. HOw did you spend most of your free time last week (Select
the one that you s~ent the-most time on)?

}

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
~.

with my hobbies or crafts
In mental activities
In physical activities
Socializi.ng with others
DOing nothing special
Didn't have any free time" last week

..19. He... do you usually spend most of your free time?
A.
B.

Playing bo.sketball, j.ogging, swi",,,,fng, etc.
Building ,"cdcls, collecting things, working on car"

C.
D..
E.

Thinking, reading, at a museUM
At ;>ar-ties, at dances at recreation center
At movies, .Jatchina TV, 'at ev,ents
t•

F.

~Ii th

C.

Other

the family

-

20. Of the following things in a recreation center (service
club), what is the most ir.lportant one to you?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Bental or physical activity involved
Chance to meet people
Chance to I!\eot members of the oP!,osi te sex
Availability of food
Availability of alcoholic beverages
Not Applicable, don't USe

Listed below are types of recreational activities. They
all may be very important or uni"'portant to you. Put thet:'. in
the order of· what you enjoy doing the most ••
For example:

."

Code

--x-:B.
C.

D.
E.

The code for what you enjoy doing most
would go in item #21 on your answer sheet.
Your second :::>reference wC'uld go .in item #22.
Your third preference would go in item #23,
and your fourth preference in item 124 •
Activities
Cultural/mental activities
Arts, crafts and hobbies
Physical/sports activities
Social activities .
TV/movies/spectator activities

21. First preference

22. Second preference

'23. Third preference
24. Fourth preference
2S. Does it make any difference to you if beer or other alcohoU:c
beverages are available at an activity that you attend?
A.
B.
C.
D..

Prefer no alcoholic beverages
l!akes no difference
Prefer having alcoholic beverages
No opinion

...;,.

26. What is tile most imoortant thinq you consider in choosing

.

your free time-acti;ity?

-. A.
'.

Liking the specific acti"i ty
B. Beinq with other peo?le
C. Being with the opposite sex
D. . Being able to eat
E. Beina able to drink
. F. Somei:.hing else

..

27. Tojhat do you think is the :'OST important part of a night
club atrnos:?herc?
A.
B.
C.
D.

E.
F.

1\

place to dance

Good music

flame entertainment
The availabi l i ty of drinks
The a-Jailability of food
Something else

'

...

28. If all the following ty?es of restaurants were readily
available, which one would you eat at the most?

A.

A fine restaurant with nice

at~osPhere

The dining room of an open mess
C. A cafeteria
D. A well-known place like a hamburger chain
E. A coffee shop with short order food
F.· Something else
B.

29. If an activity includes drinking beer or other alcoholic
beverages, do you usually drink?

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Regularly
Frequently
Occasionally
Rarely, i f at all
Not at all
Prefer not to answer

.-

.1

If you have a hobby or craft, how would you describe it?'
(If you have more than one. answer for the one you most
prefer. )
A.

B.
C;

D.
E.
F.

Don' t have a hobby or craft
Fixing mechanical things
~.aking things
Doing artistic things (including music) .
Collecting things
other

'31. In what type of quiet social activities are. you most interested?'

A.
B.

C.
D.
E.
F.

Rap?ing/conversation
Playing cards or dominoes

Playing board ga~es
puzzles
I'm not interested in quiet social activities
Something else
~lorking

.'

,32. What type of music do you enjoy the most?

'}

A.
".. B.

,_ c.

D.
E.
-- ':

F.

G.

country and- .western
Popular music and sho~" tunes
Rock
Soul
1\ balanced variety
Classical
Something else

.

,

I.hat kind of music do you like to dance to?
A.

D.
C.
D.
E.

F.

G.

Country or western
Popular music and sh~, tunes
Rock
Soul
A balanced variety
Some thi ng else
Don't dance

What is your best source of information about recreation
activities?

A.
B.
C.
D.

E.
F.

Bulletin boards
Local news?apers
The base newspaper
Club calendars
Word of mouth/the grapevine
Something else

Are the on-base recreation activities adequate or
A.

B.
C.

-inadequate~

l'deq ua te
Inadequa te
No opinion/Don't know

Nhere would recreation information be best publicized?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

On bulletin boards
In local newspapers
In·the base news~aper
On club calendars
Forget it; I don't need it anyway

,

,.

-

,." '"

..

'

•

..

,

How frequcntly do you or your dc?cndcnts use the

follO'·,in~?

If you use the "Arts and Crafts Sho;>" four or

FOR EX,';:PLE,

more times a month you would Mark response "A"

of item 137 on ycur answer sheet.
" or

l{ore Times

A !Ionth

Less Than
1-3
Once
Times
A Honth A !Ionth

Never &

Never But

Don't

I,ant To

Would Use If
Available

and Crafts Shop

A

B

C

D

E

Crafts Sho?

A

B

C

.. D

E

A

B

C

D

E

A

B

C

D

t

A

B

C

D

E

A

B

C

D

E

A

B

C·

D

E

A

B

C

D

E

A

B

C

D

E

A

B

C

D·

E

A

B

C

D

A

B

C

D

E

A

B

C

D

E

A

B

C

D

E

A

B

C

D

E

A

B

C

D

A

B

C

D

(Family

recreation

Pool

ts Shop

E

Are you a member of an NCO Open ness?
A.
B.

Yes
No
..

"

Are you a meMber of an Airmen

Open

!~ess

~

A.

Yes
No

B.

-

Are you a member of an Aero Club?
"A·:

s.·

.C.

Yes
No, becau$e there is' none available
·No

?

'

,

Are vr,
A.

B.
C.

a ", ..",-her of a R"d/Gun Club?

Yes
No, because there is none available
No

How would you rate the oerformance of airmen in your grade
and i\{'SC \lha Were- selected for Superior P0rformance Proficiency
Pay?
A.
B.
C.
D.

E.
F.
G.
H.

Airmen in my grade or AFSC are not eligible for the pay
I don I t kncM those selected well enough
Top IO'/; in !Jerformance
Top 20% in :;Jerforrnance
Top 30% in performance
Top 40% in !lcrfo~ance
To? 50% i,n performance
In the 101rler 50%

Considering qnly airmen under your supervision, how'would you
rate those selected for Superior Performance Proficiency Pay
against all those who were eligible?

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

G.

I haven't supervised any airmen who were selected
To? 10% in performance
Top 20% in performance
To? 30% in performance
Top 40% in performance
Top 50% in performance
In the lower 50%

...

PAP.T 4 - AIR FORCE CAREER
"hat is the most imoortant factor in a career for you (either
Air Force or civilian life)?
!~ke a lot of money
Prestige and social status
Recognition for work well done
D,.
Competent supervisors
E. Rapid advancement
F. Be promoted on basis of ability
G. Become an expert in a sgecific type of work
H. Do a great deal of traveling
1. Stable location of work and horne
J. J.ob security
K. A definite work schedule
L. Doing work that is challenging
11. Having a say in what ha"pens to me
N. Feel I have accomplished so~ething
0 •. Dealing with people rather than things
P. Dealing with things rather than people
Q. Don't really know
R. Other

A.
B.
C.

.

.

.
.-

Listed below are a number of factors "hich have frequently been
associated with unfavorable attitudes tmiard an Air Force career.
Select, in ordc"r -of im!Jortance to you, the two factors which have
or would influence you-~ to make the Air Force a career.

UNFAVOfv<BLE FACTORS·

....B.
C;
D.
E.
F.

C.
H.

I.

.

J.
K•
L.
H.

N.
O.

Fa~ily

se9aration

Ny Air Force job (Ii ttle challenge, little sense of
accom91ishMcnt, etc.)

Pay and allowances
Housing
ProMotion selection system

oP?ortunity
Fringe benefits (medical and dental care, BX, commissary,
etc. )
.•
Leadership and supervision in the Air Force
Frequent pes moves
Little "say" in future assignments
Insecurity of Air Force life
The !,eo!,le
Air Force policies and procedures
Some other factor
Nothing unfavoraQle
Pro~otion

61. lVhat is the·110ST important unfavorable factor?
62. What is the SECOND most important unfavorable factor?
.'

··Listed below are a number of factors which have frequently been
associated with favorable attitudes toward an Air Force career.
'Select, in order of imoortance to you, the two factors which
have or would influence you to make the Air Force a career.
FAVORABLE FACTOPS
A.
B.
C.

D.
E.
F.

opportunity for training and education in the Air Force
Air Force job (challenging, provides sense of accomplishment, etc.)
Pay and allowances
Housing
~!y

G.

Promotion selection system
Pror.1otion oP?ortuni ty
Fringe benefi ts (medical and dental care I BX, commissary,

H.

etc. )
Leadership and sUgervision in the Air Force

I.

J.
K.
L.
H.
N.

, P.
O.

Q.

Travel and new exoeriences
Have "say'l in future assignments
Security of Air Force life

The people
Air Force policies and ~rocedures
The retirement system
O~portunity to serve my country

other factor
Nothing favorable

So~e

·63. 11hat is the l!OST irnportant favorable factor?
64. IVhat is the second most important favorable factor?

65. l'ihich of the follOWing. best describes your attitude to',lard
reenlisting?
A.
B.
C.

Definitely intend to reenlist
likely will reenlist
Undecided
D. nost likely will not reenlist
E. Definitely do not intend to reenlist
F •. Not applicable, - I have eomp leted 20 years or more
~lost

66. If there had been no draft and you had not had any military
obligations at the time you first entered active military service,
do you think you would have entered the service?
A.
B.
C..
D. E.
F.

Yes, I definitely would have entered the service
Yes, I probably would have entered the service
No, I probably t"Quld not have entered the service
No, I definitely would not have entered the service
I have no idea what I would have done
I had no choice, it was a national emergency in t~orld Nar II
or Korea and everyone was called

67. How certain were you, before entry into the Air Force, that
you had decided what ty?e of job you planned to pursue for a
career whether in or out of the Air Force (salesman, engineer,
mechanic, teacher, etc.)?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Very certain
Fairly certain
Fairly uncertain
Quite uncertain
Had no idea

·68. How certain are you now that you have decided what type of job
you plan to' pursue for-a career whether in or out of the Air
Force (salesman, engineer, mechanic., teacher, et-c.)?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Very certain
Fairly certain
Fairly uncertain
Quite uncertain
Have no idea

69. Have you ever been counseled concerning the type of job you
should pursue whether in or out of the Air Force?
A.

B.
C.
D.
E.
:,'f

.,

F.
G.

u:

Yes,. and it Vias very valuable
Yes, and it was of some valv.e
Yes, and it was of little value
Yes, and it was of no value
No, but it would have been of value
r-io, it would have been of little value
No, it would have been of no value
-F
it would have been of value or not
No, don't know 1._

70. Do you agree or disagree with the following stater.1ent?
<

"Little
useful guidance is provided to young people concerning the
choice of a career field. n
A:
B.
C.
D.

Strongly agree
agree
Mildly disagree
Strongly disagree

~lildly

16U

Are you familiar '4ith the services provided by the CBPO Career
Assistance and Counselxnq (CAC) Section?
A.

No, I

aI'I

not familiar with the section

Yes, I aM fanilinr with the services orovided by Career
and COl:.;;seling section and;
B.
C.
D.
E.

I

have used the - service and i t \:'as very useful

I have used the service and it was sOme'"hat useful
I have used.the service and i t was not at all useful

I have not used the service

Do you know who your Base Career Advisor is?
B.

A.

Yes
No

How

weTl does your present job make use of your abilities?

A.

To a high degree
To a medium degree
To a low degree
Not at all
Don't know

B.
C.
D.
E.

Do you feel you are doing a job in which it would be possible
to shm4 that you could handle increased responsibi li ty and
authority?
A.

Yes, but I'm never given the chance

B.

Yes, and my supervisor gives me the chance to show it
No
Don't know

C.
D.

Would you join the active Air Force reserve when you are
discharged if you "ere given a $2000 bonus for a six-year
obligation? (You would be required to participate twice
a month for two eight-hour periods. The bonus would be
in addition to regular pay,)
rlote: If you have more than 4 yei'\rs active duty or have·
reenlisted one or r.1ore- ti!!tes, mark choice "F.."
A.
B.
C.

D.
E.

No, I plan to reenlist in the regular Air Force
No, and I do not nlan to reenlist in the regular Air Force
Yes, I would enlist in the active. reserves
Undecided
Not applicable to me

What is your reaction to the policy of denyinn reenlistment for
retirenent eligible airmen at s?ecjfic ohose points (E-5,
20 years; E-6, 23 years; E-7, 26 years; E-8, 28 years; E-9,
·.30 years)?

-.A.

~

B.

I understand the reason for this policy and a,!ree it is
necessary
I understand the reason for "''lis policy but de; not agree

C.

wi th it
I do not uncerstanr. the reason !-or thi~ oolicv and,
therefore, cannot fot"!':'I an intelligent' o!'lnion'

D.

Don't kn""/Undeci<led

11. Does the Air Force do a good job of telling you '.hat you
want to know about pcrsC'nnel proqrar.:s and policies (promotions,
assignments, traini-ng, etc .. )-?

A.
B.
C.
D.

A very good job
A fairly good job
A sO!:le"ha t poor job
A very poor job

18. What do you think of t!le NCO/Airman ,\dvisory Council?
A.

B.
C.
D.
E.

F.

Constructive and worthwhile
Of some value
Of little value
Unnecessary and time consuming

Never heard of it
Have heard of it but an unfamiliar with its activities

19. What do you think would il!lprove the effectiveness·of the
NCO/Airman Advisory Council?
A.
B.
C.

Better support from the commander
Better guidance and suP?ort fran higher headquarters
Nore interest by tlCOs/airncn

D.
E.

Nothing, the council is effective enouqh as it is
Nothing, the council will never be effective
Donlt know enough about council operations to answer

F.
~80.

The recently published A:R 30-1, Air Force Standards, requires
that the establishing cOl!lrnander actively chair the NCO/Air~an
Advisory Council. \'/hat do you think about this rcquirer;>ent?
A.
B.
C.
D.

It enhances council operation
It inhibits council operation
Ivon' t affect council ooeration
Don't knot' enough about council operation to answer
question
.

81. Are .you familiar with the IIPC Reports, Project "PI\.UCr. FLICKS?"

A.

Yes, I have used it several times to obtain information

B.

Yes, but I have not used it

C.
D.

No, I have heard of it but am not sure what it is
No, never heard of it

82. Which of the followina terl!lS best reflects your evaluation of

the !IPC Reports, Project "PALACr. FLICKS?"
A.
B.

Convenient, authoritative, easy to understand
Inconvenient

C.
D.

Hard to believe
Impersonal

E.

HarJ to understand

F.

Don't know what it is

G.

No o:::dnion

Have you ever been counseled or been 9rovided

infor~ation

concernina benefits that vour next ~of -!cin rnit]'ht receive in the
'event you-died while on active duty?

A.
B.

C.

Yes
No
Yes. but I don't recall ..hat they are

84'. lIave you ever discussed survivor bf!nefits with your <life?
A.

B.
C.

D.

Yes
No
Not married, and have never discussed survivor benefits
wi th anyone
Not !:tarried, but have discussed survivC'r benefits with MY
parents or other family me~ber3

8S,If you could waive yqur enlistl"ent c6mmipnent by joining an
Air National Guard or Air Force Reserve unit on a one-for-two
basis (each six ",onths or less ,.auld be exchanged for a oneyear cOMJT1itment with a Guc=trd or Reserve unit) I what \'TOuld
you do?

A.
B.
C.
D.

E.

I
I
I
I
I

would definitely accept
would probably acce?t
ac. undecided
would probably not accept
would definitely not accept

Listed below are factors that may influence you in deciding whether
or'not you consider exchanging a portion of your remaining
enlistment commitment for participating, -service wi.th an Air
National Guard or Air Force Reserve uni t. select in order of
-importance to you the three factors that would influence you to
make such an exchange.
FACTOP.s

_ A.

B.

c.
D.
E.

F.
G.

Being able to choose a part.i:cular Guard or Reserve unit
Being able to choose a particular job in a Guard or
Reserve unit
Being able to serve in the Guard or Reserves as a
technician (full-time civilian job)
Being able to exchange my commitment on a one-for-one
basis rather than a one-for-two basis
Having Air Force TRANSITION personnel assist !"t.e in
getting a civilian job in a co~unity near a G.uard
or Reserve unit of my choice
Not applicable, I am not at all interested in making
such an exchange
I don't understand this proposal well enough to make a
good decision

Which factor would I!OST influence you to make such an exchange?

,I'

• Which factor would be SECOND in importance in influencing you?
Which factor would be TIlIPD in importance in influencing you?

: i

..
.....
- !"

,

.

PART 5 -

PERSONAL APPEARANCE

89. In September 1970, the Air Force announced its new personal

grooming standards. SpeCifically, all Air Force personnel nay
wear their hair in any contemporary style they choose provided
it presents a neatly groomed, tri~med and ~a?ered.apgearance
and the bulk or length of the hair does not interfere with the
proper wearing of any Air aorce hat.

Sidebur,ns and mustaches are

permitted but cannot extend beyond the vermilion border of the
lips at the corn",r of the mouth. l'iha t is your opinion of these
standards?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Too lenient
Appropriate and reasonable
Too restrictive
No opinion

..
.,

•.

90. Do you think wearing of the necktie with uniform combination 3

(blue wool shirt/trouser cO!:lbination) should be optional or not
while on base?
A.Optional
. Not optional
No opinion

·B.
C.

..

~

. .;
:

.

.~

•• !

--,:-

91. Do you think new grade insignia should be developed for wear
by the top three enlisted grades only?

A.
." B.

C.

Yes
No
No opinion

92. When climatic conditions dictate, do you think Air Force

personnel should be allowed to optionally purchase and carry
a solid color· dark blue or black umbrella while in uniform,
except while in military formations?
A.

B.
C.

Yes
No
No opinion

93. How would you feel about making .the wearing of hats

(caps)
optional while wearing work utility (flight suits, fatigues)
uniforms on base?

A.

B.
c.

Approve
Disapprove
No opinion
·PART 6

INDEFINITE REENLISTMENT TER14

present time, the normal reenlistment term is 4 years.
is reviewing its policies concerning reenlistment and an
1.naet·kr'~te

reenlistment option is being considered.

Under the

te reenlistment option a person who has served his initial
enlistment could Uget DutIl at any time after giving a
b--m<mth,;' notice. In- addition, he \-[ould still receive his

reenlistment bonus in a lump-sum paymerit and a variable
bonus (V"B) , if applicab-le, under the procedures no"
4-year reenlistment term.

--~

94. If an indefinite term were available, hOI-I many years of service
do you think a man should have before he is permitted to
reenlist for an indefinite term?

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Less than 4 years
4 years but less than 9
9 year? but less than 13
13 or more years
Never, I think the indefinite term is a bad idea
I have no opinion/I don't know

95. If an indefinite reenlistment term were authorized but you
could receive no future payments for accrued leave qr travel
pay, would you reenlist for an indefinite term? (Accrued
leave would be carried forward annually, ·60 days maximum.)
A.
B.

C.
D.

Not applicable, am retiring .-ith 20 years service or more
Yes
No
Undecided

96. If an indefinite (career) reenlistnent term were authorized,
and you could receive an additional $1,000 lump sure to
.<
compensate you for future accrued leave !?ayments, would you
reenlist for an indefinite term? (Accrued leave would be
carried forward annually, 60 days maximum.)
A.
B.

C.
D.

E.

F.
97~

Not ap91icable, am retiring with 20 years service or more
Definitely yes
Probably yes
Undecided
Probably no
Definitely no

If an "i!1definite reenlistment term were authorized and you

could receive reimbursement for unused leave every four years,
would you reenlist for an indefinite term?

A.
B.
C.

D.

Not applicable, am retiring with 20 years service or more
Yes
No
Undecided

98. Nhich of the following statements has the most apoeal to you?
(Note: No payments would be made for accrued leave.
A
maximum for 60 days accrued leave could be carried t~vard
t each year.)
A.
B.

Reenlist for indefinite term at 4 years' service, receive
$1,500 indefinite reenli?tment bonus in lump-sum pay~ent
Reenlistment for indefinite term at 8 years' service,
receive $1,000 indefinite reenlistment bonus in lump-sum

payment
Reenlist for indefinite term at 12 years' service, receive
.no reen11stMent bonus
D. r-don't know/no opinion

·"'c.

. PAnT 7 - RETIRE/lENT PAY'
The questions in this part asl< for your opinion on various
pay plans that. have been proposed. Answer the que~tions

retire~ent

in this part as though you t'lould remain in the Air Force as long'
as you wished after 20 years and no force-out policy existed.
The following table shows four possible retirement pay plans
that are being considered. The numbers in the table show the
percentages of base pay received for the number of years of active
service shm..rn.

For. eXaI!lple

I

a person wi th 25 years of active

service would get 51% of his base pay under Plan 3.
table and then answer the questions below.'

Examine the

TABLE
YEARS OF SERVICE

PLAN 1
25%
42%
85%
100%

20
25
30
35

PLAN 2
50%
63%
75%
75%.

PLAN 3

PLAn 4
55%
66%
70%
70%

30%

51%
80%
90%

99. Which of the four plans do'you prefer?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Plan
Plan
plan
Plan

1
2

. .'

3
4

'100. If plan I were put into effect, how many years of active
service would you plan to have when you left the Air Force?

A. Less than 20 years
B. 20-24 years
C • 25-29
D. . 30-34
E. 35 or more years
F. Don't know

:

If Plan 2 were put into effect, how many years of active
service would you plan to have when you left the Air Force?
A.
B.
C.

.,.
•

D.
E.

F•

Less than 20 years
20-24 years
25-29
30-34
35 or more years
Don't know

102. If Plan 3 were put into effect, hrn. many years of active
__ service would you :91an to have \vhen you left the Air Force?

"-

A.

'"

·B.

,c'-

C.
D.
E'.

F.

Less than 20 years
20-24 years
25-29
30-34
35 or More years
Don't know

If Plan 4 were put into effect, h"\i many years of active
service woul,: you plan to have when you left the l'.ir Force?
A.
B.
C:
D.
E.
F.

Less than 20.

20-24
25-29
30-34
35 or more
Don't kno'.v

years

y~ars

,

•• 5 •
.. ,

~

'.

J.

PART 8 - ASSIGIMENTS
In what area are you presently assigned?
A.

Area 1 (Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Mississippi, Alaba~a, Georgia, Florida)

B.

Area 2 U~aine, v.ermont, Ne'v-l HaMpshire, nassachU5'etts,
New York, Connecticut, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, ~1aryland,
De laware I t-Jashington DC, Vir-ginia, t'Tes t Virginia, Kentucky I

C.

Area 3 (Indiana, Illinois,. Hi<;higan, Wisconsin, "Hinnesota,

Ohio, Rhode Island)
Iowa, Nebraska, South Dakota, North Dakota)
W~shington, Oregon)
E.' Area 5 (Colorado, New t·:exico, Arizona, Nevada, California,

D.

Area 4 ('ilyoming,. !'iontana, Idaho,

F.

Area 6 (Arkansas, Louis iana I

Utah)
Kansas, Oklahoma I

~1issouri,

Texas)
G.

Alaska, Ha1ilaii

H.

OVerseas
OVerseas
Overseas
OVerseas

t.

J.

K.

(Vietnam or Thailand)
(other remote area)
(accompanied area wi th my denendents)
(accompanied area without my· dependents)

How much notice did you receive before your last PCS move?

A.
B.
C.

».

,E.

F.

Less than 30 days
30-60 days
60-90 days
90-120 . days
120-150 days
llore than 150 days

.

-.-

If your last PCS required attendance at a TDY school or course
pf instruction enroute, "ere you counseled by your CBPO
concerning prerequisites for the course?
A.

Not applicable, I didn't go TOY or to a course enroute
to this base
B • . Yes
1C. No

If your last PCS required TOY school or course enroute, were
you counseled by your CBPO concerning various options

associated with the move available to you?

lI.. . Not applicable,
B.
C.

I didn' t go TOY or to a training course
enroute to this base
".
Yes
No
'.

108. How do you feel about accompanied overseas duty as compared
to COllliS duty?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Less desirable than CONUS
No orcference
lIore desirable than CONUS duty
Don't. know/Undecided

109. Should the nuMber of dependents in an individual's household
be one of the criteria used in selection of personnel fnr
PCS assignMents?
A.
B.
C.

Yes
No
Don't know/Undecided

• 110. If all unaccompanied tours were 12 months, ,.auld this

. influence your Air Force career plans?
A.
B.
C.

Very much toward an Air Force career
Sonewhat toward an Air Force"career
No effect

D.

Somewhat against an Ai'r Force career

E.
F.

Ver1 much against an Air Force career
Don't know/Undecided

111. How would you feel about a policy of not requiring rea5si~nment
lloon comoletion of a soecific tour but remaining in place until
beco~ing~most eligible- to move?"
A.
B.
C.
D~

E.

Strongly agree
agree
llildly disagree
Strongly disagree
Don't know/Don't care
~Iildly

112. Would you volunteer for a short tour (less than 18 months
unaccompanied) if the Air Force paid SlOO per month to
volunteers ,.,ho are serving a short tour?
A."
B.
C.
D.
E.

Definitely yes
Pro0ab ly yes
Probably no
Definitely no
Don't know/Undecided

113. Do you believe t~at by stating nreference5 by bases/states/
locales, you are adequately making your'assignment desires
1"
kno1;ln?
(Select the one best ans~."er.)

.

A.
B.

Yes
Don't .kno\.;

~

No, I would also like to soeci fy:

,

C.

D.
E.
F.

G.

llajor command
Level of duty (sC!uadron, group, i.-ring, division)
Particular job
Specific ty?e of aircraft or e'lUi!>Ment
Other

What is the current tour length you are presently serving?,
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

F.

_ G.

H.

12
15
18
24
30
36

months
months
months

months
nonths

months
48 rr.onths
Don't knoH

'Are you porcsently sc'rving on an extension to your curre.nt
overseas tour?

A.
B.

C.

Not
Yes
No

a~plicable,

I am not serving overseas

What do you think the accompanied-by-dependents tour length
should be in the present overseas area where you are now
serving?
Not applicable, I ~ not
Less than 24 months
C. 24 months
D. 36 months
E. ' 48 months
, F.
60, or more nonths

A.

s~rving

overseas

B.

Do you believe that your ?resent assignment .laS mad,e with more
consideration given· to your personal preference and career
developr.:ent than your last assignmen't?
,A.

B.
C.

D.

Yes
No
Don't know
This is my first assignment

Are you generally pleased with your present assignment?
A.
'B.

C.

Yes
No'
Don't know/Undecided

How close does your present assignment match your preference
for location?

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

-

Base
State but not base
Area but not base or state

Country only
Not at all

.Is your present assignment at the level you requested (major
.", command, base, wing, etc ~ ) ?

Yes
B. No
C.Not applicable, I didn't request any level

,A.

126. Is your present assignment to the lIajor COl"mand you requested?
A.
B.
C.

Yes
No
!'lot a!?plicable, I didn't request -a Ilajor Command

127. Would you vo'unteer for a. short tour (less t:lan 18 months
unaccompanied) if guaranteed your first choice of base
assignment upon return to the CONUS?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Definitely yes
Probably yes
Probably no
Definitely no
Don't know/Undecided

128. lihich do you consider most important within a job assignment?
A.
B.

Organizational level
command

~!ajor

.c..

Uission of unit

D.

Job responsibilities

129. Which is more important to you in your assignment desires?
A._ _Specific base/area
B. Job assignment, organizational level, command, mission,
responsibility
Are you satisfied with your job and base/area of assignment?A.
B.
C.
D.

Yes, I an: satisfied ,.ith both
No, I dislike the job but am satisfied with the area
!'Io, I dislike the area but am satisfied, with the job
No, I dislike both
PART 9 -- t-1EIGIITED AIRHAN PRO;·!OTION SYSTEll (WAPS)

If you received a \'lAPS briefing in the past 6 months, whC'
conducted the briefing?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

F.

I did not receive a '-lAPS briefing
IIQ USAF r"presentati ve
Ilajor cOrnM.and representative
CBPO representative
Squadron representative

other

132. Do you consider yourself adequately informed on the Weighted
.....

" .......

Airman Pror:1otion System (t:JAPS)?

B.

Very adeqi..~ately
SOMewhat adequately

D.

Somewhat inade~uately
Very inade~uately'

A.

c.

133 •. Do you 'think anyone of the I·I!'.!'!; promotion factors should have
LESS weight (points) than it oresently has?
A.
B.

No, all of the factors are pro;>erly «eighted nO\·,
Yes, time in grade

C.

Yes, time in service

D.

Yes, Specialty Knm·;ledge Test (SKT')
Yes, :romotion Fitness Exam (PFE)
Yes, APRs

E.
·t.
G.

Yes, decorations,

H.

No,. but one or more should have

I~OP£

\-leight

134. Have you been selected for promotion under the \·I!'l'S?
A.
B.
C.

No, I have never cO'mueted for oroMation under the !ill'S
No, I have competed but "as not selected
Yes

135. Do you understand the test scoring method wherein the scO're is
determined by the percent of right an;:;wers?

A.
B.
C.

Yes, I fully understand the method
I do not fully understand but I do have some idea
No, I do not understand i t at all

136. Do you think the WAPS is a fair proIOOtion system?

A.
B.
C.

Yes
No
I don't know

.

.

.'

."

!;

''137. If you have comoeted fO'r ~':omotion under ·the ·.~!'.PS but \~ere not
selected, did your I1APS Score Notice gi.ve you a qood under'.... standing as to ~IlIY you >lere not selected?

A.
B.·
C.
D.

E.

I have not com?eted for oramation under the Hl\.PS
I competed and was selected
II corr.peted, ,.,as not selected, but did not receive a NAPS
Score Notice
I 'received a ~"ll.PS Score llotice and I fully understand \:!hy
'1 was not selected
1 received a l'lAPS Score Notice but do not understa:1d <lhy
I was not selected

138. Do you feel that your present CBP" adequately respondS to your
questions or problem~ regarding pronation?
A.
B.
C.

I llave not contacted the CBPO regarding promo,ticn
The CBPO adequately responds
.
The' CBPO does not adequately respond

..

1311
, .• If you were eligible for pror.iotion to grade E-S, E-6 or E-7
during the last cycle, did you review your Promotion· Eligibility

Verification Record?

"

A.
B.

.C.

Was not eligible during the last cycle for pronotion to
grade· E-S, E-6, or E-7
Yes
No

\~here

140.

did you receive the most current information on WJI.PS?

A.

Airt!l(ln Z.tagazine

B.
C.
D.
E.

Air Force Times
COmMander's Call
CBPO
Other than the above

141. I,hat do you think

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

i~

the best feature of WAPS?

PFE and SK7 tests
Everyone is considered equally
Visibility of status
\'Ieighted points for time in grade and time in service
Other
Donlt know

142. Effective 1 February 1972 airnen who fail to report for
scheduled testing ,·,ill be automatically ineligible for pronotion.
Waivers to oermit reschedulin~ must be ap?roved by the major
command. ~'1hat is your opinion of this policy?
A.
B.
C.

It is fair
It is not fair
No o?inion

143. If you have been tested under

W~2S,

do you feel you were given

adequate advance notice?
."

A.

B.

C.
D.
144.

Not applicable • I have not
I was given advance notice
I \iaS given advance notice
I lias not given an advance

been tested
and i t "las adequate
but i t was not adequate

notice

~lho notified you of your scheduled 1"11'.PS testinq date (SKT or
PFE)?

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Have not taken WAPS tests
CBPO
Squadron Com8ander
First Sergeant
Squadron orderly room
Supervisor
Other

145. If yo·u have been tested under the \'Ieighted Airman Promotion
System, how would you rate the test proctor's instructions
on filling out the test answer card?

A.

B.
C.

<- D.
E.

.

F•

Excellent
Good
So-so
Poor
Very Poor
. Have not been tested

~

146. What is your ooinion of the testing rooM/facility in which
you took your i'l".PS promotion test (s)?

A.
B.

No applicable; have not tested under WAPS
Testing room was comfortable and had a -good testing
atI11os!:"here
C. Testing roon was satis:acto~r
D., Testing r00m was uncG~fortable~~c:~~~ed, noisy, etc.)

·-'"

147. The relative score listing ..hich is a'vailaqle at each CBPO

reflec·ts the scores of' I~AP5 nonselectees and sno..s ...here the

airr.tan stands in rela~tion to his conteM!;,oraries.

If you

.

were not selected for promotion to grades E-S through E-7 did
you review this 'listing?
A.
. B.

C.

D.
E.

F.

I was aat eligible for pronotion to gr"des E-S' through
E-7during the last cycle
I '~as eligible and "as ,'selected
I was not selected but did not review the relative score
listing
I was not aware of the relative score listing
I reviewed the score listina and it provided a good
understanding of where I stood
I reviewed the score listing but did not:~understand
what it, meant

148. If you 'vere selected for promotion, under ~ll'.PS during the past
12 months, who advised you of your selection?

"

A.
B.

Was not selected for promotion during
Squadron CQT~ander

C..
D.

SUgervisor

pas~

12 months

CBPO oersonnel
E.Someone other than t~e above
F. iias not ?iware of l'1'] se lec,tion until I sat-1 my name on the
selection 'list

149,. If you are an E-7 or E-8 and eligible for promotion, which of

the following would you prefer?
A. Not applicable, am not an E-7 or E-8
B. Continue to COMpete under the whole-man Selection Board Syst.
C. ,Compete under a completely weighted system such as NAPS
,D. Compete unsler a partially ·.veighted system <1i th a combination
of assigned points and Selection Board determination
Eoo' lio opinion

Were you ever selected for Superior Perforwance Proficiency
Pay?
A. No, because I was never eligible
B. No, but I was eligible at least once
C.Yes

•

COllt!ENT5 SHEET

Please use this sheet to write out any comments or recomrnendati0ns
which you feel will be of assistance to th~ Air Force !1ilitary
Personnel Center concerning the subjects contained in the surv~y •

. If you use this sheet, tear it out of the survey and return it
with your answer sheet.

You may sign the -sheet or not as you

de~ire.

GRADE:

.<

..
.

,
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AIR FORCE CAREER SURVEY
May 1972

OFFICER

Your -ideas and opinions are im~:>"ortant to the Air Force.
This survey is an important way of' getting soine of your, thoughts
to Headquarters USAF so that they can use' them to change old
po).i_cies or make new !,olicies. Thes~ changes do not always happen
quickly. - Some of you will see changes during your career~ In other
cases, Air Force people like yourse'lf will benefit in the future
by your ideas.

Pleas.e give your honest answerSi tell i t like it is. Do not
give "establishment" or "textbook" answers, or answers which
you think. HQ USAF would like to hear. These answers will only hurt
yourself and 'others because Headquarters will assume this is the

way you really feel and make policies accordingly.
'There is a Comments Sheet at the end of the survey for
additional comments. If a question does. not include your answ.er,
use tl}e Comments Sheet at the end of the survey to write it out •
."In addi tien,. please use the Comm~nts Sheet to wri te ou~t any
comments you wish regarding the sUbjects on the surveyor on any
other subjects which you feel are important. Please use it if
you wish--one out of every 11 officers does. If you wish an
answer, please sign your name and give your organization •
•<
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PLEASE RF,J\D- THE FOLLO':lING INSTRUCTION.;'
BEFOF.E ANSWERING THE SURVEY

'Answer tlte questions as of Hay 1972 ..
Select only one

answ~r

to each question.

rBrk your answers on the answer sheet. It is not necessary
to write an the survey itself. Use a No. 2 pencil only_

Be sure to mark your answers carefully so that you enter
then opposite the same answer sheet number as survey question
nU1l'her.
Be sure that your ans\~er marl~s are heavy and- black and
that you blacken the whole rectangle but stay within the
rectangle lines ..
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UlPORTANT

Be sure to write your Social Security Account Number (SSAN)
on the front side .of the answer sheet in the boxes provided;

then blacken the rectangle to the right of each number which is
the same as 'the number you wrote in the box.

Your SS&~ will not be used to identify you with your answers.
You were requested to' participate in this survey based upon
random selection by SSAN. Your SSAN will be used only as a
necessary method of survey control.
Please do not mark in the preprinted number boxes on each
side of your answer sheet. These numbers are ·used by the
electronic scanner to match the front and back of your answer
sheet.
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PART 1 - GElIEPAL CHAR1\CTERISTICS

1.

What is Y9ur comMand of assignment (the
.maintains your personnel re.cords)?
A.

u.s.

C.

Aerospace Defense COI!lmand

D.
E.

U~,S" Air Forces in Europe
Air Force Accounting -and Finance Center

F"

Air Force Logistics Command

G.

Aeronautical Chart and Information Cente-r
Air For'ce Systems command
Air Reserve personnel Center

I.
J.
K..

u.s.

z.

1;
2.

Air Force Office of Special Investigations
Others

A.

No

B.

Yes, pilot
Yes, naVigator
Yes, flig~t surgeon

D.

What is your pres~nt active duty grade?

A.
B.
C.
D..

E.
F..
G..

'",

Air Forces Sou.thern Command

Are you currently a rated officer?

c.

-

C~~and

Air University
Headquarters Air Force Reserve
Headquarters USAF
Data Systems Design Center
Headauarters Command
Military Airlift Command
Pacific Air Forces
Strategic Air Command
Tactical Air ~o~rnand
USAF Security Service
Air Force nilitary Personnel Center
Air Force Communications Service
Air Force Inspection and Safety Center
Air Force Audit Agency

9~

..

Air Training

L.

Q.
R.
5;
T.
U.
X.
Y.

3.

Air Force Academy

}t.,

N.
O.
P.

25

Alaskan Air Command

B.

H.

.<

co~and

Colonel
Lieutenant Colonel
Hajor
Captain
First Lieutenant
Second Lieutenant
Warrant Officer

that

4..

Wh<."lt is your highest level of education NQt~ (incltide accepted

CEO credits)?
A.
B.

C.
D.
E.
F.

G.
H.

I.
J..

K.
L.

:·t.

N..
0 ..

Grammar sdh601 (aid not ~raduate)
Gramma-r schoo,l graduate (no high school)
Higb school (did not gi"Glduate}
High school graduate (no college)
Trade or technical school graduate (not including college)
Som,c ~_olle.ged but less than one year
One year college, but less :than bolO
Two years college, but less "ot:han three (including blO-year
associate degree)
Three years or more college, no degree
Registered nurse diploma -proqral"'l.
College degree (BS, BA, or equivalent, exce~t LL.B)
Graduate work beyond bachelor degree (no mas~er's degree)
:taster f s degree
Postgraduate work b~yond vw.ster's oegree
Doctorate deg-ree (includes LL.B, J.D., D.D.S., !~.-O.,
and O. V .11.)

S, .. ~, How !i\uch total active federal military service have you
completed?
A.

B.
C.
D.

E.
F.
Go.
H.

I.
J..
Ko.

L.
tI.
N.

o.
P.

6.

than 1 year
1 year but less than 2
2 years but'less than 3
3 years but less than 4
4 years but less than 5
5 years but less than 6
6 years but less than 7
7 years but less than 8
8 years but less than 9
9 years_ but less than 10
10 years but less than 11
11 years but less than 12
Les~

12
13'
14
"15

Q.

R.
S.
T.

U.

v.
w.

X.

Y.
z.

16 years but less than
17 years but less than
18 years but less than
19 years but less than
20 years but less than
21 years but less
22 years but less
23 years but less
24 years but less
25 years but less

~.

26 years

1.

27 years'

years but: ~ess than 13 2.
years but less ,than 14 3.
years but less
15 4.
years but less than 16

28 years
29 years
)0 years

than

than
than
than

c.
o.

E.
F.
G.
H.

u.s. t.lilitary Academy graduate
U.S. Naval AcadeMY 'graduate
U.S. Air Force Academy graduate
Distinguished ROTC graduate
Distinguished oes graduate

Distinguished OTS graduate
Distinguished graduate of Flyin'g Training School
Thor:1asson Act

1.

ROTC graduate

J.
K.
L.
H.
N.

Citizens r1ilitary Commission
Graduate of USAF OTS

-, o.
P.
Q.

ocs graduate.
Graduate of Flying Training--aviation cadet
Air National Guard
Air Force Reserves
Direct app,ointment from m"ili tary life
Direct appointment from c·ivilian life

17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

than
then 26
but less than 27
but less than 28
but less "than 29
but less than 30
or more

Under w'hich of ·the follOWing did you get your cOM.rnission?

A.
B.

,

7.· When did" you enter active duty as a cOMmissioned officer?

A.
R.
C.
D.
E.
F.
8.

What is your service cOCtponent?

A.
R.

C.
9.

Cadendar year 1966 or before
Calender year 1967
Calendar year 1968
Calendar year 1969
Calendar year 197() or later
Other than above

Line
Hedical Service Corps
Other

fire you male or female?

A.

IIale

B.

Female

10. What is your marital status?
A.

B.
C.
"

D~

E.

!-larried
Never been narried
Divorced and not remarried
Legally separated
Widower /Widow

11. Which one of the following do you consider yoursel-f?
A.
B.
Co

Black
Spanish or Hexican American

American Indian
Asian American
E. _ White (not Spanish or Hexican American)
D.

PART 2 - CODE OF ETHICS
12. Do you think that the Air Force should develop a 'II1ritten code
of ethics that sets' forth the conduct expected of officers?
A.
B.

Yes
NO

13. If a written code of ethics existed, hO\<-l do you think most
officers would react to it?

A.
B.

C.
D.

positively
Neutrally
Negatively
No opini.on

14. Do you think that a written code of ethics would affect the
professional image of Air Force officers?
A.
B.
C.

Enhance their image
No effect
Detract froM their image

ZOl.

PART 3 - RECREATION

How frequently do ypu or your dependents
FOR EXl\?1PLE:

US~

the following?

If you use the "Arts and Crafts Shop" four or
more times a month you would mark' response "A"

of item t15 on your ans\o,!er sheet.

Less

Never

Than
a t-1onth,

and
Don't
Want to

Available

B

C

0

E

A

B

C

0

E

Bowling Center

A

B

C

0

E

Child Care
Center

A

B

C

0

E

Camping)

A

B

C

0

E

GOlf Course

A

B

C

0

E

Gymnasium

A

B

C

0

E

Library

A

B

C

0

E

Outdoor
rec.reation area

A

B

C·

0

E

g\>Jimming Pool

A

B

C

0

E

Tenni 5 Cour ts

A

B

C

0

E

Theater

A

B

C

0

E

Youth Center

A

B

C

0

E

Wood Crafts Shop

A

B

C

0

E

Open Mess

A

B

C

0

E

Base Exchange

A

B

C

0

E

4 or
llore
a Month

1-3
Times
a flonth

Arts and Crafts
Shpp

A

Auto Crafts Shop

Times

Once

Never
but Nou1d
Use ,if

FA}!CNIP (Family

3l. Are you a member of an Officers' Open Hess?
A.
B.

C

C.

-

Yes, only because I had no choice
Yes, and I wanted to
No

32. Are you a member of an Aero Club?
A.
B.

C.

Yes

No, because there is none available
No

33. Are you a member of a Rod/Gun Club?

A.

Yes

B.

No, because there is none available

C.

No
PART 4 - ACTIVE DUTY COm:ITJIENT

34. Do you h~v~ an established date of separation (DOS) of between
6 and 18 months from the date of this survey?

A.

No

B-.

Yes

·35. If waiver of active duty service commitment (ADSe) were
offered and you were allowed to separate from active duty
prior to the DOD you currently have established, what would
you do?
A.
B.
C.
D.

.---

Volunteer to separate 12 months earlier than the DOS I
now have established
Volunteer to separate 6 months earlier than the DOS I
now have established
Volunteer to separate as soon as possible
Decline to apply for early separation and remain on
active duty .until my DOS as currently established

36. Do you have an active duty service commitment (ADSC) which
expires between 6 and 18 months from the date of this survey
(but no established DOS)?
A.

No

B.

Yes

37. If waiver of active duty service commitment (ADSC) were
offered J.nd you \vere allowed to separate froPl active duty
prior to completion of your ADSe, what would you do?
A.
B.
c.

D.

Volunteer to separate 12 months prior to completion
of my ADSC
Volunteer to separate 6 months prior to completion of my
ADSC
Volunteer to separate as soon as possible
Decline to apply for separation and rePlain in current
St;1i:n.S

38. If you could \\'Rive your active duty service cOJT\Initment (ADSe) by
jOining an Air National Guard or Air Force Reserve unit on a
one-far-two basis (each of six months or less 'tlould be
exchanged for a one-year corami tment with a Guard or Reserve
unit), what \vould you do?

l'

A~

-.

B.
C.

Do
....

E.

F.

Not applicable, I do not have an ADSC
I would defini telv accept
I \vQuld probably accept'
I am undecided
I would probably not accept
I would definitely not accept

·,,-v.J

Listed below are factors that may influence

you:~

in deciding

whether or not you would consider exchanging an active duty
service commitment (ADSC) for participating servi~e with an
Air National Guard or Air Force Reserve unit. Select in order
of importance to you the three factors that \o[ould influence you
to make such an exchange.
FACTORS

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

F.
G.

.

H.

Being able to choose a particular Guard or Reserve unit
Being able to choose a particular job in-a Guard or Reserve
unit
Being ~ble to serve in the Guard or Reserves as a
technician (full-time civilian job)
Being able to exchange an ADSC on a one-for-one basis
rather than a one-for-two basis
Having Air Force TRANSITION personnel "assis t me in getting

a civilian job in a community near a Guard or Reserve
unit of my choice
Not applicable, I do not have an ADSC·
Not applicable, I am not at all interested in making such
an exchange
I don't understand this proposal well enough to" make a
good decision

39. ~lhich factor would f10ST influence you to make such an exchange?

40. Which factor would be SECOND in importance to

influencin~

you?

41. /Which factor would be THIRD in importance in influencing you?
PART 5 - JOB SATISFACTION
-42 ... Are you satisfied with your

A.

p~esent

job?

Very satisfied

B • . Somewhat satisfied

C.
0.-

E.

Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
Somewhat dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied

43. Are you satisfied with your present duty Air Force specialty
code (APSC)?

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Very satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
Somewhat dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied

44. Do you or would you,like to supervise?
I am NOW in a supervisory position and:
A.
B.
C.

"I like to supervise

I don't like to supervise
Makes no difference
I am NOT in a supervisory nosition and:

D.
E.
F.

I like to supervise
I don't like .to supervise
Makes no difference

,45. Does your

i~ediate

supervisor give you recognition for a

job well done?

,<

A.

Definitely yes

B.

c.

probably yes
Undecided

O.
E.

Probably no
Definitely no

46. What_do you think about the pay you are getting for what you
contribute to the Air Force?
A.
B.
C.
O.
E.

Pay is a lot more than my contribution
Pay is some~"h~t more than my contribution
Just about equal
Somewhat less pay than contribution
Lot less pay than contribution

47. How well does your Air Force job use your talents"and training?
A.,·

B..
C.
D.

E.

Not at all
Very little
Fairly
_Quite well
Excellently

48. How do you think your service experience compares to that of
your contemporaries in terms of assignments· and jobs?
A"
B.

C.
D..

E.

.Have
Have
Have
Have
Have

had
had
had
had
had

continually much better ~ssignments and jobs
often somewhat better a'ssignrnents and jobs
a similar career pattern
often somewhat poorer assignments and jobs
continually much poorer assign~ents and jobs

/'

'\

:'.' z

Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disaoree with the
following statements. There are no "right" or ·"\·ironq" answers t.o
these

statern~nts---we mere~y

For exaople:

want to

kno~l hO'l1

you honestly feel.

If you strongly agree with Question 449, you would
mark response "A" of Question J49 on your answer
sheet.
strongly

Strong~y

Agree

Aqree

A

B

c

o

E

A

B

c

o

E

A,

B

c

o

E

A

B

c

o

E

A.

B

c

o

E

A

B

c

o

E

·49. I have as much
say about what
happens to me
in -the Air
Force as I
would expec.t in
a civilian job

SQ. The Air Force
provides me
with as much
prestige and
status as I \
would anticipate
in a civilian
job

Undecided

Disagree

Disagree

'51. Working

conditions in
the Air Force
are as good
as what I
would expect
in a civilian
job

52. The supervision
I have received
in the Air Force
has·been as good
as what I would
expect in a
oivilian job
53. I am presently

making as much
money in the
Air Force as I
have in civi-lian
life

54. I would recommend
an Air Force
career for any

young man,
including a son
of mine

~

55. Do you think your present job will prepare you to· assume future
positions of greater responsibility?
A.
B.

C.
D.

E.

Definitely yes
Probably yes
Undecided
Probably no
Definitely no
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56. Do you feel that you can go to your- immediate

sup~rvisor

with any problem on your job?
A.
B.
C.

Definitely yes
Probably yes
Undecided

D..

Probably no

E.

Definitely no

57. How much authority does your immediate supervisor delegate

to you?
A.
B.
C.

Too little authority
About the right amount of authority
Too much authority

58. Which one of the following factors do you consider t10st

Requisite to having a satisfying job?
A.

Challenging work

B.
C.

Recognition for my work'
Sense of achievement

D.
E.

Encouragement to use initiative and creativity
Hav~ng responsibility for a job

59. Have you found this factor (that you selected above) to be
present in the job you are doing right now?

.'

A.

Yes

B..

No

C.

Undecided

_60. Would not finding this factor influence your decision about
a career in the Air Force?
A.

Definitely yes
Probably yes
C.' Undecided
D..
Probably no
E. Definitely no
B~

61. How do you feel that your skills and experience attained through
serving in the military compare to skills and experience
attained by civilian employees for the same type of work?
A.

Much'higher than civilian employees

B.

Slightly higher than civilian employees
Equal to those of civilian employees
Slightly lower than civilian employees
Much lower than civilian employees

C.
D.
E.

62-. HOW' do you thin.k -military pay

(including allOtrlances and fringe
benefits) compares with pay in civilian employment for similar

work?

....

A..
B.
C.

O.
E.

Uilitary pay far hi0her than civilian
l-1ilitary pay somewhat hiaher than civilian
Both about equal
Military pay sOMewhat less than civilian
Military pay far less thah civilian

"-VI

63. If you were to enter civilian life tomorrow, how do you feel
that you job satisfaction would be in comparison to your
Air Force job?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Uuch more satisfying in civilian life
Somewhat more -satisfying
About the same satisfaction
Somewhat less satisfY1ng
fIuch less satisfying in civilian life

,
64. If you were to leave the Air Force tomorrow, how do you feel
your employment opportunities would be in civilian life?
A.
B.

Very poor
Somewhat poor

C.

Fair

D.
E.

Good
Excellent

65. Have civilian job opportunities for you changed or remained
the same over tbe past two years?

.

A.
B.
C.
o.

Far better now
Somewhat better now
Remained the same
somewhat worse

E.

Far worse
Don't know

F.

6-6. If .civilian job opportunities for you have changed} has this
influenced your decision about an Air Force career?
A.
8.
C.
D.

Not applicable
Influenced a great deal
Influenced somewhat
No 'influence

67 .. What level of education is n.eeded in your current job?
A. No opinion/Donlt know
B.. High school education sufficient
C. Need Bachelor's De9ree
O.
Need Haster's Degree
E. Need PII.D.
68. What level of Professional Military Education is needed in

your job?
A.

B.
C.
D.
Eo

't

69. Do you think th,at you have been or will be afforded an adequate
opportunity to attend professional military education courses
(50S, AC&SC, At-Ie)?

A.
B.

-,

00 not know/No opinion
None
Squadron Officers School only
Intermediate Service School (Air Command & Staff, etc.)
Senior Service School (Air War College, etc.)

c.

Definitely yes
Probably yes
Undecided

D.

probabl,.Y no

E.

Definite ly no

70. What percentage of the officer force do you
an advanced degree?
A.

No opinion

B-.
C.
D.

None
25%
50%

E.

75% or more

believ~

needs

PART 6 - PERSONAL APPEARANCE
71. In September 1970, the Air Force announced its new personal
grooming standards. Specifically, all Air Force personnel may
wear their hair in any contemporary stY.Ie ~ey choose provided
it presents a neatly groomed, trimmed and ta-pered appearance

and the bulk or length of the hair does not interfere with the
proper wearing of any Air Force hat. Sideburns may be grown to
the lowest part of _the exterior ear opening and mustaches are
permitted but cannot extend beyond the .. -vermilion border of the

lips at the corner of the mouth.

What is your opinion of these

standards?

.<

A..
B.
C.

Too lenient
Appr-opriate and reasonable
Too restrictive

D.

No opinion

72. Do you think wearing of the necktie with uniform combination 3
(blue wool shirt/trouser combination) should be optional or not
whi Ie on base?
A.

Optional

B.
C.

Not optional
No opinion

73. Do you think new grade insignia should be developed for wear
,_by the top three enlisted grades only?
A.

Yes

B.

No

C.

No opinion

74. When climatic conditions dictate, do you think Air Force
personnel should be allowed to optionally purchase and carry
a solid color dark blue or black umbrella while in uniform,
except while in military formations?
-A.
B.

Yes

C.

No opinion

No

75. How would you feel about making the wearing of hats (caps)
·0

optional while wearing work utility (flight suits, fatigues)
unifo~s On base?
A.

B.

c.

Approve
Disapprove
No opinion

\

Pl\RT 7 - ASSIGNllENTS
76. Ih what area arc you .presently- assigned?
A.

B.

c.
D.
,E.

F •.

Area 1 (Tennessee, North Carolina,. South Carolina,
r·tississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Floor-ida)

Area 2 {aaine,. Vermont, New Hampshire, l1assachusetts,
NeW York. Connecticut, Ne,'.; Jersey, Pennsylvania, nary land ,
.D~laware, -Nashington_ DC, Virginia, ""'lest Virginia, Kentucky,
Ohio,. Rhode Islandl
Area 3' (Indiana,,' Illinois, r.1ichigan, Wisconsin, Hinnesota,
'Iowa, Nebraska~ South Dakota, North Dakota)
Area 4 0-lyornin9, aont;:.ana, Idaho, Washington, Oregon)
Area 5 (Color?ido, Net., 11exico, Arizona, Nevada, California,

Utah)
Area 6 (Arkansast, Louisiana, Kansas, Oklahoma,
Texas)

G.

Ala'ska, Hawaii

H.
I.

Overseas
OVerseas'
OVerseas
Overseas

J'.

K.

M~ssouri,

(Vietnam or Thailand)
(Other remote area)
(accompanied area with my dependents)
(accompanied area without dependents)

7.7. How much notice did you receive before 'Your last PCS move?

A.
B.

C.
D.
E.
,F.

"

Less than 30 days
30-60 days
60-90 days
90'i"120 days
120-150 days
Hore than 150 days

78. If your last PCS required attendance at a TOY school or course
. of instruction enroute, were you counseled by your CBPO
concerning prerequisites for the course?
-

B.

Not applicable, I didntt go TDY or to a course enroute
to this base
Yes

,C.'

No

A.

!

79.·If your last pes required TDY school or course enroute, were
you counseled by your CBPO concerning various options
associated with the move available to you?
A.

Not applicable, I didn't go TOY or to a training course
enroute to this base

B • . Yes
C.
No

80. How do you feel about accompanied overseas dUty as compared
,to CONliS duty?
A.
B.

C.
D.

'.-

Less desirable than CONUS
No preference
nore desirable than CONUS duty.
Dontt know/Undecided

81. Should the number of dependents in an individual's household
be one of the criteria used in selection of personnel fqr
pes assignments?
'

A.

Yes

B.No

C.

Don't knOW/Undecided

82. If all unaccompanied tours were 12 months, would this
influence your Air Force career plans?
A.
B.
C.

D.
E.
F.

Very much toward an Air Force career
Somewhat toward an Air Force career
No effect
Somewhat_against an Air Force career
Very much against an Air Force career
Don't know/Undecided

83. How would you feel about a policy of not requiring reassignment
upon completion of a specific tour b11t remaining in place -until
becoming most eligible to move?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Strongly agree
lIildly agree
lIildly disagree
Strongly disagree
Dontt know/Dontt care

84. Would you volunteer for a short tour (less than 18 ptonths
unaccompanied) if the Air Force paid $100 per month to
volunteers who are serving a short tour?
A.
B.
C.

D.
E.

Definitely yes
Probably yes
Probably no
Qefinitely no
Don't know/Undecided

85. How long have you been assigned to your present pes station?
A.
B.
C.

11
12
24
D• 36
E. . 48
F. 60

months or less
to 23 months
to 35 months
to 47 months
to 59 months
or more months

86. How long would you be willing to serve at your present pes
station?
A.
B.
C.

D.
E.

F.
G.
H.

Less than 12 months
12 months
13 to 23 months
24 to 35 months
36 to 47 man ths
48 to 59 months
60 or more months
Undecided

87. What is the current tour length you are
A..
B.

12 months
15 months

c.

18 months

D.
E.

24 months
30 months
36 months

F.

G.

48 months

H.

Don I t

know

pr~sently

serving?

88. Are you presently serving on an extension to y-our current
overseas tour?
A.

Not app~icable, I am not serving overseas

B.
.C ..

Yes
No

89. What do you think the acoompanied-by-dependents tour length
should be in the present overseas area where you are now
serving?
A.
-B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Not applicable, I am "not serving overseas
Less than 24 months
24 months
36 months
48 months
60 or more months

90. Do you believe that your present assignment was made with more
consideration given to your personal preference and career
development than your last assignment?
A.
B.
C.
o.

Yes
No
Don't know
This is my first assignment

91. Are you generally pleased with your present assignment?
A.
B.
C.

."

Yes
No
Don't know/Undecided

92. How close does your present assignment match your preference
for location?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Base
State but not base
Area but not base or state
Country only
Not at all

93. Is your present assignment at th~ level you requested (maj?r
command, base, Wing, etc.)?
A.
B.
C.

Yes
No
Not applicable, I didn't request any level

94. Is your present assignment to the Hajor C~mmand you requested?
A.
B.
C.

. ....

Yes
No
Not applicable, I didn't request a Major Command

95. Would you volunteer for a short tour (less than 18 months
unaccompanied) if guaranteed your first choice of assignment
upon return to the CONUS?
A.
B.
c.
D.
E.

Definitely yes
Probably yes
Probably no
Definitely no
Don't knOW/Undecided

PART 8 - RACE RELATIONS
96. Do you think your race is now a factor in your promotion
oppor tuni ty?

A.
B.
c.

Very helpful
SOMewhat helpful
Hakes no difference

D.

Somewhat

E.
F..

Very harmful
No opinion/don't knQ\ol

h~rmful

91. Do you think minority group personnel receive the saJIlc
punishment for the same offenses as other personnel in
disciplinary actions (Article 15 and courts-martial). under
the Uniform Code of }1ilitary Justice?

A.
-B.
c.
D.
E.
F.

.~

f.Unori ty Groups receive much more severe puriishment
rlinority Groups receive s01!!cwhat more severe punishment
No difference in punishment
~
~1inority Groups receive somewhat less severe punishment
l·!inority Groups receive much less severe punishment
No opinion/don't know

98. Are there any informal bans or res~rictions that 'prevent
Blac_ks from moving into any particular areas of the civi~iar
community near your base?

A.

Yes

B.

No

C.

Don't know

99. Do you think the Air Force is making a real effort to
improve race relations?

A.
D.

Definitely yes
Probably yes
Undecided
Probably no

E.

Definitely no

B.
~.

100. t1hich of the following best describes your attitude toward
making the Air Force a career?
A.
B.

Definitely intend to make the Air Force a career
Most likely- will make the Air Force a career
c. Undecided
D.
Host likely will not make the Air Force a career
E. Definitely do not intend to make the Air Force a career
F. "Not applicable, I _have COMpleted 20 years or more

101. When did you decide whether or not to make the Air Force a
career?

A.
B.
C.

D.
E.
F.

Prior to entry in the Air Force
DUring years 1-4 of
active service
During years 5-8
During years 9-12
After year 12
Haven't decided yet

my

102. How many years of active service do you plan to com~lete

before you leave the Air Force?
A.·

B.
C.
D.

E.

F.
G.
H.

r.

0-4 years
5-8 years
9-12 years
13-16 years
17-20 years
21-24 years
25-28 years
29 or more years
Undecided

103. How do you. feel that the public view of the military as a
career has changed over the past year?
A.

Far more unattractive than-before·

B.
C.

Slightly more unattractive than before
Public view.has not changed

D.
E.

Slightly more attractive than before
Far more attractive as a career today than-a year
ago

.<

104. How would you view your wife's opinion of the military as a
career for you?

A.
B.
C.
D.

E.
F•

Not applicable
Strongly against
Slightly against
Neutral
Slightly in favor of
Strongly in favor of

.10S. Compared to your view of civilian life, what kind of
. environment does the Air Force offer for raising a family?

A.
B.

C.
D.
E.

Far better than civilian life
Slightly better than civilian life
No difference
Slightly worse than civilian life
Far worse than civilian life

106. How much influence have your military superiors had on your
feelings about the military as a career?
.A •.

B.

C.
D.
E.

..

Very influential for
Somewhat influential for
Not influential in either direction
Somewhat influential against
Very in~luential against

A_
B.
C.
0_

E.
F.
G_

H.
1_
J.

K.
L.
M_

N.
o.
P.
Q.

R.

.
'-

Make a lot of money
Prestige and social status
Recognition for work well done
Competent supervisors
Rapid advancement
Be promoted on basis of ability
Become an expert in a specific type of work
Do a great deal of traveling
Stahle location of work and home
.Job security
A definite work schedule
Doing work that is challenging
Having a "say" in what happens to me
Feel I have accomolished something
Dealing with people rather than things
Dealing with things rather than people
Don t really know
Other
I

Listed below are a number of factors which have frequently been
~ssociatcd with unfavorable attitudes toward an Air Force career.
Select, in order of importance to you, the two factors which have
or would influence you not to make the A~r FOrce a career.
UNFAVOP~BLE

A.
B..
C

p.

D.

E.
F.
G...

FACTORS

Family separation
Ny Air Force job

(little challenge, litt-Ie sense of
accomplishment, etc.)
Pay and allowances
Housing
Promotion selection system
Promotion opportunity
Fringe benefi ts (medical and dental care, BX, commissary,

etc. )
fI.-

I.
.J.

K.

L.
M.
N.

o.

Leadership and supervision in the Air Force
Frequent PCS moves
Little "say" in future assignments
Insecurity of Air Force life
The people
Air Force policies and procedures
Some other factor
Nothing unfavorable

117. What is the NOST important unfavorable factor?
.<

118. What is the SECOND most important unfavorable factor?
Listed below are a number of factors which have frequently been
associated with favorable·attitudes toward an Air Force career.
Select, in order of importance to you i t,he two factors_ which
. have or would" influence you to make the Air Force a career ..
FAVORABLE FACTORS
A·.

Opportunity for training and education in the Air Force

B.

My Air Force job (challenging, provides sense of accomplish-

G.

ment, etc.)
Pay and allowances
Housing
Promotion selection system
Promotion opportunity
Fringe benefits (medical and dental care,

H.

etc. )
Leadership and supervision in

C.
O.
E.
F.

1.

J.
K.
L.
M.
N.

"

O.
P.

-.

Q.

t~e

BX~

commissary,

Air Force

Travel and new experiences
Have "say" in future assignments
Security of Air Force life
The people
Air Force policies and procedures
The retirement system
Opportunity to serve my country
Some other factor
Nothing favorable

~

119. What is the HOST important favorable factor?
120. What is the SECOND most important favorable factor?

121. If there had been no draft and you had not had any military
obligations at the time you first entered active military service,
do you think you would have entered the service?

A.
B.

c.

D.
E.
F.

Yes, t definitely would have. entered the service
Ye-s,. I probably would have entered the service
No., I probably would not have entered the service
No, I definitely would not have entered the service
I have no idea what I would have done
I had no choice, it was a national emergency in World War II
or Korea and everyone was called

122 .. How certain were you, before entry into the Air Force., that you
had decided what type of job you planned to pursue for a
career whether in or out of the Air Force (salesman, engineer,
mechanic, teacher, etc.)?
'A.

B..
C..

D.
E..

/~

Very certain
Fairly certain
Fairly uncertain
Quite uncertain
Had no idea

123.. How certain are you now that you- have decided what type of job
you plan to pursue for-a career whether in or out of the Air
Force (salesman, engineer, mechanic, teacher, etc.)?
A.

B.
C.
D.
E.

Very certain
Fairly certain
Fairly uncertain
Quite uncertain
Have no idea

- 124. Have you ever been counseled concerning the type of job you
should pursue whether in or out of the Air Force?
A.·

B.

c.
D.
E.

F.
G.
H~

Yes, and it was very valuable
Yes, and i t was of some value
Yes, and it was of little value
Yes, and it was of no value
No, but it would have been of value
No, i t would have been of little value
No, i t would have been of no value
No, don't know i f it would have been of value or not

125. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? "Little
useful guidance is provided to young people concerning the
ch6ice of a .career field."
A.
B.

-

C.
O.
E.

Strongly agree
Uildly agree
Mildly disagree
Strongly disagree
Don't know

126. Are you familiar with the service provided by ,the CBPO Career
Assistance and Counseling (CAe) Section?

A.

No, I am not familiar with the" s~ction
Yes, I am familiar with the service provided by Career
and Counsering Section and:

B.
C:
D.
E.

I have used the service and it was very useful
I have used the service and it was somewhat useful
I have used the service and it was not at all useful
I have not used the service

127. Do you know" who your Base Career Advisor is?
A.
B.

Yes
No

128". Does the Air Force do a good -job, in your opinion, of keeping
you informed about what is going on in the Air Force?

A.
B.

.•

/"

Yes, it certainly does
Yes, it does to some extent

C.

Undecided

D.
E.

No, it doesn't do too much
No, it doesn't do anything of significance

129. Does the Air Forc~ do a good job of telling you what you
want to know acout personnel programs and policies (promotions,
assignments, training, etc.)?
A.
B.

A very good job
A fairly good job

C.
D.

A somewhat poor job
A very poor job

130. Have you been informed of" the transi tion to a more youthful

rated force in the Air Force?
A.
B.
C.
D.

E.

F.

No, I have not been informed of the transition
Yes, through local officials
Yes, through official Air Force publications
Yes, through unofficial publications
Yes, through bri~fings ~Y USAF and major command
representatives '
Yes, through some other source

131. Will the transition to a more youthful rated force affect your
career opportuni ti"es?
"A.

B.

c.
D.

Will enhance my career opportunities
Will hurt my career opportunities
~Hll not affect my career
Don I t know

132. How often do you see copies of The Air Force Officers' Career
Newsletter (AFRP 36-1),"
A.
B.
C.

lIonthly
Bi-monthly
Quarterly
D•. Seldom

E.

Never

133. tihere do you u:;ually see copies of The Air Force Officers'
Career Newsletter (AFRE 36-1)?

A.

Never see copies

B.

In the unit

C.

On the unit bulletin board
In literatu,re racks
Other

rf.

E.

134. What is your assessment of the 'co!ltent of AFRP 36-1 (The Air
Force Of'fieers' Career Newsletter)?

A.
B.
C.

D.
E.

Find it very helpful
Find. it somewhat helpful
Do not get much out of it
Never heard of it
I don't see it enough to say

135. What do you think of the Junior Officer Council?
A.
B,.

c.

D.

E.

F.

Constructive and worthwhile
Of some value
Of little value
unnecessary and time cO,nsuming
Never heard of it
Have heard of it but am unfamiliar with its activities

136. What do 'you think would improve the effectiveness of the

Junior Officer Council? A.
B.

C.

D.

E.
F.

Better support from the commander
Better guidance and support from higher headqua'rters
More interest by junior officers
Nothing, the council is effective enough as it is
Nothing, the council will never be effective
Don't know enough about council operations to answer.

137. The recently published AFR 30-1, Air Force standards, requires
that the establishing commander actively chair the Junior
'Officer Council. what do you ·think about this requirement?
A. 'It enhances council operation
B. It inhibits council operation
C. Won't affect council operation
D. Don't know enough about cOW1cil operation--to answer

question
138. Are you familiar with the MPC Reports,_ project "PALACE FLICKS?"
A.
B.

C.
D.

Yes, I have used it several times to obtain information
Yes, but I have not used i t
No! I have heard of it but am not sure what i t is
No, never heard of it

139. Which of the following terms best reflects your eva~uation of

the

we Reports, project "PALACE FLICKS?"

A.

Convenient, authoritative, easy to under,stand

B.

Inconvenient

D.
E.
F.
G.

Hard to believe
Impersonal
Hard to underst.and
Don't know what it is
No opinion

c.

140. Are you familiar with the Officer t1anagcJIlent concept of
PALACE BLUEP-R-INT, PALACE LOG, PALACE f.1AN, etc.?

A.

No, have not heard of it
Heard of it, but not familiar with it
Familiar with concept

B.
C:..

141. What do you think about the PALACE mode of officer management?
A.
S-..

c.

No knowledge of PALACE concept
Know of it, but no strong opinion
Excellent

D.

Good

E..

Fair
Poor
Very poor

F.
G..

142" .. Are you in a PALACE-managed utilization field-?
A.
B.
C..
D.

No"
Don l t know
Yes, and have been assigned by a PALACE team
yes, but have not been assigned by a PALACE team

143. Have you ever been counse1e·d or been provided information
concerning benefits that your next-of-kin might" receive in the
event you died while on active duty?
A..
B..
C.

Yes
No
Yes, but I don't recall what-they are

144. Have you ever discussed survivor benefits with your wife?
A.

Yes

B.

No

C.
.. D~

Not marrie-d, and have never discussed survivor benefits
with anyone
Not married, but have discu~sed survivor benefits with my
parents or other family members

l4_5~ Have you received significant career counseling?

A.

B.

c.

D.

E.
F.

G.
H.

No

Yes, from my immediate supervisor or commander
yes, from my HAJCOn personnel representative
the USAF
Yes, from my career development monitor at
Military Personnel Center
Both (B) and (e) above
Both (e) and (D) above
Both (B) and (D) above
From (B) , (e) , and (D) above

146 .. How long do'you think aircrew (cockpit) primary flying
duty shoul~ be performed?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Intermittent periods not to exceed 5 years
Continuously for 5 years only
continuously for 10 years only
Continuously for more than 10 years
Don't know/Undecided

147. If you arc curre'ntly on a-ctive flying. status, how long
have you been rated?
A. ·Not appli-cable; I am not a rated officer
B. - Less than 6 'years
c. 6 years but less than 12 years

D.

12 years or more

148.' If you have over 5 years as a rated officer, at whil-t point
in your career would you consider it most desirable to perform
support duties?

Not rated
'Rated but have l,ess than 5 years I rated service
C. Do not desire support duties
D. 5-7 years

A.
B..

E.
F.

-G.

7-12 years
12-16 years
OVer 16 years

149. If you are a rated officer, what is your impression of duty
in the rated supplernen,t (support duties)?
A.

B.

,-,,"

c.
D.

E.

Not applicable, I am not a rated officer
career
I believe a tour in support du'ty will heln my
career
my
support
guty
will
hurt
in
tour
a
r believe
I do not desire a tour in support duty
No opinion

150. If you are'a rated officer, which of the following do you
think would best enhance your career?

A.

Not applicable, I am not a rated officer

B • . Remaining associated with one type of aircraft/command

'.

C.

throughout my career
l-loving to another type of aircraft/comrnanq at an

D.

appropriate point in my career
No opinion

cmmENTS SHEET

Please use this sheet to write out any com.ments or recommendations
which you .feel -will be of -assistance to the Air Force rHlitary
Personnel Center concerning the subjects contained in the survey.
If you use this sheet, tear it out of the survey and return it,
with your answer sheet. You may sign the -sheet or not as you

desire.

GRADE:

AIR FORCE BASE:
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